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Abstract

Living systems are defined by their thermodynamic openness, by the fact that energy and

matter are able to cross their boundaries. Without this capability to interact with their

environment, living systems would be unable to support their life-sustaining functions.

As a result of this continual interaction with its environment, the interior processes of a

living system is forced to operate far from any equilibrium. Indeed, any system that is

in equilibrium internally or with its environment could reasonably be characterised as a

dead one.

The dynamics of systems that are operating far from equilibrium, however, are far from

understood. In this thesis, we build on an existing framework for understanding these

dynamics, based in the finite-time analysis of non-autonomous oscillatory processes. This

approach is motivated by a key consequence of thermodynamic openness — to introduce

time-dependence to the open system. We develop an original mathematical model for

the energy metabolism of cells using inter-coupled networks of non-autonomous phase

oscillators, with intra-network weighted coupling. The effect of each of this model’s

components on its dynamics and stability is numerically analysed. Experimental data of

the metabolism of HeLa cells is analysed, finding the fundamental frequencies of this

process. This analysis is used to demonstrate the capability of the model to reproduce

the complex dynamics of the experiment, and this is contrasted to a comparable model

of an alternative framework.

It is this capacity of non-autonomous oscillations to simply and deterministically produce

apparently highly complex dynamics that justifies our application of them to this prob-

lem. We demonstrate it further by viewing them through the framework of statistical

time-series analysis, finding that even a single non-autonomous oscillator can appear to
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be 1/fβ noise in a power-spectral density estimation. Autonomous systems are shown

to only present as noise when there are many of them, and hence it is the introduction

of time-dependence that generates such complexity so readily. We demonstrate that

this also occurs for coupled networks of non-autonomous oscillators, and in real exper-

imental data. Analysis tools based in a finite-time framework, however, are shown to

detect informative deterministic frequencies and couplings in both the numerical and

experimental cases.

Overall, this thesis demonstrates that networks of non-autonomous oscillations are physi-

cally linked to living systems through the time-dependence introduced by thermodynamic

openness. Additionally, it is shown that they are able to reproduce living systems’ com-

plex dynamics in a simple and usable way. Finally, it is established that much greater

information about such an open system can be gained when they are analysed with this

time-dependent deterministic framework in mind.
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1. Introduction

It was thought for parts of the 20th century that all that remained for physics to address

was the finer points of the subatomic and galactic scales, and that with the extension

of the Standard Model into a theory of everything physics would be, in some sense,

‘finished’. However with the advent and expansion of, among others, complexity and

network science, the relevance of physics to significant unresolved questions has only

expanded, including to a field much closer to home — living systems.

The study of living systems is the study of a symphony of interacting processes, cooper-

ating in complex ways in spite of an impossibly noisy, constantly perturbing environment.

On paper the interactions of these processes may appear profoundly fragile, and yet in

reality they produce one of the most durable, persistent and adaptive phenomena on

Earth — life. The question of how this happens has challenged an ever growing number

of sciences, including, now, physics.

In this thesis we will focus on studying living systems as a collection of dynamical

processes. This is to say, we are focused primarily on the function of a given process

within a larger system. To take the example of the cell, which we will return to in

Chapters 2 and 3, we examine how regularly, on what time scales, it produces energy

and how this interacts with the time scales of its supply of molecules necessary to do

so, and only secondarily where it is located within the cell, what the chemistry involved

is, etc.

The aim of this approach is to be able to understand the potentially unexpected behaviour

that emerges from these interactions in as simple a way as possible. This also allows us

to draw on the significant and well-developed field of dynamical systems theory. In this
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theory, we may represent a process with a differential equation, and then apply various

analyses to find the solutions of this equation, and uncover these solutions’ properties.

This is not to say that this is just a mathematical problem. The form of dynamical theory

that it is most appropriate to apply is greatly informed by core disciplines of biology and

physics. For the part of physics, a thermodynamic understanding of living systems is

essential in order to construct such a model. Namely, we must recognise that living

systems are thermodynamically open — both matter and energy are allowed to cross

their boundaries. Without this, no living system would be able to acquire the molecules

it needs for its essential processes, and nor is a system entirely isolating itself from the

wider universe an easy thing to achieve.

The foremost implication of this openness is to engender a time-dependence in the

evolution of the system; it no longer operates according only to its own internal processes,

but is now affected by and dependent on an ever-changing external environment. In the

language of dynamical systems, this means we are now dealing with non-autonomous

systems.

The theory of non-autonomous dynamical systems offers an alternative to the established

framework of autonomous theory being applied to systems of relatively few components,

and statistical theory applied to relatively many, but has been traditionally neglected

compared to this framework. One of the main aims of this thesis is to advance the finite-

time framework, which analyses non-autonomous systems within finite-time, as opposed

to assuming asymptotic time, to develop our understanding of non-autonomous systems

as a whole, and their application to living systems specifically.

In addition to their interactions with a time-dependent environment, it is a prevalent

property of living systems to exhibit an extensive network of interactions internally.

It is this network from which the complex and adaptive macroscopic behaviours, i.e.

the behaviours we are more likely to be able to experimentally measure, arise. It has

already been shown in [1, 2] how individual processes and networks become more stable

against external perturbation and give rise to time-dependent phenomena when non-

autonomicity is introduced. But even with this recent work, and despite the fact that

Kuramoto first introduced the oscillator model on which our work is based in 1975 [3],
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the behaviour of non-autonomous networks of many forms is not understood. We will

build on the recent work in this field by extending to interactions between such networks,

an important step towards being able to replicate and understand the kind of processes

actually occurring in living systems.

Another problem that has plagued our understanding of living systems, and many more

systems besides, is noise in data. This phenomenon routinely obscures the features

being investigated in experimental recordings, and much time and effort has gone into

developing methods to reduce it. However, as easy as it is to assume that such noise is

unwanted, it is not impossible that it can in fact provide useful information about the

system. In this sense, it would not be ‘noise’, but dynamics of too great a complexity

to be understood by whatever analysis method that is making it appear as noise. If

this were so, then treating this phenomenon as complex dynamics, rather than noise,

could result in much more information being obtained from a vast array of experimental

measurements, perhaps most of all from living systems. In Chapter 4 in particular, we

will explore the capacity of non-autonomous systems to produce such a phenomenon.

In summary, this thesis aims to advance our understanding of non-autonomous systems,

particularly in the form of interacting networks of such processes, with a focus on their

emergent dynamics. This is motived by an analysis of living systems, and we will apply

these models to advance our understanding of important cellular metabolic processes.

We will also investigate whether these models are responsible for some dynamics that

are currently generally considered to just be noise.

1.1 Dynamical systems theory

Dynamical systems theory was developed to describe the evolution in time of a set of

variables in a given phase space, that is, the space of all possible combinations of values

of these variables. This evolution may be considered for either discrete time, where time

is defined as some finite subset of the real numbers, or continuous time, where time is

defined simply as the set of real numbers. In this thesis, we will consider only continuous

time systems, which better represent the reality of how physical, and in particular living

3



systems, evolve. Mathematically, such a dynamical system can be described as

ẋ(t) = F (x(t), t). (1.1)

The nature of the evolution described by a dynamical process may be characterised in a

number of other ways, however. If the evolution is random, then we may consider the

system to consist of a set of variables {Xt}, where the occurrence of each variable is

associated with a certain probability. A fully deterministic process, in contrast, will obtain

the set of state variable values x(t) at the time t with 100% probability, as described by

Eq. 1.1. These two distinctive mechanisms of time evolution can also be combined, by

the addition of some random function, XT , valued at each time t, to Eq. 1.1—

ẋ(t) = F (x(t), t) +Xt. (1.2)

In this form therefore, the deterministic change in the variables x(t) will be addition-

ally influenced by random variables, and so is not guaranteed to obtain the same state

at the same t, while still following some fundamental deterministic pattern. Here, we

will consider exclusively deterministic processes and deterministic processes with random

additions. These, again, best reflect our understanding of living systems as being gov-

erned by deterministic laws, sometimes perturbed by random environmental factors. The

extent to which this latter supposition is true will be further discussed in Chapter 4.

The final property of the evolution of a dynamical system we will discuss here is time-

dependence. Autonomous dynamical systems are ones in which their evolution does not

depend explicitly on time, i.e.

ẋ(t) = F (x(t)). (1.3)

This is in contrast to Eq. 1.1, where F depends explicitly on t, and is referred to as a

non-autonomous dynamical system.

1.1.1 Stability of dynamical systems

The stability of dynamical systems is one of the key considerations of the field. It is one

of the main analyses through which we can understand and explain the mathematical

behaviour of a dynamical system, and by extension any physical system it may represent.
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This is particularly the case when explicit analytical solutions to the systems are not

known. In this subsection we will review the foundational concepts of this theory, and

the conditions in which well-established methods can be applied. This is largely based

on the reviews presented in [4–6].

Equilibrium points, limit cycles and stability

The solution of a differential equation such as Eq. 1.1 gives the values of the state

variables x(t) for which ẋ(t) = 0. In other words, these are the values of x(t) that, if

reached, will not change in time if unperturbed. These are referred to as equilibrium

points. The values of these points are often sought in an effort to understand the

dynamics of the system under study, and this method for studying a dynamical system

is hence heavily reliant on our ability to solve the associated differential equations. As

such, the mathematical tools available to solve more complex differential equations often

form a barrier to better understandings of physical systems.

A key question for the analysis of the dynamics of a physical system, beyond just the

existence and value of equilibria points, is the stability of these points. An equilibrium

point is said to be asymptotically stable if, when the system is perturbed from this

point, the perturbation decays to zero in finite time. If the perturbation instead remains

in some neighbourhood of the equilibrium point, but does not return to it, then it is

called Lyapunov stable, or neutrally stable. If neither of these behaviours hold, and the

perturbation grows unboundedly, then it is unstable.

For a system that is linear and autonomous, the stability is simply given by the associated

eigenvalues — an equilibrium point is asymptotically stable if the corresponding eigen-

values have negative real parts, unstable if they have positive real parts and neutrally

stable if they are imaginary or zero. For nonlinear autonomous systems it is common to

linearise about an equilibrium point by calculating the Taylor expansion of a perturbation

from this point, which leads to

ẋ(t) ≈ J(xf ) · x(t). (1.4)
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The stability in the vicinity of this equilibrium point is then once again given by the

eigenvalues of the Jacobian J(xf ). This approach does not, however, in general hold

for non-autonomous nonlinear systems.

For a multi-dimensional system, it is possible to find not just equilibria points, but also

limit cycles. This occurs when F permits a set of solutions that forms a closed trajectory

in phase space such that xf (t1) = xf (t1+t2) for some times t1 and t2. This also extends

similar definitions of stability, where they now simply consider trajectories perturbed from

any point on the cycle, rather than a single equilibrium point.

Limit cycles, while of particular relevance to this thesis, are but one example of a whole

class of dynamical objects – attractors. These are sets of points in phase space that

attract neighbouring points into the subset in forward time, and appear in many varia-

tions, including limit cycles and chaotic attractors. This class of objects will be discussed

further in Section 1.7.

Phase and synchronisation

If one is primarily concerned with the dynamics of a system that includes periodic os-

cillations, it is common to disregard the amplitude state variables, under the proviso

that they vary only minimally, and instead describe it in terms of a single variable —

the phase. This reduces the formulation of the system to just considering its current

position in some repeating cycle of undefined amplitude. If the system is reduced to a

single phase, a.k.a. a one-dimensional phase system, as will initially be considered here,

representation of any amplitude dynamics of the original system will be lost entirely.

Hence if these amplitude dynamics are significant to the functioning of the system, a

one-dimensional phase representation will provide only a partial picture of the full dynam-

ics. Mathematically, Eq. 1.1 would then be described in terms of a natural frequency,

ω(t),

θ̇ = ω(t), (1.5)
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with a phase θ through the time derivative θ̇, assuming that F describes a periodic

oscillation, and that it includes no interactions with other systems. For an autonomous

system, alternatively, we would have a constant natural frequency such that —

θ̇ = ω. (1.6)

This simplification is particularly useful when considering the interaction of oscillatory

processes. As the models of this thesis are ubiquitously based in the dynamics of inter-

acting oscillations, we will adopt a phase framework from this point onwards.

The simplest form of interacting oscillatory processes is an oscillator with frequency ω1

driven by an external force with frequency ω2 and a coupling strength ϵ, like so —

θ̇ = ω1 + ϵ sin(θ − ω2t). (1.7)

Even in this simple case, there is the possibility of a new phenomenon not seen in the

uncoupled systems we have considered thus far — synchronisation. This is when, due

to the external driving force, the oscillator begins oscillating with the frequency of the

driver. This is also an equilibrium point, i.e. in this case, once it occurs it persists

indefinitely, assuming no change in external influences. The conditions under which this

is possible is best understood by considering a rotating frame with respect to the driver.

This frame is defined as the difference between the driven phase, defined by θ̇1 = ω1t,

and the driving phase, defined by θ̇2 = ω2t,

ϕ̇ = ω1 − ω2 + ϵ sin(ϕ), (1.8)

where ϕ denotes this phase difference θ1 − θ2. Here, it is evident that an equilibrium

point is only possible when |ω1 − ω2| ≤ ϵ. Hence, only when then natural frequencies

are sufficiently close and the driving is sufficiently strong. Synchronisation is a com-

mon mechanism through which physical and living systems can operate their oscillatory

processes harmoniously with other internal processes, and external perturbations. Un-

derstanding when and how this happens is therefore crucial to answering the further

question of why, which is crucial to truly understanding a system.
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Mutual synchronisation can also take place between two oscillators that are bi-directionally

coupled to one another with coupling strengths F1 and F2, of the form —

θ̇1 = ω1 + F1 sin(θ1 − θ2),

θ̇2 = ω2 + F2 sin(θ2 − θ1).

(1.9)

A rotating frame of the difference between these two phases can once again be adopted,

which tells us that synchronisation is possible in this case when |ω1 − ω2| ≤ F1 + F2.

Once considering more than two processes, as is often the case in physical systems

that are not yet fully understood, it can be more convenient to adopt the formalism

of networks. In this framework, each oscillator process is now considered as a network

node, and the interactions between them as network edges. More information on the

application of network science to the dynamics of physical systems can be found in [7].

In particular, the Kuramoto model, which we now introduce, was specifically designed

to understand the interactions of oscillators through a simple network lens. In this

model all-to-all coupling is considered, that is to say, every oscillator is influenced by

and influences every other. Mathematically, a network of N oscillators can be described

using the coupling strength K as

θ̇i = ωi +
K

N

N∑
j=1

sin(θi − θj). (1.10)

In this formulation, the coupling K is taken to be constant and identical between each

oscillator pair (i, j), but this does not have to be the case. In Chapters 2 and 3 non-

identical coupling weights will be considered. Here, as in the previous example of two

coupled oscillators and a single driven oscillator, this coupling is specifically phase cou-

pling. That is, coupling that results in adjustment of the oscillator’s phase, and not

amplitude.

Taking advantage of the application of network theories, an order parameter of this

network can also be characterised. This is defined as
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reiΨ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

eiθi . (1.11)

Here, Ψ is the average phase of the network, and the order parameter r characterises the

level of coherence between the phases of the oscillators in the network. If the oscillator

phases are initially spread equidistantly around the circle and then transition towards

being equal, the order parameter will begin at zero and approach one. In this way, it can

be understood as a measure of the level of synchronisation between oscillators within a

network.

1.1.2 Non-autonomous oscillations

As techniques, such as the ones we have outlined in the previous subsection, for analysing

autonomous systems are much better understood and developed than for non-autonomous

ones, it is natural to try to find ways to apply them to the latter. It is a common mis-

conception that this can be accomplished through the autonomous extension, whereby

a non-autonomous system is reduced to an autonomous one by incorporating time as

just another dimension. This is done as follows—τ̇ = 1,

ẋ(t) = F (τ, x(t)).

(1.12)

The dynamical features that we would then aim to study in this new autonomous system,

equilibria points, limit cycles, etc., are bounded objects. However, in the process of the

autonomous extension, while we have made a time-independent system, we have also

made an unbounded one [8]. Hence, to understand the dynamics of non-autonomous

systems they must be analysed as non-autonomous systems, and to do so alternative

techniques are required. In 1.7, we will outline some of the recent developments in this

alternative approach to non-autonomous systems.

1.2 Statistical physics

When modelling or analysing a physical system, it is just one approach to treat it as

deterministic, and attempt to discern the pattern or law that governs its evolution.
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Another is to assume that there is no such deterministic rule in this evolution, and that

it is in fact random, with each subsequent value occurring with some probability. This is

not necessarily because the given system is expected to be genuinely random, but in most

cases rather that its dynamics is considered too complex for its deterministic laws to be

derivable. Or alternatively, that the system’s evolution can be well predicted by treating

it as random regardless of whether its fundamental physical laws are deterministic or

random. Both of these, and the entire statistical approach that we will review here, are

of course intimately connected to the concept of dynamical noise, which we will discuss

more specifically in Section 1.5, and is the focus of Chapter 4.

The latter of these two cases, the idea that a system may be well described by a statistical

model, is applied particularly for systems where there are a large number of components

with many degrees of freedom. In such systems, the microscopic states of each individual

component may be calculable, but are too numerous to enlighten how the system behaves

as a whole. Instead, macroscopic properties of the system are thought to provide a better

understanding of the system’s dynamics. These systems of many components and many

degrees of freedom are extremely common in the study of life and the natural world more

generally, and the application of a statistical framework to understand them, in part or

in whole, has become commonplace [9–12].

The model of statistical physics is intimately connected to thermodynamics. They each

concern many of the same system variables, and the statistical approach to calculating

key thermodynamic measures, such as entropy, have become almost ubiquitous. In ther-

modynamics, these variables can be categorised as extensive or intensive. An extensive

variable depends on the size of and/or amount of matter in the system, such as the

mass and volume. An intensive variable, meanwhile, does not depend on the mass of

the system. This includes temperature and pressure.

At the foundation of this field is the study of canonical ensembles, which relate vari-

ous, traditionally time-independent, variables. These are constructed for three different

thermodynamic situations—

1. the microcanonical, where the energy, E, number of particles, N , and volume, V

are constant, and the joint probability density function, ρ, is investigated.
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2. The canonical ensemble, where the temperature, T , number of particles, N , and

volume, V are constant, and the partition of the probability of each microstate of

the system occurring, Z, is investigated.

3. The grand canonical ensemble, where the temperature, T , chemical potential, µ,

and volume, V are constant, and the partition of the probability of each microstate

of the system occurring, Z, is investigated.

The three-dimensional classical mechanical microcanonical ensemble for a slice of the

energy of the system from E to E +∆ has been found to be

ρ(q, p) =
1

Γ(E, V,N)
, (1.13)

where

Γ(E, V,N) =

∫ ∫
d3Nqd3Np. (1.14)

qN is the Nth generalised coordinate of the system, and pN is the Nth momentum.

This is defined only for isolated systems in equilibrium, where there can be no change in

energy or matter.

The canonical ensemble considers the same system, except with the addition of being

thermodynamically coupled to a heat bath. Hence, the temperature of the system must

now remain constant, but energy may be exchanged with the bath. This ensemble can

be written as

Z =
∑
i

exp− Ei
kBT

, (1.15)

where i is a given microstate, Ei is the energy of this state and kB is the Boltzmann

constant.

Finally, the grand canonical ensemble arises from systems that are isolated other than for

being in thermodynamic equilibrium with a reservoir. Crucially, the number of particles

is allowed to vary. It can be defined as

Z =
∑
i

exp
Niµ− Ei
kBT

. (1.16)

The concepts from this field of particular relevance to Chapter 4, to whether living

systems are best understood deterministically or statistically, relate to the role of time

in statistical properties. We will now briefly review them.
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1.2.1 Ergodicity

The idea of ergodicity is that, given enough time, most trajectories of a stochastic (or

indeed deterministic) process will eventually have eventually visited any given subset of

the phase space for a fraction of time proportional to its measure. Hence, the measure

is able to represent a probability distribution of the location of a trajectory of the system

in the phase space at a given time t. Mathematically a ergodic stationary stochastic

process can be defined, for a measurable space (X,B), a measurable bounded continuous

observable function h and a probability measure µ, for any set A ∈ B, as

1

t

∫ t

0

h(x(s)) ds→ Eµ[h] as t→ ∞. (1.17)

Put another way, the time average estimate of a sample trajectory of such a process

will converge to the ensemble average Eµ[h]. A process possessing this quality hence

allows the consideration of only a typical trajectory of the process to derive its aggregate

behaviour. This therefore justifies the use of a single time-series as a representative

realisation of an ergodic stochastic process, and for its long-time-asymptotic properties

to be judged from only a finite series. It follows from this that ergodicity is a crucial

property for a stochastic system to possess if it is going to be analysed in an asymptotic

time framework.

1.2.2 Stationarity

A stationary stochastic process is one whose statistical properties are time-invariant,

that is, they do not change under translation in time. More specifically, the cumulative

distribution function D of the probability distribution of the stochastic process {Xt}

consisting of n ∈ N samples obeys the equality

D (X1, X2, · · · , Xn) = D (X1+τ , X2+τ , · · · , Xn+τ ) , (1.18)

subject to some translation in time τ ∈ R. This can hence be seen as a statistical

physics equivalent to the concept of autonomous processes in deterministic dynamical

systems theory. Correspondingly, the notion of a non-stationary process is defined as
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one where Eq. 1.18 does not hold, and is hence to stationary processes and autonomous

is to non-autonomous.

In further similarity, applying stationary distributions and constructing stationary models

is by far the more common approach when studying physical systems. This is once again

partly a function of the much more developed theory concerning stationarity, compared

to non-stationarity. This is to the extent that it is not uncommon, upon encountering

what appears to be a non-stationary process, to try to transform it into a stationary one.

There are therefore many well-known examples of stationary stochastic processes, and

of main concern in Chapter 4 will be one such of these, 1/f noise.

1.3 Thermodynamics

The most immediate question posed by thermodynamics when considering a dynamical

system is whether that system is thermodynamically isolated, closed or open. Thermo-

dynamically isolated systems can exchange neither matter nor energy with their envi-

ronment, and are therefore difficult to construct in practice. Indeed, a strictly isolated

system could not occur at all in nature. Closed systems can exchange energy but not

matter. Autonomous dynamical systems can therefore often be appropriate for repre-

senting a closed system. The limited amount of interaction with the environment does

not usually lead to time-dependence, and allows for the possibility of a thermodynamic

equilibrium or steady state relationship between the system and its environment, i.e. for

the dynamical system to exhibit equilibria points and/or invariant attractors. Finally,

open systems allow both matter and energy to cross their boundaries [13]. In this sec-

tion, we will review how this makes thermodynamically open systems the most suited to

describing living systems, and the key developments in thermodynamics concerning such

systems.

1.3.1 Characterising living systems

We have mentioned already that thermodynamically closed systems are able to exchange

energy with their environment, and therefore potentially reach a thermal equilibrium

with this environment. A closed system in such a state could, however, still remain

distinct from this environment thanks to its hard boundary when it comes to matter.
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But this is not a possibility for an open system due to its ability to transfer matter

with its environment. An open system that is in equilibrium with its environment no

longer maintains any meaningful distinction from that environment, and must have no

functioning internal processes that are distinct from external ones. Therefore, living

systems must not only be open, but out of equilibrium; the only way for ‘living’ systems

to maintain an equilibrium with its environment is for it to die.

Open systems that are not in equilibrium with their environment, but instead in a steady

state, are defined as maintaining flows of energy and matter across the system bound-

aries, as is characteristic of non-equilibrium behaviour, but flows that are constant in

time. Such states were among the first to be considered in the shift from studying ther-

modynamic equilibrium to non-equilibrium because they could be considered to be ‘near

equilibrium’, as we shall discuss further later. However, these states are still not able to

completely capture the behaviour of living systems. It is a significant challenge to liv-

ing systems that their environment is continuously changing, and this challenge requires

that the systems themselves also adapt to accommodate this. As such, living systems

do not consume necessary molecules from their environment nor expel waste products

at constant rates, but in a time-varying manner according to their own internal demands

and the current state of their environment. Such a dynamic cannot be characterised by

a ‘near equilibrium’ steady state.

In summary, in the language of thermodynamics living systems are best characterised as

far from equilibrium thermodynamically open systems. These are systems that exchange

matter and energy with their environment, and do so in a continuously changing, time-

dependent manner, without ever reaching an environmental equilibrium.

1.3.2 Entropy far from equilibrium

One of the most crucial variables for studying equilibrium, or the lack thereof, in ther-

modynamic systems is associated with the second law of thermodynamics — specifically,

entropy. Entropy was first defined by Clausius for reversible processes in isolated systems,

as the ratio between an increment of heat transferred and the temperature. This led to

the conclusion that the entropy of isolated system can only ever increase, and will reach
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its maximum when the system is in internal equilibrium. These findings also naturally

extended to reversible processes in closed systems.

The original statistical description of entropy was introduced by Boltzmann as

S = −kB
∑
i

pi ln pi, (1.19)

for all the states pi of the system, and the Boltzmann constant kB. For Boltzmann,

like all of the original framework of statistical thermodynamics, was only intended to

characterise the maximum entropy of a system in thermodynamic equilibrium. This was

due in large part to the relative ease of measuring the thermodynamic variables of an

equilibrial system.

Describing entropy away from equilibrium, in particular in open systems, was distinctly

more difficult due to the quite different behaviour of these systems compared to equilibrial

ones. A significant development in this direction were the Onsager reciprocal relations,

which extended relationships between key thermodynamic variables to apply beyond a

strict equilibrium [14]. However, these were only found to hold near to equilibrium, and

not far from it, and to be additionally broken by time-irreversibility, as in, say, a non-

autonomous process. Hence defining the macroscopic entropy of a far from equilibrium

system remains an open question in thermodynamics.

The initial formulation of entropy by Clausius, and the conclusion that it is maximal for

equilibrium systems, also led to an interpretation of entropy as a measure of order. In

this view, equilibrium either between the internal processes of the system or between the

system and its environment is a state of total disorder. The conclusion of this in concert

with the second law of thermodynamics is that systems, and indeed the universe, only

ever become more disordered, particularly as they are subject to environmental influences.

This implication could be questioned, however, given the evidence from the natural

world. As life has developed it has not become more ordered, rather the opposite.

Living systems have in fact evolved to maintain ever more intricate and complex systems

that maintain their internal order in often disordered environments. One answer to

this apparent contradiction was offered by Prigogine, who coined the term ‘dissipative

structures’ to describe open systems where entropy is produced and expelled to facilitate

ordered internal processes [15, 16]. Hence, while methods to precisely calculating the
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thermodynamic macroscopic entropy of far from equilibrium systems may not currently

be known, characterisations such as this offer a way to understand the process of entropy

production.

1.3.3 From equilibrium to non-equilibrium

Developing a framework through which far from equilibrium systems can be charac-

terised, analysed, and ultimately have their behaviour predicted is one of, if not the

most, significant open questions of thermodynamics, and consequently dynamical sys-

tems. There have been many significant contributions to this goal. We will discuss

further the contributions of dissipative structures, by Ilya Prigogine, and synergetics, by

Hermann Haken, and briefly how the contribution of this thesis fits in these contexts.

Dissipative structures, as was introduced in the previous subsection, may be an organised

structure of matter or energy. They may exist only when the system is far from equilib-

rium and the system is open to continual flux of energy and matter from its environment.

These structures are produced by the fluctuations, i.e. minor perturbations away from

the average, in system variables characteristic of open systems. In a system near equi-

librium these fluctuations would decay, or relax, until the variable has returned to the

stable average, and the system as a whole is once again in equilibrium. But, far from

equilibrium, these fluctuations relax much more slowly, and may establish a feedback

loop if they interact nonlinearly. If there are sufficient fluctuations this feedback may

reach a critical point, creating a new ordered state far from equilibrium, i.e. a dissipative

structure [17].

Dissipative structures arose primarily as an explanation of chemical phenomena. Syner-

getics, on the other hand, had its origins more in control theory, and hence is framed

initially in terms of forcing between subsystems and systems. Synergetics applies when a

system consists of many subsystems, and when the behaviour of the system as a whole

cannot be described by linear combination of its subsystems. Hence, like in dissipative

structures, the concerned system exhibits complex behaviour as a result of nonlinear

interactions of its components. Rather than examination of the microscopic fluctuations

of the system, the theory of synergetics is based in analysis of a key macroscopic variable

— the order parameter of the system. This parameter is less complicated to derive than
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the microscopic properties of the system when its relaxation time is much greater than

that of the subsystems. It additionally plays an important role in the dynamics of the

system through the slaving principle, that the subsystems adiabatically follow this order

parameter. This allows the order parameter it to characterise the macroscopic evolution

of the system, and for the microscopic evolution of the subsystems to be disregarded

without increasing the complexity of the macroscopic dynamics. This principle further-

more defines the analysis as a finite-time one — this adiabatic condition can only be

maintained for a slow, continuous variation of time. These conditions hence draw further

analogy to dissipative systems. Where there fluctuations are required to relax slowly, in

synergetics the same requirement is placed on the order parameter [18].

Common to both of these systems is the incorporation of time into their framework. In

contrast to equilibrium theory, the system is not reduced to some macroscopic variables

that are invariant until the system is in some way changed, these far from equilibrium

approaches are forced to closely track the continual change of their chosen parameters in

time, resulting from the system’s constant interaction with its environment. We propose

that it is this time-dependence that is the key characteristic of far from equilibrium

systems, that these systems are defined by their lack of rigid stationary stability that can

be relied upon to simplify equilibrium systems. The framework of finite-time analysis,

the close tracking of the evolution of a quantity in time, of time-dependent systems

that we build on in this thesis is therefore, we believe, not just a contribution to the

abstract dynamics of non-autonomous differential equations, but towards a fundamental

framework for the behaviour of systems far from equilibrium.

1.4 Complexity

Complexity has been a field rapidly growing in interest, with many attempts to categorise

systems at the forefront of research under a common framework. Despite this, there is

no consensus on what exactly makes a system complex or simple. Nonetheless, some

common themes from otherwise differing definitions can be identified.

The most common concept associated with complexity is the idea of the system as a

whole being more than the sum of its parts. This is, in other words, the theory that a
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complex system should give rise to emergent macroscopic behaviour that cannot be im-

mediately reduced to a result of its components [19]. Some form of interactions between

components within the system is a common way for this phenomenon of emergence to

arise, and hence the existence of these interactions often forms part of a definition of

complexity [20, 21].

Another frequently occurring aspect of definitions of complexity is many components or

degrees of freedom. This is once again linked to the idea of emergence — the argument

being, that only for a system with many components could such a phenomenon take

place. An exception to this is often provided for chaotic systems, which are are almost

always identified as being complex [22–24].

Periodic systems, however, are not considered to be complex because of the predictability

and apparent simplicity of a basic oscillation. However, synchronisation of interacting

oscillatory components is very much an emergent behaviour of such a system, and is far

from easily predictable from these components alone in non-trivial cases. In Chapters 3

and 4 we will explore the capacity of these systems to produce complex dynamics, and

in particular in Chapter 4 their capacity to do so while consisting of only very few

components.

1.4.1 Measuring complexity

Just as there is no clear consensus on a definition of complexity, there is also, unsur-

prisingly, a variety of disparate methods for measuring the degree of complexity of a

system.

Entropy is considered to be a related but different measure to complexity, through its

association with order and disorder. A highly ordered state, similar to basic periodicity,

is considered to be simple, as is a highly disordered state that lacks structures to produce

coherent dynamics and can be well-predicted by statistical models. Maximal complexity

is therefore associated with an entropy in between the latter’s minimum and maximum

values [23, 24].

There are two main types of quantitative complexity measures, besides the variety of

methods of entropy calculation. The first, including algorithmic information content and
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logical depth, considers the information contained within, or the computational resources

required by, the shortest possible computational program that can produce equivalent

data to the studied system [25, 26]. The second, which includes effective measure

complexity and thermodynamic depth, is based more directly in the data collected from

the studied system. They are concerned with the information content of the time-series

data itself, whether it be the amount of information required to predict the evolution of

the series, or the amount of information a point in a time-series carries about its past

[23,24,27]. A key difference between these two measures is how they treat randomness,

which we will discuss further in the next section.

1.5 Noise

In Section 1.1 we briefly discussed that fully deterministic formulations are far from

the only kind of dynamical system. In this section we will outline the role of random

processes in physical models, in particular the place of noise in data science.

Noise in data is a phenomenon relevant to a huge range of scientific fields and physical

systems including, of particular interest in this thesis, the study of living systems and

cellular processes [28]. Despite, or perhaps because of, this ubiquity of relevance there is

no easy consensus on its definition. The most commonly used, non-exclusive, definitions

can be summarised as follows:

1. Noise is a random process [29–35] that can be defined by

(a) an uncorrelated evolution [33, 36],

(b) incoherence [37, 38],

(c) a lack of deterministic reproducibility [39].

2. Noise is any behaviour that cannot be explained by consideration of the physical

system itself [34, 40–43].

But in practice, perhaps the most concise summary of what is commonly considered to

be noise in data is anything that the observer considers should not be present, and that

does not provide any useful information. This is with the exception of certain desirable
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effects of noise, for instance in stochastic resonance noise assists a multistable system

in making equilibria transitions [44].

It is in part this tendency to categorise as noise that which is not currently understood

that has led to considerations of randomness forming such a large part of the treat-

ment of physical systems. It is as a result entirely commonplace, for example, to filter

experimental time-series to remove assumed-noise. In the world of modelling, it is sim-

ilarly common to include noise terms in the system’s evolution, usually in the form of

additive noise [45]. In Chapter 3 we will assess the ability of an entirely deterministic

physical model to generate complex behaviour reflective of experimental data, and in

Chapter 4, the ability of the current framework for analysing noise to correctly identify

non-autonomous determinism.

1.5.1 Noise and complex dynamics

At the fundamental physical level, at least until the advent of quantum mechanics, noise

was still considered to be a product of deterministic processes. In this sense, noise

is a complex dynamic, the deterministic origins of which cannot be uncovered from

the available data with the available tools. Noise is currently considered to have two

main origins: a high-dimensional system of large numbers of non-chaotic, autonomous

processes [29,46–48], and low-dimensional chaotic systems evolving on a fast time scale

[49–52].

From this view of noise as a complex dynamic, it is not hard to see why noise and

random processes have been a significant part of the conversation about the numerical

calculation of entropy. It has been of much debate whether pseudorandom behaviour

is truly complex, or whether evidently deterministic structures conveying much more

significant amounts of information is a more accurate characterisation of complexity

[53]. In the former position, noise is associated with a highly disordered state, which is

traditionally considered to be highly entropic. The latter position however is partly driven

by the conception of entropy as a measure of the information content of a time-series.

We saw this idea feature in some of the techniques for calculating entropy mentioned in

the previous section, but it is most famous in the form of Shannon entropy [54].
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In some entropy calculation methods both complex deterministic and random systems

would be assigned a high value. However, many newer measures would assign a lower

value to the latter, on the basis that a random system conveys less information than

a complex deterministic one [55]. This corresponds again to some of the ideas of the

previous section that random processes are not necessarily complex, and can often be

easily described and predicted by statistical models. Multiscale sample entropy, in partic-

ular, was developed to assign similarly low entropy values to highly ordered deterministic

and uncorrelated random dynamics by calculating the sample entropy for multiple dif-

ferent time scales [56, 57]. Through this method, time-series without correlations on

longer time scales, e.g. random noise, would be distinguished from those that do, e.g.

deterministic dynamics evolving over a range of time scales.

1.6 Numerical methods

When seeking to understand the behaviour of a dynamical system, obtaining an analytical

expression of its solutions and their stabilities is the ideal scenario. Such an analysis

provides unambiguous answers to any related question we could pose. However, for the

systems we will be dealing with in this thesis — coupled networks of non-autonomous

nonlinear oscillators — methods for obtaining these solutions are not currently well

understood. This is not to say that there are no developments in this area; for example, in

[58], a finite-time framework for analytically understanding the stability of 1-dimensional

non-autonomous cyclic processes was recently introduced. However, even in this case,

higher-dimensional non-autonomous systems remain analytically unsolved.

In this and other cases where full solutions are not forthcoming, it is natural to turn to

numerical methods. For differential equations, which form the basis of the dynamical

systems we are studying, as was discussed in Section 1.1, the most important of these

is numerical integration. In this method, the value of the differential equation, a.k.a.

the amount by which the studied quantity changes at a given time, is calculated for

a set of time points. The first thing to note is that as the systems we discussed in

Section 1.1 were defined over continuous time, this procedure maps the system onto

a discrete time. This is similar to the process of strobing, pioneered by Poincaré, and

the Poincaré map, but where there the discrete times are determined by the evolution
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of periodic dynamics, here they are selected only with some reference to the potential

accuracy of their produced solution.

As a result of this mapping, we are no longer dealing with a ‘true’ solution, but an

approximation of the trajectory of the variable through time. This of course implies that

some approximations may be better or worse than others, which is largely determined by

two aspects of the method — the algorithm through which each new value is calculated,

and the intervals of discrete time for which they are evaluated. For the latter, it is

crucial that a sufficiently close set of intervals are chosen that all the fast-time scale

dynamics is able to be seen from the resulting data. This is an idea elaborated further

by the concept of the Nyquist frequency [59, 60]. It is also essential however that the

intervals are not so close that slower-time scale dynamics are hard to discern through the

sheer volume of the data. Nor indeed that the procedure becomes too computationally

demanding. Some methods discard with a constant interval altogether, and instead aim

to adapt it between each step in time to suit the current accuracy requirements of the

system, with reference to a notion of the relative error of various different intervals. For

the question of different algorithms, a vast number of approaches have been developed,

many of which are reviewed in [61]. We will now discuss in more detail the algorithms

used in this thesis.

1.6.1 Numerical integration

Numerical integration is based in the estimation of the change in a function y(t) between

the point tn and a future point tn+1 = tn + h according to the differential equation

ẏ = f(t, y(t)), for some chosen constant h. At the most basic level, assuming some

starting value y0 is known, future values may be estimated by the first-order Euler method

yn+1 = yn + hf(tn, yn). (1.20)

Here, first-order means that the final estimation is calculated from only one ‘step’ for-

ward in t, a.k.a. for one addition h. Higher order algorithms may be used to increase

the accuracy of the estimation, while involving more calculations and therefore compu-
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tational resources. For example, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, which is used in

Chapters 2 and 4, and parts of Chapter 3, proceeds as follows:

yn+1 = yn +
h

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4),

k1 = f(tn, yn),

k2 = f

(
tn +

h

2
, yn +

hk1
2

)
,

k3 = f

(
tn +

h

2
, yn +

hk2
2

)
,

k4 = f(tn + h, yn + hk3). (1.21)

The size of the steps forward in time, h, may also be decreased to increase the estimation

accuracy, similarly at the expense of computational resources as more calculations will

be required to reach the same final time.

So far we have discussed differential equations dependent only on time and one other

variable, x. However, x may instead be replaced by a set of variables of any size without

altering the algorithm, provided that these variables do not depend on one another. The

more complicated case is when they are instead mutually dependent. If we differential

equations ẏ = f(t, y(t), x(t)), ẋ = g(t, x(t), y(t)), for instance, then our fourth-order

Runge-Kutta method must be altered to:
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yn+1 = yn +
h

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4),

xn+1 = xn +
h

6
(l1 + 2l2 + 2l3 + l4),

k1 = f(tn, yn, xn),

l1 = g(tn, xn, yn),

k2 = f

(
tn +

h

2
, yn +

hk1
2
, xn +

hl1
2

)
,

l2 = g

(
tn +

h

2
, xn +

hl1
2
, yn +

hk1
2

)
,

k3 = f

(
tn +

h

2
, yn +

hk2
2
, xn +

hl2
2

)
,

l3 = g

(
tn +

h

2
, xn +

hl2
2
, yn +

hk2
2

)
,

k4 = f(tn + h, yn + hk3, xn + hl3),

l4 = g(tn + h, xn + hl3, yn + hk3). (1.22)

This may be expanded by the same procedure for however many dependent variables

are present in the system, and is an essential variation to enable the consideration of

interacting processes.

A further key consideration when numerically integrating differential equations is the

extent to which they may be ‘stiff’. Stiffness refers to the degree of instability of the

equations, such that small parameter changes may cause a significant change. In the

methods discussed thus far, also called ‘explicit’ methods, this would hence require

a small step size and high order. An alternative approach, ‘implicit’ methods, were

developed specifically for this problem. Instead of estimating the value of the differential

equations at one parameter step forward, implicit methods construct an equation to

be solved dependent on both the current and next step. For example, this approach

transforms Equation 1.20, the ‘forward’ Euler method, to

yn+1 = yn + hf(tn+1, yn+1), (1.23)
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the ‘backward’ Euler method. The change to introducing a dependence on yn+1 on both

sides of the equation results in an algebraic equation, dependent on the form of f , that

must be solved for each step.

In much of the numerical integration of Chapter 3 an implicit algorithm, Matlab’s ode15s

[62], is used. This algorithm integrates an equation ẏ = f(t, y) via

hf(tn+1, yn+1) = (1− κ)γs∇s+1yn+1 +
s∑

m=1

γm∇myn, (1.24)

where s ∈ [1, 5] is the order of the algorithm, κ is a scalar parameter, γs =
∑s

j=1
1
j

and

∇ is the backward difference formula, so that ∇myn =
∑m

i=0(−1)i
(
m
i

)
yn−i and

(
m
i

)
is

the binomial coefficient.

These have all been examples of fixed-step and fixed-order algorithms. There is an

increasing number of alternate methods that instead vary their step size and order ac-

cording to the region of the parameter space of the differential equations the algorithms

find themselves in at that moment, in as far as that can be determined. This can allow

these methods to choose a large step size and low order when the equations vary little

over large parameter changes, saving computational resources, and a small step size and

high order when the inverse is true, ensuring accuracy.

The key part of adaptive step size and order algorithms is their ability to estimate the

error introduced by different steps and orders, and thus judge what the most appro-

priate selection of each is. If the error is estimated poorly, then significant errors and

unnecessary computational demands may be introduced.

In ode15s, the relative error between different step sizes is estimated through interpo-

lation of the backwards differences, using the saved solutions y(tn − jh) for j ∈ [0, s],

calculated as

p(t) = y(tn) +
s∑
i=1

∇iy(tn)
1

i!hi

i−1∏
m=0

(t− tn−m). (1.25)

This is used to construct a backwards difference matrix
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D = [∇p(tn), . . . ,∇sp(tn)], (1.26)

which can be compared to the same calculated for a different step size, h∗,

D∗ = [∇∗p(tn), . . . ,∇∗sp(tn)]. (1.27)

The relative error is defined through two further matrices, U ,

Ujr =
1

j!

j−1∏
m=0

(m− r), (1.28)

where r ∈ [1, s], and R,

Rjr =
1

j!

j−1∏
m=0

(
m− r

h∗

h

)
, (1.29)

by considering D∗ = DRU . If this relative error calculated by RU is within the defined

tolerance, the algorithm may then increase h, or alternatively if the error of the current

step size is outside of the tolerance compared to a smaller step size, h may be reduced.

1.6.2 Time-series analysis

Once a numerically integrated time-series of a variable has been produced, it is often

necessary to apply further analysis to be able to understand its dynamics. When these

dynamics are expected to be oscillatory, analysis that makes reference to the time-

frequency domain is ideal. This is in particular for non-autonomous oscillations, where

the ability to see how any frequencies develop in time is key to understanding the system.

We will discuss this further predominantly in Chapter 4.

One of the original analysis methods of the time-frequency domain is the windowed

Fourier transform. This is defined as

Gs =
1

2π

∫ ∞

0

exp (iξt)ŝ(ξ)ĝ(ω − ξ)dξ, (1.30)
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where ŝ(ξ) =
∫∞
−∞ s(t) exp (−iξt)dt is the Fourier transform of the component s(t),

ξ is the frequency domain integration element and ω is the frequency at which the

transform is evaluated. The window function, ĝ(ξ) tapers the time-series to smooth

out the transition from zero to non-zero amplitudes at the beginning and end of the

series. This is necessary for (inevitably) finite time-series to reduce the extent to which

an otherwise sharp transition between these regions may introduce artificial spectral

content. A common form of this function is a Gaussian window, defined as

ĝ(ξ) = exp

(
−f

2
0 ξ

2

2

)
, (1.31)

where f0 is the frequency resolution parameter. This resolution parameter determines

the relative resolution of the time and frequency domains.

A drawback of the windowed Fourier transform, however, is that the application of a

window of a fixed size in the time domain will provide worse resolution of some frequencies

than others. If a long window is used, then a reasonable resolution at low frequencies

will be obtained, but there will be a poor time domain localisation of high frequencies in

particular. Conversely if the window is short, there will be good time domain localisation

of the high frequencies, but poor estimation of the lower frequencies.

The wavelet transform is intended as a solution to this problem. It is similarly defined

as

Ws =
1

2π

∫ ∞

0

exp (iξt)ŝ(ξ)ψ̂∗
(
ωψξ

ω

)
dξ, (1.32)

where ωψ is the frequency at the peak of the wavelet. ψ∗ is the wavelet window function,

which unlike the windowed Fourier transform window, adopts a different time domain

length for each frequency. In this thesis, we will use the lognormal wavelet, which

additionally takes advantage of the logarithmic relationship between frequency and time,

and is defined as,

ψ̂∗(ξ) = exp

(
−(2πf0 ln ξ)

2

2

)
. (1.33)

We will also make use of higher-order analysis, specifically the wavelet bispectrum as

defined in [63], to investigate coupling relationships between functions. For the functions

x, y, z ∈ L∞(R,R), this is defined as

Bψ∗,xyz(A) =

∫
R3

1A(exp (ξ1), exp (ξ2), t)bψ∗,xyz(exp (ξ1), exp (ξ2), t)d(ξ1, ξ2, t),

(1.34)
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where 1A is the indicator function of the input set A. The local logarithmic-frequency

wavelet is

bψ∗,xyz(f1, f2, t) = Dψ∗

(
f1

f1 + f2

)−1

Wψ∗,x(f1, t)Wψ∗,y(f2, t)Wψ∗,z(f1 + f2, t),

(1.35)

for the frequencies f1 and f2. Finally, the normalisation factor is

Dψ∗

(
f1

f1 + f2

)
=

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

ψ̂∗
(
f1
ξ1

)
f2
ξ2

f1+f2
ξ1+ξ2

ξ1ξ2
dξ1dξ2. (1.36)

When analysing in the time-frequency domain, it is important to consider an additional

question of precision, beyond just the accuracy of the numerical integration that led to

this point. Namely, precision in the time domain and precision in the frequency domain

are related by a version of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. That is to say, for some

frequency domain precision ∆ω and some time domain precision ∆t, we have

∆ω∆t ≥ 1. (1.37)

This is because to exactly determine the value of a frequency mode, a sufficient window

must be considered so as to capture at least one period, but the longer this window,

the more time points this frequency will be assigned to, i.e. the less well time-localised

the frequency mode will be. The wavelet transform handles these competing require-

ments particularly well by adapting its resolution for different parts of the time-frequency

domain, and hence it plays a significant role in the analysis conducted in this thesis.

The final question we will address in this section is that of statistical significance. This

is the process of determining whether the value an analysis method has assigned to

a particular point in a given domain is significant, and not something that could be

easily replicated by analysis of another time-series without the same dynamics. In ideal

experimental circumstances, this may be done by comparison to a control group. This

comparison is intended to clarify the extent to which results are due to randomness

or uncertainty, rather than being genuine. However in numerical analysis of differential

equations, or experiments where a control group is not available, comparison time-series,

a.k.a. surrogates, can be constructed from the analysed time-series itself. To do this,

many methods have been developed to re-arrange time-series in such a way that certain
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properties are maintained, such as the amplitude, but the dynamics described by the

sequencing of the points is removed. An in-depth review of many of these methods, and

the wider process of determining statistical significance in the context of non-autonomous

dynamics, is provided in [64]. In this thesis, we adopt the wavelet iterative amplitude

adjusted Fourier transform approach outlined there. The algorithm to conduct this

procedure is outlined below.

1. Calculate a maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) of the time-

series, which decomposes the time-series into the time-series of its constituent

time scales.

2. (a) Randomly shuffle each scale time-series.

(b) Calculate the Fourier transform of each shuffle, and replace the Fourier am-

plitudes with those of the original scale time-series. This is done in order to

preserve the power spectrum of the original time-series.

(c) Rescale these Fourier transforms to match the distribution of the original

scale time-series.

(d) Repeat the previous two steps with the result of step 2(c) becoming the input

of step 2(b), until the output is the same as the input.

(e) This final output is taken as the result of this stage of the process.

3. Calculate the mirror image of the output surrogate for each scale time-series.

The closest match of each surrogate and its mirror image to the original scale

time-series is taken was the final surrogate for that scale.

4. Calculate the inverse MODWT of the surrogates to recompose each scale surrogate

into a single composite time-series. This gives a single surrogate of the original

time-series.

5. Repeat the entire process for the number of desired surrogates.
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1.7 Contemporary research

As was set out in the introduction, the two primary subjects on which this thesis is based

are non-autonomous dynamical systems, and to a lesser extent, network science. The

study of both of these fields has been rapidly growing in recent years. In this section,

we review some of the developments most relevant to our aim of understanding living

systems through the lens of networks of non-autonomous processes.

1.7.1 Characterising thermodynamically open systems

The most immediate and fundamental question considered by this thesis is how to best

mathematically and physically characterise thermodynamically open systems. We have

discussed already the contributions of dissipative structures and synergetics to this ques-

tion. Here, we will review significant recent developments, before introducing the point

of view that we will adopt in this thesis.

Statistical mechanics

It was originally hoped that dissipative structures may be able to explain the thermody-

namic behaviour of all complex, far-from equilibrium systems. However, the theory is

still fundamentally based in the system exhibiting a linear response to external influence,

specifically through its connection to the linear Onsager reciprocal relations. In reality,

nonlinear responses are extremely common, if not ubiquitous for real systems.

In [65], an extension of the concept of dissipative structures not based in linear responses

was suggested, named dissipative adaptation. This theory is derived from comparing all

possible trajectories between two states of the system. Through this it is speculated

that those trajectories that have absorbed, as opposed to dissipated, the most externally

performed work that are the most likely to occur. The implication of this is that systems

will at time form structures that are minimally dissipative, and absorb sufficient external

work as to transform into a new state, and then dissipate their gained heat so that the

systems remain in this new state. A quantitative measure of the change in probability

of a time-reversed trajectory ocurring because of heat dissipation was suggested in [66],
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where
pi→j(t)

p∗j→i(τ − t)
= exp

(
Qdiss

kBT

)
, (1.38)

and pi→j(t) is the probability of a trajectory of the system from state i to j, p∗j→i(τ − t)

the probability of the same trajectory reversed from a time τ , Qdiss the dissipated heat,

kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. This was developed further in [65]

by considering the relative probability of a forward trajectory from state i to j, and from

i to k

pi→j(t)

p∗i→k(t)
= exp

(
− Ekj
kBT

)p∗j→i(τ − t)⟨exp
(
−Wabs

kBT

)
⟩ik

p∗k→i(τ − t)⟨exp
(
−Wabs

kBT

)
⟩ij
, (1.39)

where Ekj = Ej − Ek is the energy difference between the states k and j, Wabs =

Qdiss+Eij is the work absorbed to move from state i to j, and ⟨·⟩ij indicates the average

of the quantity over all microtrajectories from state i to j. Hence, this demonstrates that

the more work is absorbed along a trajectory, the more likely that trajectory is to take

place. In [65], the states resulting from these preferred processes are associated with

those best adapted to the influence of the environment, and the processes are therefore

also associated with the mechanism by which these unexpected behaviours can emerge

from complex systems.

[67] adopts an alternate approach to developing a framework for the thermodynamics

of open systems. While still based in a probabilistic view of transitions between states,

it seeks to build up from the microstates, to the mesoscopic and finally to the macro-

scopic view of a many-body open system. This system is thermodynamically coupled to

multiple reservoirs and subject to an external drive, intended to simulate thermodynamic

openness.

Some of the most significant results of [67] were to derive the probability of far from

equilibrium fluctuations across spatial scales. For microscopic states, this was found to

be

ln
p
(
β(1)δwλ,

{
δj

(ν)
f

}
,
{
δj

(ν)
e

})
p̃
(
−β(1)δwλ,

{
−δj(ν)f

}
,
{
−δj(ν)e

}) = β(1) [δwλ −∆aeq1 ]

+
L∑
ν=1

[
β(ν)δw

(ν)
f +

[
β(1) − β(ν)

]
δe(ν)

]
. (1.40)
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Here, p
(
β(1)δwλ,

{
δj

(ν)
f

}
,
{
δj

(ν)
e

})
is the probability of simultaneously observing

the microscopic non-autonomous work β(1)δwλ, the microscopic time-integrated au-

tonomous work currents
{
δj

(ν)
f

}
≡
(
β(1)δw

(1)
f , . . . , β(L)δw

(L)
f

)
and the microscopic

time-integrated energy currents
{
δj

(ν)
e

}
≡
([
β(1) − β(2)

]
δe(2), . . . ,

[
β(1) − β(L)

]
δe(L)

)
.

The work/energy currents referred to here are current elements in that they are vectors

of the instantaneous work done on the reservoirs/energy change in the reservoirs, and if

unwound further in time would represent the flow of these quantities. p̃, meanwhile, is

the probability of the time-reversed processes. The superscript (ν) indicates the quantity

is with respect to the νth reservoir, β = 1
kBT

, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is tem-

perature and δwλ is the infinitesimal work resulting from the external driving protocol

λ(t). The subscript f indicates the quantity results from the non-conservative force

vector associated to the νth reservoir, δe(ν) is the infinitesimal energy change of the νth

reservoir and ∆aeq1 = − 1
β(1) ln

∑
α exp

(
−β(1)eα(λt)

)
+ 1

β(1) ln
∑

α exp
(
−β(1)eα(λ0)

)
is

the change in the global microscopic equilibrium free energy with respect to the reference

reservoir ν = 1, and eα is the energy of the α microstate.

As the number of units in the model is increased, there will be increasing numbers of

microstates with equal energies and occupation numbers, leading these states to be

energetically identical. It is also assumed these states are kinetically identical through

their coupling to the same reservoirs. Therefore, these states can be grouped into a new

single mesostate. Through this process, increasing number of units can in fact result in

decreasing degrees of freedom as this regime is entered. The corresponding mesoscopic

equation to Eq. 1.40 is

ln
P
(
β(1)δWλ,

{
δJ

(ν)
f

}
,
{
δJ

(ν)
E

})
P̃
(
−β(1)δEλ,

{
−δJ (ν)

f

}
,
{
−δJ (ν)

E

}) = β(1) [δWλ −∆Aeq
1 ]

+
L∑
ν=1

[
β(ν)δW

(ν)
f +

[
β(1) − β(ν)

]
δE(ν)

]
, (1.41)

where the newly-capitalised variables are simply mesostate versions of their microscopic

lowercase versions. These are obtained by coarse-graining from the qN microstates of

the N units, where q, N ∈ Z+, to the N units.

The macrostate is obtained in the limit N → ∞. In order to define fluctuations,

which can scale exponentially with N , in this regime, a path-integral formalism was
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applied. This approach allows a re-definition of the work currents, energy current and

equilibrium free energy according to δXY = limN→∞
δXY

N
, where X ∈ {W,E,∆Aeq}

and Y ∈ {λ, f , 1}, respectively. The fluctuation probability hence becomes

lim
N→∞

1

N
ln

P
(
β(1)δWλ,

{
δJ

(ν)
f

}
,
{
δJ

(ν)
E

})
P̃
(
−β(1)δEλ,

{
−δJ (ν)

f

}
,
{
−δJ (ν)

E

}) = β(1)[δWλ −∆Aeq
1 ]

+
L∑
ν=1

[
β(ν)δW(ν)

f +
[
β(1) − β(ν)

]
δE (ν)

]
. (1.42)

Quantum mechanics

One of the major fronts in this area is how to incorporate the notion of thermodynamic

openness into a quantum mechanical framework. Traditional quantum theory, much like

thermodynamics, is built on the concept of equilibrium, which cannot be expected in

an open system. It additionally makes extensive use of Hamiltonian systems, which are

required to be time-reversible, which does not in general hold for thermodynamically

open systems. One approach to deal with this complication is to conceive of the system

as entangled with a bath (also referred to as a reservoir). This bath has infinitely many

degrees of freedom and is initialised in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. The total

Hamiltonian then becomes

Htot = HS +HB +HI , (1.43)

where HS and HB are the Hamiltonians of the system and the bath, respectively, and

HI is the Hamiltonian of the interactions between them. The reduced quantum density

matrix of the system, ρS(t), is derived by averaging over the elements of the bath in the

total density matrix, ρtot(t). ρS(t) reflects the dynamics of an open system, where there

is no irreversible attainment of an equilibrium as the system can transform from pure

states to mixed states. ρtot(t) meanwhile obeys standard quantum mechanical principles,

in particular the Liouville equation

iℏρ̇tot(t) = [Htot, ρtot(t)]. (1.44)

This provides a solution to the system density matrix, thereby incorporating far from

equilibrium behaviour into the quantum mechanical framework. This solution is

ρS(t) = TrB
[
U(t, t0)ρtot(t0)U

†(t, t0)
]
, (1.45)
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where TrB is the trace over the degrees of freedom of the bath, and U(t, t0) =

T exp
(
− i
h

∫ t
t0
Htot(t

′)dt′
)

is the standard time-evolution operator and T is the time-

ordering operator. An outline of a thermodynamically open approach to quantum me-

chanics is provided in [68], and applications of this approach can be seen in [69, 70].

A system-bath approach was also used in [71], to adapt the notion of dissipative adapta-

tion to the quantum world. This considers a three-level lambda system, i.e. two states

|a⟩, |b⟩ and an excited state |e⟩, with transition frequencies ωa and ωb between the

states |a⟩ and |e⟩ and |b⟩ and |e⟩, respectively. The initial state is an arbitrary mixture

of |a⟩ and |b⟩. This system is entangled to an infinite bath at absolute zero temperature,

which leads to spontaneous emission rates Γa between |a⟩ and |e⟩ and Γb between |b⟩

and |e⟩. A single photon pulse incident on the bath is then considered. The transmission

probability resulting from this pulse is found to be

pa→b(∞) =
Γb

Γa + Γb

⟨Wabs⟩a
ℏωa

, (1.46)

with a corresponding reverse transmission probability of p∗b→a = 0. In other words, the

transmission from |a⟩ to |b⟩ results in a pure quantum state, which is associated here

with the order observed in complex open systems. The probability of this transmission,

with 0 probability of reversing, is found to be higher the more work is absorbed in the

process of the transmission.

Deterministic dynamics

In [72], control theory is applied to model the dynamics of open systems in terms of

their inputs and outputs. The basis of this approach is the linear system

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), (1.47)

y(t) = Cx(t). (1.48)

x(t) ∈ Rn is the state of the system, u(t) ∈ Rm is the input and y(t) ∈ Rm is the

output. A, B and C are constants controlling the influence of the current system state

on the future state, the influence of the input on the future state, and the influence of

the current state on the system output, respectively. The pairs (ui, yi), for i = 1, . . . ,m,

are then ‘ports’, which connect the system to others. A may additionally be expressed

as incorporating some resistance, R, within these ports, for example A − R. Hence,
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when interacting with other systems, there is some notion of loss, and the interaction

is dissipative if R is K-symmetric and positive semi-definite, i.e. for some symmetric

positive-definite matrix K, KR = RTK ≥ 0, and where H(x) = 1
2
xTKx, H(x)

being the storage function of the system. In the case of a linear input-output system

dissipatively coupled to some unspecified other system or environment, the equilibrium

solution x = 0 where there is no input, u(t) = 0, is asymptotically stable. In other

words, the system outputs until it reaches equilibrium with this environment, and then

remains in this equilibrium unless perturbed. This is the classically expected case of a

one-directional open system.

To consider cases where there is non-zero input, the change in the microscopic state

vector x(t) is re-written as a stochastic Langevin equation. If the ports are considered

to to be connected to an infinite heat bath, which is always in equilibrium and has

unchanging temperature, of temperature Tj

ẋ(t) =

(
A−

∑
j

Rj

)
x(t) +Bu(t) +

∑
j

√
2TjFjwj(t). (1.49)

Here, Rj = FjF
T
j K is the resistive element of the port (uj, yj) and wj(t) are independent

Gaussian white noise processes. The macroscopic behaviour of the system, however, can

be expressed deterministically in terms of the deterministic covariance matrix X(t)

Ẋ(t) = AX(t) +X(t)AT −
∑
j

RjX(t)−
∑
j

X(t)RT
j + 2

∑
j

RjK
−1Tj. (1.50)

The energy balance of the system, the change in the storage function, is then

d

dt
H(x(t)) = −

∑
j

Tr (X(t)KRjX(t)K) +
∑
j

TjTr (KRjX(t)) . (1.51)

This is all to say, that the infinite heat bath inputs a heat flow into the system that

drives the system into a repeating cycle, i.e. the system is in a steady state.

A similar deterministic dynamical approach to the above focuses on port-Hamiltonian

systems. These are based in the theory of Hamiltonian dynamics, which considers a

mechanical system in the form
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q̇ =
∂H

∂p
(q, p), (1.52)

ṗ = −∂H
∂q

(q, p) +B(q)f, (1.53)

e = BT (q)
∂H

∂p
(q, p). (1.54)

q = (q1, . . . , qk)
T are the generalised coordinates of the system, p = (p1, . . . , pk)

T are

the corresponding generalised momenta, H(q, p) is the Hamiltonian function representing

the total energy of the system, B(q)f is the generalised external forces resulting from

an input force f ∈ Rm and e ∈ Rm is the energy balance of the system.

The transformation to port-Hamiltonian systems was motivated by a need to analyse

relatively more complex open systems, and achieved through an integration with network

model theories. Specifically, a structure matrix is introduced, which allows network

interactions within the system, and between the system and its environment. This can

be formulated as

ẋ = J(x)
∂H

∂x
(x) + g(x)f, (1.55)

e = gT (x)
∂H

∂x
(x), (1.56)

where x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X are the local coordinates of the system on the n-dimensional

manifold X , J(x) is the n× n structure matrix and g(x) is the input matrix, governing

the external interactions [73]. This has been applied to many mechanical systems, such

as to develop a control method to optimise the electricity storage of hybrid car batteries

[74]. Recent research has suggested the approach could be additionally adapted to

allow for finite-time systems, which expand its applicability to, among others, biological

systems [75].

We have reviewed here multiple approaches that seek to construct a non-equilibrial ther-

modynamics from consideration of the fundamental microstates. Whether stochastic,

deterministic or quantum mechanical, all of these approaches have found it necessary

to couple their systems to some reservoirs or baths. This extension of the system has
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been required because all of these approaches have been based in the conservation of

mass and energy. This is because in isolated systems, all matter and energy flow can

be tracked while still only mathematically treating the system itself. In open systems,

however, energy and matter must be allowed to leave and enter the system to and from

the environment, but to maintain conservation, this means the environment too must be

brought into the mathematical formalism. This can prove a significant complication, and

a significant part of why there is no well-established thermodynamics of these systems.

Rather than take this approach, we will focus on the phases of the processes we consider.

These phases are not quantities that are exchanged between the system and the envi-

ronment, regardless of whether the system is isolated, closed or open, and so there is no

difficulty concerning conservation. This construction also considers the dynamics, rather

than the statistics or mechanics of the system. An advantage of this difference is that

the dynamics of complex open systems, at least at the macroscopic level, are often much

more easily observed than their fluctuations of mechanical quantities, and more readily

mathematically definable than their statistical thermodynamics. Understanding the dy-

namics of a system is additionally crucial to understanding its function and purpose, in

a way that cannot always be derived from statistical properties alone.

The nature of this modelling approach being centred around the phase, rather than

amplitude, dynamics is also derived from a certain view of the physical world. We

consider at a fundamental level the universe to be constructed out of oscillations. These

oscillations form an extremely efficient way of transmitting energy and information, and it

is conversely inefficient to suppress them. They may, however, be combined to construct

amplitude oscillations and fluctuations at the more macroscopic level we commonly

observe. The corollary of this is that even when a macroscopic observable may appear

non-oscillatory, it remains possible that is constructed from a superposition of oscillations

with sufficiently differing phases that their fundamental oscillatory nature is not obvious.

This hence forms another motivation for our treatment of open systems as formed of

dynamical phase oscillators, and their mean-field as a key physical observable.

Finally, it was common to all the treatments of open systems we have presented here

to consider the role of time-irreversibility in these systems. This forms the core of the

theory, indeed, in the case of dissipative adaptation in [65]. There, and in the quantum
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version of [71], an adapted state is defined as one that is irreversible under time reversal.

Similarly, in [67], the probability of time-forward and reverse fluctuations were found to

not be in general equal. The incorporation of time is taken a step further in [68], where

the governing quantum density matrix is found to be time-dependent, and [72], where

all inputs, outputs, and resulting macroscopic variables are also time-dependent. This is

seen perhaps most clearly in [67], where the transformation to an open system is made

by the introduction of a time-dependent forcing, and results in non-autonomous work

currents. The link between open systems and time-dependence, with a characterisation

of environmental influences being time-varying and leading to time-dependent system

behaviour, can hence be seen to be a common one, whether it is more or less explicit

in any given model. In our approach, we make this link by considering exclusively non-

autonomous phase oscillations.

1.7.2 Oscillator networks

The study of networks has been adopted by a huge number and increasing number of

fields, in particular those seeking to understand physical systems, where interactions

are inevitable. This has, naturally, led to many developments in the understanding of

networks, some of which we will review here.

In particular, we are concerned with the dynamics of networks of oscillatory processes.

For this purpose, the study of order and synchronisation within such a network is a key

concern. We have already reviewed the notion of an order parameter for networks of

Kuramoto oscillators in Section 1.1, where the level of synchrony between oscillating

nodes is characterised by a single amplitude of the mean field. An alternative procedure

was proposed in [76] for networks of autonomous Kuramoto oscillators, which aims to

provide more detailed information about the relationship between nodes by defining a

time-averaged correlation between them,

ρij = ⟨cos (θj(t)− θi(t))⟩. (1.57)

Hence, the matrix whose ith, jth element is given by ρij measures not just a global notion

of synchronisation, but whether each individual oscillator pair has become correlated.
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The main purpose of this measure in [76] is to facilitate an optimisation procedure for

designing a network architecture that produces the desired dynamics. Once the required

form of the correlation matrix is identified, the network weights that would produce

this matrix can be reasonably straightforwardly derived. However, this requires that

the correlations between whatever physical system the network nodes represent can be

realistically determined.

Observing various order parameters of a system and developing methods to produce

them are not the only way such variables can be used to understand a dynamical system.

For instance, in [77] the transition from a low to high value of the order parameter is

studied as a phase transition. The theory of phase transitions was originally developed to

understand discontinuous critical transitions in physical systems, such as the evaporation

of a liquid into a gas, or the alignment of spins in an Ising model of a 2D lattice,

both of which are considered in [77]. Similarly, the sudden transition from a largely

desynchronised to largely synchronised state in an oscillator network may be viewed in

this way.

The phenomenon of universality has also long been studied in phase transitions, that is,

that seemingly regardless of their physical differences, many systems are theorised to have

the same exponents of their critical transition points. However, experimental findings

have often not been in precise agreement with these theories. In [77], it is argued that this

results from mean field approximations used in deriving these theoretical exponents that

are not physically justified, in particular for systems with dominant local interactions and

variations in local density. These are not, however, complications that apply to networks

of all-to-all coupled Kuramoto oscillators. In such networks, each oscillator’s dynamics

are manifestly governed by a mean field comprising every other oscillator in the network.

It was indeed shown in [78] for an autonomous oscillator network that a critical transition

from relative desynchronisation to synchronisation occurs under increase of the coupling

strength, and that this can be predicted through a mean field approach.

It has been a common theme of the work reviewed in this section so far that it has

considered only autonomous oscillations, and the complications to instead considering

non-autonomous ones are not to be underestimated, as we will discuss further in the rest

of this section. For instance, critical transitions in networks of autonomous processes
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are usually permanent so long as all parameters are kept constant. However, in a non-

autonomous one, the time-variation of these parameters may allow them to repeatedly

cross and un-cross the critical boundary. The impact this might have on the dynamics

of a network of Kuramoto oscillators has not been explored. Similarly in [76], the

procedure for determining the required network weights to produce the desired correlation

dynamics depends on the mean of the differences between the frequencies of each pair

of nodes being zero. This does not in general hold for time-dependent frequencies,

however. The inclusion of non-autonomous oscillators therefore requires a comprehensive

reconsideration of any network analysis designed with autonomous ones in mind.

Much of the current work in network science is also focused on the topology of these

networks, and seeking to make it reflective of the physical system being modelled. This

is feasible in, for instance, the study of the relationship between regions of the brain,

as in [76], where there are not too many nodes and the dynamics of each one can be

individually measured. Not so much, however, in the energy metabolism of cells as

we will study here, where what precise physical component is represented by network

nodes is less clear, and cannot be individually measured in vivo by any currently existing

techniques. Nevertheless, we will outline in Chapters 2 and 3 the efforts we have made

to incorporate the physical interactions of cell metabolic processes into the topology of

our networks.

Due to these aforementioned complications, in this thesis we focus on well-established

theories of order in all-to-all coupled networks of Kuramoto oscillators, but investigate

them in the novel context of non-autonomous oscillations, and with feasible topological

alterations where they are physically justifiable.

1.7.3 Non-autonomous processes

In Section 1.1 we discussed how the same analyses that have been developed for au-

tonomous systems cannot be effectively applied to non-autonomous systems. In the

extended phase space of the latter, incorporating time as an additional dimension along-

side the phase space of the former, relevant objects such as fixed points no longer

necessarily determine the dynamics of the entire space, but often only a single slice in

time in which they exist. Time-dependence therefore requires new conceptualisations of
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these objects that account for time-variability, and new methods for identifying them.

How best to adapt techniques developed for autonomous systems, or to develop ones

bespoke to non-autonomous systems, has remained an open question.

A main concern of the study of dynamical systems is identifying phase space surfaces of

stability and instability, which can provide an understanding of the dynamics of the system

over a region of its phase space, or even the entire space, and are therefore extremely

useful for predicting the behaviour of a dynamical system for different initial conditions.

There are several ways to conceptualise these key behaviours in non-autonomous systems,

some of which we will now review.

Attractors

Perhaps the most straightforward dynamical objects to imagine in non-autonomous

systems are attractors, given their presence in autonomous systems as well. In non-

autonomous systems, these come in two forms — forward attractors and pullback at-

tractors. For a given function f : Z2 ×Rn → Rn and an n-manifold of initial conditions

C, if

dist (f (t; t0, C) , A) → 0 as t→ ∞, (1.58)

for some invariant manifold A (that is to say, a manifold for which f (t; t0, x0) ∈ A if

x0 ∈ A), then A is a forward attractor and C is within its basin of attraction.

A pullback attractor on the other hand is a manifold B for which

dist (f (t; t0, C) , B) → 0 as t0 → −∞. (1.59)

I.e. rather than the system inevitably approaching the manifold as time moves forward

as in the case of the forward attractor, the evolution of the system tends towards the

manifold as it is initialised at earlier and earlier times.

In an autonomous system, these concepts are one and the same — any manifold that

attracts a trajectory of the system as time moves forward will also be approached as the
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system is initialised at progressively earlier times. This is because autonomous systems

do not depend on time as a physical quantity, and trajectories initialised at an earlier time

will evolve in the precisely same manner as those at a later time, all other parameters

being the same. This is not the case for non-autonomous systems, where the concepts

of forward and pullback attraction become uncoupled [8, 79–81].

It has also been shown that non-autonomous pullback attractors can be global [82, 83].

Such attractors, also called maximal pullback attractors, are defined as

dist (f (t; t0 − j, C) , B) → 0 as j → −∞ ∀ t0 ∈ Z & ∀ B ∈ Rd, (1.60)

where d is the dimension of B. This is in contrast to forward attractors, which are not

necessarily unique. Instead, the intersections of forward attractors may create larger and

larger basins of attraction for larger and larger invariant manifolds, which may or may

not span the entire phase space.

While the establishment of these dynamical objects for non-autonomous systems is a

significant step forward, identifying them in any given system is still far from trivial.

They also do not necessarily determine the entirety of a system’s dynamics. This is

particularly true in finite-time, as opposed to the asymptotic times over which such

attractors are defined, as will be discussed more later in this section.

Hyperbolicity

The hyperbolic dynamics of systems are often sought for their ability to simplify the

study of a system. This occurs when some of the derivatives expand or contract in such

a way that a study of those alone reveal local, or even global, dynamics.

One such concept is normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds. These have long been

studied for autonomous systems as generalisations of hyperbolic fixed points, which are

2-dimensional fixed points with a stable and unstable manifold. A normally hyperbolic

invariant manifold, therefore, is one where trajectories on the manifold remain there,

but those normal to it either return to it (when they are along the associated stable

manifold) or diverge from it (when they are along the associated unstable manifold).

The dynamics tangential to the manifold are dominated by the stable and unstable
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manifolds of the normal directions, and hence all dynamics in the vicinity of such a

manifold can be predicted by studying only the manifold itself. This reduction of the

dynamical system from many trajectories to a single manifold is therefore a highly related

concept to Haken’s slaving principle. As was reviewed earlier in this chapter, the slaving

principle similarly allows for a reduction from considering many microscopic dynamics to

a single enslaving macroscopic order parameter.

This property of normally hyperbolic manifolds was proved in the foundational work

of [84]. There, the existence of a invariant manifold M̄ = M ∪ ∂M was established.

This M̄ is a Cr compact and connected manifold embedded in Rn, and overflowing

invariant under X, where X is a Cr vector field on Rn. Overflowing invariant means

that X|M , the vector field X that is restricted to the manifold M , is tangent to M and

X is never tangent to ∂M . The manifold M̄ was proved to be diffeomorphic to M̄Y , i.e.

to have a structure-preserving mapping between the manifolds, where Y is a Cr vector

field in a C1 neighbourhood of X if ν(m) < 1 and σ(m) < 1
r

for all m ∈M . Here,

ν(m) = inf{a :

|||w0||
||w−t||

at
→ 0 as t→ ∞ ∀w0 ∈ Nm}, (1.61)

where Nm is the bundle of vectors normal to TM , the tangent space of M . And,

σ(m) = inf{s :
||w0||s
||ν0||

||w−t||s
||ν−t||

→ 0 as t→ ∞ ∀ν ∈ TmM & w0 ∈ Nm}. (1.62)

Additionally, the stability of these invariant manifolds was proved in [84], with reference

to the hyperbolic splitting of vector bundles. Specifically, MY is diffeomorphic to M

if there is a hyperbolic splitting of TRn|M with σ−(m) < 1
r

and σ+(m) < 1
r
. In this

definition,

σ−(m) = lim
t→∞

ln ||D(F−t|M)(m)||
− ln ||π−DF t(F−t(m))|N−||

, (1.63)

where F s is the flow x(s) such that ẋ(t) = X(x(t)) and x(0) = x, and D is the

derivative with respect to space variables. Additionally, the superscripts −/+ denote

the splitting under the forward/backward flow, respectively, and π−/+ is the projection

on N−/+. Finally,

σ+(m) = lim
t→−∞

ln ||D(F−t|M)(m)||
− ln ||π+DF t(F−t(m))|N+||

. (1.64)
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This hence adds a notion of stability due to hyperbolic splitting, in addition to more

conventional asymptotic stability.

This was more recently considered for non-autonomous systems, through the argument

that such a manifold persists under sufficiently small perturbation, such that a similar

nearby manifold may be considered if the inclusion of time is conceptualised as an external

perturbation [85]. More specifically, non-autonomous systems of the form

θ̇ = Θ(θ, r, t) (1.65)

ṙ = R(θ, r, t) (1.66)

ṫ = 1, (1.67)

where r ∈ Rn and θ ∈ M for some compact manifold M , were considered. It was

proved that for any r ∈ Bϵ := {r ∈ C1 : |r|1 ≤ ϵ(η)}, i.e. any point within a closed

ball Bϵ of radius ϵ(η) in the phase space of r, where ϵ(η) places an upper bound on the

solution r̃ of ṙ, there is a unique r̃ ∈ Bϵ. There is additionally a contraction in the norm

|| · ||t0 T̃ : Bϵ → Bϵ such that r 7→ r̃. This norm is defined as

||r||t0 := sup
t

|Φ(t0, t)| exp−γ|t−t0| |r(t)| <∞, (1.68)

where Φ is the principal matrix solution of the system δθ̇ = δθ
∫ 1

0
Θθ(λθ1(t) + (1 −

λ)θ2, r, t)dλ and γ ∈ (γ−, γ+) where γ± = 1
2
κ ±

√
κ2

2
− |Rθ||Θr|V . If r is the fixed

point of T̃ and θ is the solution of θ̇, then there is a normally hyperbolic invariant

manifold ρ̃(θ0, t0) = r(t0).

Techniques for estimating hyperbolic dynamics, centred on calculation of the finite-time

Lyapunov exponent spectrum, were considered in [86]. A Lyapunov exponent spectrum

can be defined by considering a perturbation from a trajectory x(t) initially along a

direction v0 with a magnitude δ ∈ R, leading to a new perturbed trajectory xδ(t). A

different finite-time Lyapunov exponent may then be calculated for each direction v0, up

to n such directions for an n-dimensional system, via the limit

λ = lim
δ→0

1

T
ln

(
||xδ(t)− x(t)||

|δ|

)
, (1.69)

which describes how the perturbation evolves over a finite time interval [0, T ], for ever

decreasing amplitude of perturbation. The finite-time Lyapunov exponent is generally
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referred to as the maximal exponent of the spectrum, λ1, with the rest of the spectrum

ordered as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn. The maximal exponent is then used to characterise the

stability of the unperturbed trajectory x(t) as follows—


λ1 > 0 x(t) is unstable,

λ1 = 0 x(t) is neutrally stable,

λ1 < 0 x(t) is stable.

(1.70)

There is not, however, a universal procedure for identifying hyperbolic manifolds, and

their applicability to non-autonomous systems does not hold for all magnitudes of time-

dependence. Like all such study of behaviour in the vicinity of fixed points or invari-

ant manifolds, the dynamics along the normal manifolds are currently only understood

through the linearisation of the system, and thus restricted in their accuracy to a certain,

not too large, region around the hyperbolic manifold [87, 88].

Chronotaxic systems

Chronotaxic systems, introduced in [1], consist of a process subject to a non-autonomous

driving. For instance

ẋ = g(x, p(t))

ṗ = f(p),

(1.71)

where p ∈ Rn and x ∈ Rm.

Rather than the process becoming synchronised to the driving only so long as it inhabits

an equilbrium point in the phase space of their rotating frame, as in the case where both

constituent parts are autonomous, the position of this equilibrium point now moves as

the natural frequency of the driver varies in time. In doing so, the driver forms a moving

point attractor, xA(t), which attracts the oscillator to its continually varying position,

resulting in a non-autonomous version of a limit cycle Γ0. That is to say

lim
t0→−∞

∣∣x (t, t0, x0)− xA(t)
∣∣ = 0, (1.72)
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where x ∈ Rn and t0 is the time at which the system is initialised. A trajectory that

meets the point attractor will become invariant,

x(t, t0, x
A(t0)) = xA(t). (1.73)

Hence, an oscillator that becomes synchronised to this moving point attractor will be-

come stabilised against perturbations. As we can see from Eq. 1.72, this is in fact a

time-dependent pullback attractor [89].

This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 1.1. Three trajectories are initialised neither on

the limit cycle nor the point attractor. In each frame, the simulation is advanced by

2.5 s — the point attractor moves, and the trajectories are pulled towards the cycle it

is tracing.

Figure 1.1: Numerical simulation of a chronotaxic system. Three initial states are shown

by white dots, their trajectories by orange lines, and their current position by orange

dots. The moving point attractor is shown by the black disc with a red outline, and the

limit cycle it produces is represented by the black circle. The vector flow is also shown

by the grey arrows. Each subsequent pane of the figure shows a 2.5 s advancement of

the simulation, starting at the left. Reprinted with permission from [1].

This capacity of time-variability to create a more stable system is highly applicable to liv-

ing systems in particular, where the ability of processes to continue despite environmental

perturbations is essential and time-dependence is ubiquitous.

Thus far we have considered the dynamics of systems defined over indefinite times. How-

ever, such a definition cannot include living systems, which are born and then inexorably

die in a finite span of time. We will therefore now consider finite-time analysis, which
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considers the dynamics of systems over finite time intervals, and dynamical phenomena

derived from this framework. We will see that even when a system may be extendable to

indefinite time, an analysis over finite-time can uncover dynamics that would be missed

if only the asymptotic time behaviour of the system was considered. This demonstrates

precisely why this framework is more suited to living systems — it is the behaviour of

living systems over appreciable human time scales in which we are interested.

Lagrangian coherent structures

Lagrangian coherent structures are another concept of invariant manifolds, this time

conceived with finite-time analysis from the start. The theory was largely developed

from fluid dynamics, particularly the idea of material surfaces, where a parcel of fluid

moves through a fluid flow without losing its mass, but possibly changing shape. This

parcel when tracked in time can therefore be seen as a surface, which is analogised to a

manifold in the theory of Lagrangian coherent structures.

A material surface is considered a Lagrangian coherent structure when it attracts or

repels trajectories near it over a finite time interval. Such manifolds are not necessarily

unique, locally or globally, and are conventionally only referred to as attracting or re-

pelling if they are locally the strongest attractor or repellor. When a locally repelling and

a locally attracting material surface are local to one another, they are collectively re-

ferred to as a hyperbolic Lagrangian coherent structure. At this point, the similarities to

normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds are obvious, and hyperbolic Lagrangian coherent

structures are similarly sought for to explain their local dynamics. A key difference, how-

ever, is the origins of the latter in finite-time dynamical theory. An attracting/repelling

Lagrangian coherent structure is only necessary invariant and attracting/repelling over

the finite time interval for which the system is defined.

The ridges of the finite-time Lyapunov exponent field have been used to identify hy-

perbolic Lagrangian coherent structures in first 2- [90], and then n- [91], dimensional

systems with non-autonomous dynamics [92, 93].

In [91], Lagrangian coherent structures are defined for n ∈ Z+ dimensions. This is done

under the consideration of the non-autonomous dynamical system

ẋ(t) = v(x(t), t), (1.74)
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where x ∈ D ⊂ Rn, D being the domain of v, with the flow map ϕTt : x(t) 7→ x(t+T ).

Here, T is the time the system is being mapped to by the flow, which may be positive

or negative. The finite-time deformation tensor associated to this system is then

∆(x, t;T ) =
dϕTt (x)

∗

dx

dϕTt (x)

dx
, (1.75)

where ∗ denotes the transpose. This operator has n eigenvalues λn ∈ R+, and the

corresponding finite-time Lyapunov exponent

σ(x, t;T ) =
1

|T |
ln
√
λmax(∆(x, t;T )). (1.76)

This is defined in terms of the maximum eigenvalue of ∆, λmax.

A repelling Lagrangian Coherent structure is then defined as a differentiable manifold

M ⊂ D of codimension 1, that is, of 1 dimension less than D. This manifold exists

when

1. There are n− 1 λn < 1, and 1 λn > 1.

2. The unit nomrla vector n̂(x) to the manifold M is orthogonal to the gradient

∇σ(x, t;T ).

3. Σ(n̂, n̂) < 0 and for all unit vectors û such that |⟨û, n̂⟩ ≠ 1, Σ(n̂, n̂) < Σ(û, û).

Σ is the second derivative of σ.

An attracting Lagrangian Coherent structure, meanwhile, is defined in the same manner,

but for the reverse time. I.e. when T < 0.

There have also been investigations suggesting several possible problems with this ap-

proach in certain systems however. These include that forms of Lagrangian coherent

structures other than hyperbolic may not be distinguished from the hyperbolic [94] and

that finite-time Lyapunov exponents calculated through a sliding window of time may

not be Lagrangian, due to non-negligible flux [95].

Intermittent synchronisation

Another synchronisation phenomenon unique to non-autonomous systems playing out

in finite time is intermittent synchronisation, notably discussed in [2, 96, 97]. Where

for chronotaxic systems the ability of time-variability to transform an equilibrium point
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into a moving point attractor is considered, intermittent synchronisation arises from

re-examining the conditions for which synchronisation is possible in the same model as

Eq. 1.71. In the previous section, we saw that synchronisation may occur within a region

of frequency-coupling parameter space, where the frequency of the oscillator and the

driver are sufficiently close and the coupling is sufficiently strong for the oscillator to

become synchronised to the driver. If the frequency of the driver is now allowed to vary

in time, the parameter space region where synchronisation is possible will expand. In

these newly-synchronisable boundary regions, synchronisation is possible for some points

in the variation of the driver, but not others. Therefore if the system’s parameters exist

in this region, the oscillator will be synchronised to the driver at some times and not

others, a.k.a. it will be synchronised intermittently.

In [2], this is mathematically derived for a system of N phase coupled identical oscillators

subject to an external driving,

θ̇i = ω +D
N∑
j=1

Aij sin(θi − θj) + γ sin(θi − θ0(t)), (1.77)

where Aij is the adjacency matrix element, which determined whether oscillators i and

j are coupled, D is the network coupling strength and γ is the strength of the driving

on each oscillator in the network. The external driving is determined by the differential

equation θ̇0 = ω0(1 + kf(ωmt), with a natural frequency ω0 and time-dependent fre-

quency modulation determined by the function f , amplitude k and frequency ωm. The

system viewed in the rotating frame ψi = θi − θ0(t) is

ψ̇i = ∆ω(t) +D
N∑
j=1

Aij sin(ψ − ψj) + γ sinψi, (1.78)

which reduces the degrees of freedom of the system by 1.

The system is then linearised around the solution ψ̃(t), to obtain

δψ̇i = −D
N∑
j=1

Lijδψj + γδψi cos ψ̃(t), (1.79)

where Lij = Aij −
∑N

j=1Aijδij and δij is the Kronecker delta. This linearisation can

then be used to derive the Lyapunov exponent spectrum

λα(t) =

−DΛα −
√
γ2 −∆ω(t)2 ∀t : γ > |∆ω(t)|

−DΛα else,

(1.80)
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where α = 1, . . . , N and Λα are the eigenvalues of the Laplacian Lij. Hence, as t varies

such that |∆ω(t)| moves across the value of γ, the condition determining the stability

in Eq. 1.80 will alternate. This alternation can potentially result in a change in sign of

the Lyapunov exponent, and therefore the stability of the system.

In addition to giving rise to a new form of synchronisation, this results in an expansion

of the region in parameter space for which synchronisation can occur compared to an

equivalent autonomous system. This is because while the limits of the region where

synchronisation would occur now result in intermittent synchronisation, so too do the

regions just beyond the previous limits of synchronising parameters. In this way, systems

that permit this phenomenon are once again well suited to describing living systems —

the increased ability of a system to synchronise is an important part of functioning in a

perturbative environment.

Finite-time dynamics of slow forcing

We have already discussed that finite-time dynamics is an analytical framework that

considers systems over a finite interval of time, regardless of whether that system is

extendable beyond this interval, and that Lagrangian coherent structures have formed

a major component of this result. The results indicating the existence of intermittent

synchronisation highlighted a new frontier in this analysis — that of slowly time-varying

external forcing — which was recently developed further in [58, 98].

In those references, a finite-time analysis of the Adler equation was developed, which

describes the phase difference between a Kuramoto oscillator and an external periodic

driving as follows —

ϕ̇(t) = G(t)− ϵ sin (ϕ (t)) . (1.81)

The time-dependence of G is taken to be slow relative to the dynamics of ϕ, and so G(t)

is replaced with G(ηt), with the additional restriction that t ∈
[
0, 1

η

]
. When analysed as

η → 0, the separation between the fast timescale of ϕ(t) and the slow of G(ηt) becomes

maximal. In this case, this is therefore not just a finite-time analysis, but a slow-fast one.

In this framework, it was shown in [58] that the dynamics of ϕ̇(t) become dominated
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by its solutions on the slow manifold, which take on global stability properties. It was

further shown that if at such a solution


∂ϕ̇
∂ϕ
< 0 then the solution is hyperbolicly stable,

∂ϕ̇
∂ϕ
> 0 then the solution is hyperbolicly unstable,

∂ϕ̇
∂ϕ

= 0 then the solution is non-hyperbolic.

(1.82)

Applied to Eq. 1.81, this framework found, through the calculation of finite-time Lya-

punov exponents, that the system transitions from neutrally stable to stable as the

amplitude of the time dependence within G(ηt) is increased. Furthermore, the value

at which this transition occurs depends on the length of the time interval over which

the system is studied. Once again, this demonstrates the physical role of time in a

non-autonomous system, and the importance of analysing the system in finite time.

There remains, however, no holistic and self-consistent theory for the dynamics of non-

autonomous systems, as much as the recent approaches reviewed here have begun to

indicate paths towards one. In this thesis therefore, we will adopt numerical analyses of

non-autonomous systems based as much as possible in the finite-time framework that

we have reviewed in this section. In Chapters 2 and 3, a numerical approach will be

adopted due to the considered system being considerably beyond the current forefront

of analytically understood solutions, and in Chapter 4 so as to inform how such systems

may appear when present in real, experimentally measured data. But in both cases,

we will pay careful attention to the physical nature of time, the necessity of which has

been demonstrated by the results of this section. In Chapter 4, we will additionally

demonstrate the advantages of this finite-time approach, and the risks of it not being

adopted.
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2. Modelling oscillating living

systems: Cell energy metabolism as

weighted networks of

non-autonomous oscillators

Cells are an archetypal example of thermodynamically open systems. They necessarily

exchange energy and matter with their environment; essential ions must be brought

in to facilitate their life-sustaining processes, and waste products must be expelled to

prevent the cell from bursting. This capability is facilitated largely by ion channels.

These consist of both passive channels, which allow ions to pass in and out of the

cell, following the conventional laws of tending towards equilibrium, and active channels,

which expend energy to move ions against the electrochemical gradient and perturb the

internal cellular environment away from equilibrium. It is only through this perturbation

that a cell survives — if it were to reach equilibrium with its environment, it would no

longer have the internal balance necessary for its processes to function. Hence, they are

far from equilibrium systems as a result of their thermodynamic openness.

The energy required to power these active ion channels is provided by the cell’s energy

metabolism. This is conducted by glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation, producing

adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is supplied to the ion channels. Glycolysis is per-

formed by enzymes in the cytosol of the cell, consuming primarily glucose, and oxidative

phosphorylation is undertaken in the mitochondria, consuming primarily oxygen. These

processes are also highly inter-linked to one another, and consist of multiple connected
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versions of themselves. In other words, they may be considered to be networks that are

coupled to one another.

The supply of oxygen and glucose to the cells is also not constant; the cardiovascular

system that moves them through the blood stream and into the extracellular environ-

ment has long been understood to be oscillatory, and indeed to have time-dependent

frequencies [99]. As a result, it is for more efficient for the aforementioned metabolic

processes that rely on these metabolites to also oscillate in a time-dependent manner,

rather than attempt to convert their oscillatory input into a constant output.

Contemporary kinetic models of the glycolytic process have suggested that an overall

oscillatory nature may be an inevitable result of the manner in which the process is

constituted under normal living state parameters. In [100], for example, it is shown that

if the constituent processes interact linearly and without feedback the overall process

will operate in a steady state. However, once nonlinear interactions and feedback loops

between the sub-processes are accounted for, as is expected from experimental observa-

tion, glycolytic oscillations should be expected. Alternate model approaches have come

to a similar conclusion, such as the control theory method employed in [101]. There,

trade-offs between the robustness of the process, its ability to withstand parameter per-

turbation and meet variable demand, and its efficiency are found to inevitably result in

oscillations. This results primarily from the consideration of autocatalysis, with the more

significant this aspect of the overall process is, the more oscillatory glycolysis becomes.

Observing this experimentally, however, has been less consistent. The initial observation

of glycolytic oscillations was in yeast cells [102], and similarly anaerobic conditions remain

the most common circumstance in which to observe these oscillations in vitro [103].

This is by no means exclusively the case, for example they have also been observed

in aerobic muscle cells and beta-cells, to name a few [104–106], and will be discussed

in the context of cervical cancer cells in this chapter. Cancerous cells are known to

disfavour aerobic metabolism compared to healthy cells, but this is not to the extent

of a complete exclusion of oxidative phosphorylation. In these examples it can certainly

be said however that these cells are far from a healthy state or their conventional living

environment and parameters. This is a pervasive problem in the investigation of living

systems; the only methods that exist to closely study their internal processes necessitate
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removing them from their environment at best, and severely damaging them at worst,

and risking fundamentally altering their behaviour as a result. The fact that oscillations in

in vitro experiments appear more often in anaerobic conditions or for specific parameter

manipulations is quite possibly linked to this fact [105, 107–114]. As is increasingly

suggested by a variety of modelling approaches, oscillations likely require a full range of

interactions and access to metabolites that can (so far) only be maintained in in vivo

conditions. This is one potential explanation for the gap between models’ convergence

around the expectation of oscillatory behaviour, and experiments’ inconsistent results.

Another explanation is the difficulty in identifying and classifying oscillations in such ex-

perimental data. While this may not be challenging for the simplest analytical equations,

the potential nonlinear superposition of many different oscillatory modes, introduction

of time-dependent modulation and inevitable inclusion of noisy variations and imperfect

measurement in a much more complex experiment require specialist analysis techniques

to discern. The gulf between the results different analysis tools can give on this question

of oscillation or noise is considered more fully in Chapter 4, but is highly relevant to the

consideration of analysing metabolic processes in this and the next chapter also.

The case of oxidative phosphorylation oscillations is rather more straightforward. The

cyclic nature of this process has been expected since the discovery of the Krebs cycle, a

key part of mitochondria’s metabolic process, and has been observed in many experiments

[115–119].

The further question, beyond that of the existence of oscillations, is how oscillations may

communicate, and thereby can be considered to be interacting. First, we can consider

there to be multiple glycolytic oscillations within a single cell; glycolytic enzymes co-

locate to produce ATP in multiple different parts of the cytosol [120]. There have been

multiple chemical exchanges suggested for how glycolytic oscillations may be synchro-

nised between different cells, including acetaldehyde, pyruvate and ethanol [104], with

acetaldehyde accumulating the most evidence in favour [112,121–123]. Communication

within the cell is far harder to study however, with the cytosol in particular being one of

the most complex parts with many different processes all occurring simultaneously. So

without any hard evidence one way or the other, in this and the following chapter we
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assume internal glycolytic communication to operate in a similar manner to external, in

that it is based in diffusive molecular exchange.

The picture is similar for oxidative phosphorylation. It is even clearer that there will be

many processes occurring in the cell, as it takes place in each mitochondrion, of which

a typical cell has many. It is also challenging to measure the communication of healthy,

living mitochondria within a cell, but there has been observations of nano tunnel struc-

tures connecting them, which may be used for this purpose, as well as the inevitability

of common input and output regulation [115, 117, 124–127]. We hence make a simi-

lar assumption of molecular exchange being a mechanism of oxidative phosphorylation

communication.

As a result of all of these factors, which we will further expand upon in this and the next

chapter, we propose that the dynamics of cell energy metabolism are an appropriate can-

didate for the application of finite-time analysis and to be modelled with non-autonomous

oscillator networks. This analysis and model forms the basis of this chapter, where it

will be introduced and justified. In Chapter 3 fundamental behaviour of the model will

be analysed and a comparison to another model will be made in the context of a real

cellular metabolism experiment.

The process of constructing system models is significantly affected by the transition from

thermodynamically closed to open systems. In closed systems, the conservation of mass

is a reliable constant, and thus forms a core principle of all attempts to model these

systems. These models cannot be applied to open systems, where conservation of mass

does not hold. We hence develop new models that break from this traditional framework

from new first principles, which will be outlined in further detail in this chapter.

Of course, this is not to say models of open systems must be entirely non-conservative.

If every variable was so, then the system as a whole would no longer be meaningfully

deterministic. Instead of mass, we will assume the possibility of a conservation of some

phase of the system. A contrast of these two modelling approaches will be reviewed and

detailed further in Chapter 3.
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Joe Rowland Adams and Aneta Stefanovska, 2019–2020 MATRIX Annals

Abstract

Oscillations are a common feature throughout life, forming a key mechanism by which

living systems can regulate their internal processes and exchange information. To

understand the functions and behaviours of these processes, we must understand the

nature of their oscillations. Studying oscillations can be difficult within existing physical

models that simulate the changes in a system’s masses through autonomous differential

equations. We discuss an alternative approach that focuses on the phases of oscillating

processes and incorporates time as a key consideration. We will also consider the

application of these theories to the cell energy metabolic system, and present a novel

model using weighted non-autonomous Kuramoto oscillator networks in this context.

It is increasingly clear that a wide variety of biological processes are rhythmic in nature,

from glycolysis within a cell to the heart pumping blood throughout the body [99, 108].

Replicating this fluctuating behaviour poses a challenge to many traditional modelling

methods, which can rely upon approximations of the system as thermodynamically closed

and linear, and which examine the system asymptotically in time. Such models may

only generate oscillations at particular parameter selections and modulations, oscillate

with a high degree of stability, and exist in a steady state within most of their parameter

space. This is in contrast to much of what has been observed of oscillating living

systems, where the oscillations continually fluctuate in their frequency and amplitude,

and continue until the death of the system itself [105, 107–110, 112–116, 127–133]. We

will present and discuss a different approach that rethinks how fluctuating biological

systems are best modelled, applied to the cell energy metabolic system.

2.1 Principles of an alternative approach

In Table 2.1 we outline the key principles that form our method for modelling oscillating

living systems, which we discuss further in this section.

It is easy to see that biological systems are open: without being able to exchange mass

and energy across its boundary a cell would die, the blood would not be oxygenated by
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Table 2.1: Summary of the principles informing our modelling approach contrasted to

those of mainstream approaches

Mainstream principles Our principles

Open systems can be modelled

as perturbed closed systems

Open systems can only

be fully represented by open models

Oscillations result from instability

of a dynamical system

Oscillations are inherent to the

dynamics of open systems. Living

systems continuously exchange energy

and matter with the environment

and each process is characterized

by self-sustained oscillators on a

certain time-scale

Nonlinear systems can be

recombined from linear systems

Nonlinear systems are

best understood by nonlinear models

Time variation in living systems

is often due to noise, and can be

averaged out over asymptotic time

Time variation in living systems

is often deterministic, and must

be modelled as non-autonomous

to reflect the full system dynamics
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the lungs, and neurons would not receive the energy they need to fire [99, 134–136].

While it can be mathematically simpler to treat these systems as closed off to their

environment, doing so is not modelling them in their healthy, existing state, but instead

a dead or dying one. The first principle of our approach is therefore to allow the

modelled system to be open. As a result, the quantities of our model are not the mass

of elements involved, but the instantaneous phases of the concerned processes.

Oscillations can often be considered as a perturbation of a system away from its ‘natural’

steady state. However, an attempt to remove oscillations from an otherwise oscillatory

system would be equivalent to destroying the system itself: oscillations not only allow

a compartmentalisation of otherwise conflicting processes, but play a significant role in

the exchange of information and regulation throughout living systems [128]. Therefore

we instead treat them as an intrinsic result of the openness of living systems.

While modelling systems’ interactions linearly similarly significantly simplifies the

mathematics, it does not reflect the biological reality. Biological systems endemically

exhibit transitions in behaviour disproportionate to environmental changes [137], and so

we propose to model them as nonlinearly interacting phase oscillators [4].

The fourth key principle of our approach is that living systems should be studied

according to the time scales in which they actually exist and function. Analysing the

properties of a system in an asymptotic time frame can erase dynamics that exist for

only short times. Lucas et al., for example, demonstrated that non-autonomous phase

oscillators may synchronise intermittently, and that this is missed when using asymptotic

methods [2].

This variation of frequency of oscillation is seen throughout biology [116, 128, 132, 133],

and hence our model considers nonlinearly interacting phase oscillations with non-

autonomous frequencies, analysed on finite time scales.
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2.2 Modelling a cell’s energy metabolism

Our model brings together these four principles to examine the oscillations of the

energy metabolism of a single cell. The focus of this model is the production of ATP,

a key molecule in maintaining cellular functions, by glycolysis, consuming glucose, and

mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), consuming oxygen [134, 135]. We

build on the work of Lancaster et al. [138], who modelled each metabolic process as

a singular non-autonomous phase oscillator. This model is based on the theory of

chronotaxic systems, which characterises non-autonomous oscillations as a method

for stabilising against external perturbations [1]. We extend this to include multiple

oscillators of each process, transforming the glycolytic and OXPHOS processes into

weighted networks of Kuramoto oscillators [6]. We also incorporate the findings of

Lucas et al. [2], deterministically varying the frequencies of the oscillations.

This model is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 2.1. It consists of four main elements

- two weighted Kuramoto networks of phase oscillators representing glycolysis and OX-

PHOS, and two sets of phase oscillators driving these networks, representing glucose and

oxygen.

Figure 2.1: Oscillator model diagram, where each circle represents a glycolysis (GO),

glucose (G), mitochondrial OXPHOS (MO) or oxygen (O) oscillator, and each line a

coupling.

That these processes are oscillatory has been extensively established by

experimentation, and further, that they may do so non-autonomously

[105, 107–110, 112–116, 127–133, 138]. The networks of the model reflect the
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fact that glycolysis occurs in a cell distributed throughout the cytosol, undergoing mul-

tiple different reactions simultaneously, and that these reactions appear to communicate

through the exchange of acetaldehyde molecules [112, 120–123]. Similarly, cells contain

multiple mitochondria, each undergoing OXPHOS, communicating through molecular

exchange, common regulation and inter-mitochondrial nano tunnels [115,117,124–127].

The weighting of these networks, such that neighbouring oscillators influence one

another more strongly than those more separated, reflects the spatial distances between

these individual processes, and the diffusive nature of their molecular-exchange-driven

communications.

We now introduce the mathematical formulation of these elements, beginning with the

concept of phase oscillators. These are derived from ordinary differential equations that

exhibit self-sustaining oscillations in their state dynamics. Phase, in this circumstance,

is defined as the position of the equation along its oscillatory cycle at a given time.

The frequency here refers to the velocity of this phase, which we allow to vary in time.

We choose to focus on phase as the building blocks of our model, initially discarding

the amplitude of the oscillations. This is because at a microscopic level the oscillator

is a unit defined with a phase only, while the amplitude is built at a mesoscopic level,

resulting from the mean field of the network.

The oscillators’ phase can be further defined in the immediate region around its

oscillations in state space through the use of isochrons. Isochrons connect all points in

the region adjacent to a stable cycle with the one point on the cycle that, after a time,

will first meet the perturbed points back on the cycle as the perturbation decays. Thus

all these points are defined by the same phase [4, 5].

For non-autonomous oscillators we may also make this extension of definition, by

considering each state in time as an autonomous system of slightly different frequency

to the ones proceeding and following it. So long as the cycle of each autonomous

system exists in the region of attraction of the system proceeding it, we may define the

former’s phase via the isochrons of the latter system. This assumption hence requires
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that the change in the oscillator’s frequency over time remains small in comparison to

the frequency itself [8].

Having defined phase in the region of non-autonomous cycles, we can consider methods

of coupling oscillators. Because our approach focuses on the frequencies and phases

of the systems involved, phase coupling is used to model the effects of the biological

processes on one another. Through this form of coupling, oscillatory systems perturb

one another’s phase in a backwards or forwards direction, depending on the comparative

directions of oscillation of the two systems. Too strong coupling, however, can perturb

the phase beyond the region defined by isochrons. Therefore in order for the perturbed

system to remain in the region of its original cycle, where phase is defined, we must

further require that that the coupling generating the perturbation is only weak [4,5,139].

We may now consider the equations of the model. First, the glycolysis and OXPHOS

intra-network connections are defined as

θ̇GONi =
KGO

N

N∑
j=1

Wij sin (θGOj − θGOi) ,

θ̇MONi =
KMO

M

M∑
j=1

Wij sin (θMOj − θMOi) , (2.1)

where the subscript GO represents the glycolytic network and MO the OXPHOS, N

the number of glycolytic oscillators, M the number of OXPHOS oscillators, KX the

relevant network coupling strength and θX the phase.

The weighting of edges within the glycolytic and mitochondrial networks consists of more

heavily weighting shorter edges, where the nodes are positioned equidistantly around a

ring. Mathematically, for i ≤ N
2
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Wij =



W

|i− j|
, for j ∈

[
1, i+ N

2
− 1
]
,

W

|j −N − i|
, for j ∈

[
i+ N

2
, N
]
,

(2.2)

and for N ≥ i > N
2

Wij =



W

|i− j|
, for j ∈

[
i− N

2
+ 1, N

]

W

|j +N − i|
, for j ∈

[
1, i− N

2

] (2.3)

where i denotes the index of the node under consideration, j the index of the node at the

other end of the corresponding edge, N the number of nodes in the network, W a con-

stant to be chosen, and Wij the resulting weighting of the edge connecting nodes i and j.

Next, the glucose and oxygen driving are defined as,

θ̇GOGi = ϵG sin (θGOi − θGi) ,

θ̇MOOi = ϵO sin (θMOi − θOi) , (2.4)

where the subscript G represents the glucose driving and O the oxygen, and ϵX

represents the coupling strength of the relevant driving.

Finally, the inter-network interactions arise through coupling each network to the mean

field of the other [140], such that

θ̇GOMOi = FGOrMO sin (ΨMO − θGOi) ,

θ̇MOGOi = FMOrGO sin (ΨGO − θMOi) , (2.5)
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here FX is the intra-network coupling strength, rX the Kuramoto order parameter,

where rXe
iϕ = 1

N

∑N
k=1 e

iθXk and ϕ is the phase of the mean field arising from the

network, such that rX = 1 indicates a totally ordered network, while rX = 0 a totally

disordered one. Further, the average phase of network X is ΨX = 1
N

∑N
i=1 θXi.

The four governing differential phase equations therefore are,

θ̇Gi = ωGi(t),

θ̇Oi = ωOi(t),

θ̇GOi = ωGOi(t) + θ̇GONi − θ̇GOGi + θ̇GOMOi,

θ̇MOi = ωMOi(t) + θ̇MONi − θ̇MOOi − θ̇MOGOi, (2.6)

where ωX(t) is the time-varying natural frequency of oscillator X. The signs of the

inter-network coupling terms are opposite to represent the inhibitory effects of OXPHOS

on glycolysis, and the excitatory effects of glycolysis on OXPHOS [138].

We offer in Fig. 2.2 a comparison between an output of this model and an experimental

observation of cellular glycolysis. This experiment was conducted by Amemiya et al., who

optically measured the NADH fluorescence, a by-product of glycolysis, of batches of HeLa

cells cultured under a variety of glucose starvation conditions [132]. The model output

is the combined Kuramoto order parameter of the glycolytic and OXPHOS networks,

defined as ΨGOMO = 1
(N+M)

(∑N
i=1 θGOi +

∑M
j=1 θMOj

)
. The parameter values this

simulation was conducted under are given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Parameters used in the simulation to generate the output displayed in Fig. 2.2

Parameter Value(s)

ϵG [0.1, 0.26]

ϵO 0.01

KGO 1

KMO 1

FGO 0.05

FMO 0.05

ωG [0.0465, 0.0465] Hz

ωGO [0.0838, 0.1045] Hz

ωMO [0.0543, 0.0677] Hz

ωO [0.0258, 0.028] Hz

N 100

M 100

W 1

Figure 2.2: Sample output of the model (left) and the NADH fluorescence of a single

HeLa cell from the Amemiya et al experiment, normalised to within the range [0, 1]

(right) [132]. The model output is represented by the combined Kuramoto order param-

eter of both the glycolytic and OXPHOS networks.
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2.3 Outlook

Modelling oscillating biological systems in their living state is a complex task. In order

to reproduce every oscillation, variation of frequency, and different regime of stability a

system offers, oscillations and nonautonomicity must be built in to the foundations of a

model.

Using this approach, we can replicate oscillatory biological data in all its variety with only

small changes to model parameters, that can themselves be matched to experimental

measurements. Investigating the parameters at which various combinations of the

oscillators of the model synchronise, and the transitions between these relationships, can

also reveal a significant amount about a biological system. Each of these regimes can

be understood as a healthy or pathological state of the system, revealing the breakdown

of which mechanisms can be identified with which diseases [138].

Further, analysing the synchronisation of non-autonomous oscillator networks in finite

time has already uncovered the new phenomenon of intermittent synchronisation [2].

Investigation of the metabolic model we have presented here, which introduces multiple

networks and more complex forms of coupling, promises yet more unseen stabilisation

behaviours.
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3. Modeling Cell Energy Metabolism

as Weighted Networks of

Non-autonomous Oscillators

Joe Rowland Adams and Aneta Stefanovska, Frontiers in Physiology

(2021)

Abstract

Networks of oscillating processes are a common occurrence in living systems. This is as

true as anywhere in the energy metabolism of individual cells. Exchanges of molecules

and common regulation operate throughout the metabolic processes of glycolysis and

oxidative phosphorylation, making the consideration of each of these as a network a

natural step. Oscillations are similarly ubiquitous within these processes, and the

frequencies of these oscillations are never truly constant. These features make this

system an ideal example with which to discuss an alternative approach to modelling

living systems, which focuses on their thermodynamically open, oscillating, nonlinear

and non-autonomous nature. We implement this approach in developing a model of

non-autonomous Kuramoto oscillators in two all-to-all weighted networks coupled to

one another, and themselves driven by non-autonomous oscillators. Each component

represents a metabolic process, the networks acting as the glycolytic and oxidative

phosphorylative processes, and the drivers as glucose and oxygen supply. We analyse
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the effect of these features on the synchronisation dynamics within the model, and

present a comparison between this model, experimental data on the glycolysis of HeLa

cells, and a comparatively mainstream model of this experiment. In the former, we find

that the introduction of oscillator networks significantly increases the proportion of the

model’s parameter space that features some form of synchronisation, indicating a

greater ability of the processes to resist external perturbations, a crucial behaviour in

biological settings. For the latter, we analyse the oscillations of the experiment, finding

a characteristic frequency of 0.1–0.2Hz. We further demonstrate that an output of the

model comparable to the measurements of the experiment oscillates in a manner

similar to the measured data, achieving this with fewer parameters and greater

flexibility than the comparable model.

3.1 Introduction

Analysing the energy metabolism of a cell can be key to understanding more about

its functions, states and health. A malfunctioning metabolism is indicative of a wide

range of pathological states, from diabetes, to Alzheimer’s, to cancer [141–144]. A

healthy metabolism also plays a significant role in other higher order processes through its

production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which, for example, allows the generation

of a membrane potential. The membrane potential is itself crucial for a variety of

functions, including maintaining the cell’s structural integrity and the firing mechanism

of neurons [145, 146].

Cellular ATP is generated mainly through glycolysis in the cytosol, consuming glu-

cose, and oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in the mitochondria, consuming oxy-

gen [134, 135]. Like many biological processes, experimental observations have estab-

lished that these reactions are oscillatory [105, 107–110, 112–115, 127, 129–131, 138].

Not only this, but there is further evidence to suggest these oscillations may be non-

autonomous [116, 128, 132, 133, 147, 148]: that their frequencies vary over time. Mod-

elling this behaviour is a challenge for many traditional techniques, which often rely on

perturbations of a steady state to give rise to oscillations, and the addition of noise to

simulate non-autonomous variation. We present here an alternative approach to mod-
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elling non-autonomous oscillations in living systems, and what we can learn from such

models.

The time variation of biological oscillations is often neglected, even where the existence

of oscillations is acknowledged. Many modelling theories assume this variation to be

due to noise, arising either from experimental methods or from the complexity of the

system’s interactions, and therefore that it can be averaged out when considered over

asymptotic time. Time sensitive analysis of such data can show that the variation in

a process’s oscillations, induced by interactions with its surroundings and otherwise, is

often deterministic [2, 96]. Lucas et al. [2, 96] further showed that allowing for this

deterministic variation in a model’s architecture, and analysing it over the finite time

scales within which biological systems actually exist, can reveal dynamics that would be

missed in a solely asymptotic approach. In particular, an intermittent synchronisation,

where oscillators are synchronised at some times and not others, without any change of

parameters, can only exist when oscillations are allowed to be non-autonomous and only

found when they are analysed with finite time techniques.

The origins of our cellular metabolism model lie in the work of Lancaster et al. where

glycolysis and OXPHOS are each represented by bi-directionally coupled non-autonomous

Kuramoto oscillators [6], and each driven by a non-autonomous oscillator depicting the

supply of glucose and oxygen, respectively [138]. This model was built on the theory of

chronotaxicity [1], which studies the effects of non-autonomicity to stabilise oscillators

in spite of perturbations, an important ability for biological processes.

However, like most biological processes, neither glycolysis nor OXPHOS are a single

process, but many [118, 144, 149–151]. Glycolysis occurs distributed throughout the

cytosol, while OXPHOS is localised within the many mitochondria of the cell. These

processes further communicate between themselves as well as one another. Glycolysis

was found to signal inter- and intra-cellularly through the exchange of acetaldehyde [112,

121, 123, 152], while OXPHOS is thought to interact in many possible ways, including

molecular exchange, common regulation and inter-mitochondrial nano tunnels [120].

Here, we extend the Lancaster et al. model [138] to consider glycolysis and OXPHOS

as all-to-all coupled networks of oscillators. These networks are furthermore weighted

such that oscillators closer to each other around a ring are connected more strongly than
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those further from one another, to reflect the nature of molecular exchange over a range

of distances. We also draw from the work of Petkoski et al., who introduced a method

of phase coupling through mean fields of ensembles of oscillators [153, 154].

We present here a summary of the Lancaster et al. non-autonomous oscillator model

for cell energy metabolism [138], the details of its adaptation to weighted networks

of oscillators, informed throughout by our alternative approach to modelling oscillating

living systems. We will discuss further the analysis that had and can be done on these

models, and what they can reveal about the biology of the cellular production of ATP

and its role in wider processes.

3.2 Materials and Methods

Our modelling approach consists of four main principles, which are summarised in Ta-

ble 3.1. We consider the cell to be the minimal functioning biological unit: processes

within the cell cannot be isolated and still function and more macroscopic functions can

be built from a cellular level, but the cell itself can survive provided the appropriate

molecular supply in its environment. It is crucial however that the cell is able to expel

waste and absorb needed molecules. This makes the cell a thermodynamically open sys-

tem: matter and energy must cross its boundaries in order for the cell to survive. One of

the principles of our approach is therefore to treat the cell and its internal processes as

open, constructing a model that does not impose a constant mass on the system. While

many models make mass their subject, it is much easier to achieve the aim of an open

system by focusing the phase of the processes instead, and so in our model we consider

the phase of oscillations.

Our second principle is to treat oscillating systems as not just a temporary perturbation

from a steady state, but as fundamentally defined by their oscillations. We therefore

do not construct our model as a non-oscillating set of processes and subsequently find

sets of parameters that induce oscillations, but set oscillations as the foundation of the

model by representing each process with a phase oscillator. Cellular processes are also

inevitably characterised by their nonlinearity [137], and modelling these nonlinearities is
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Table 3.1: Summary of the principles informing our modelling approach contrasted to

those of mainstream approaches

Mainstream principles Our principles

Open systems can be modelled

as perturbed closed systems

Open systems can only

be fully represented by open models

Oscillations result from instability

of a dynamical system

Oscillations are inherent to the

dynamics of open systems. Living

systems continuously exchange energy

and matter with the environment and

each process is characterised by

self-sustained oscillations on a

certain time-scale

Nonlinear systems can be

recombined from linear systems

Nonlinear systems are

best understood by nonlinear models

Time variation in living systems

is often due to noise, and can be

averaged out over asymptotic time

Time variation in living systems

is often deterministic, and must

be modelled as non-autonomous

to reflect the full system dynamics
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essential to understanding their dynamics. We therefore use Kuramoto oscillations to

model these interactions.

Unlike theories that assume variations in the features of these oscillations, in particular

frequency, are due solely to noise endemic to the complexity of biological systems, we

treat much of these observable variations as deterministic. Our modelling approach to

these systems is to represent them as non-autonomous Kuramoto phase oscillators.

3.2.1 Cell energy metabolism

The biological system as considered in this model is summarised in Fig. 3.1(A). It is

constituted by four key processes: glycolysis, converting glucose, ATP and ADP into

NADH, pyruvate and ATP, OXPHOS, converting oxygen, NADH and pyruvate into

ATP, and the supplies of glucose and oxygen. The main purpose of this mechanism

is the creation of ATP, which is primarily used to fuel ion pumps. Ion pumps actively

transport ions across the cell’s boundary against the electrochemical gradient, without

which the cell would be forced to maintain an ionic equilibrium with its surroundings.

Instead, the cell is able to accept the ions it needs for survival, and prevent itself from

being flooded with an unhealthy quantity. Neuronal firing also relies on the ability of ion

pumps to dramatically and rapidly change the balance of ions between the cell interior

and exterior: the process is triggered only once the cell’s membrane potential crosses

the action potential threshold, typically requiring a change of some 100mV [155].

Communication between the metabolic processes is also well established

[112, 120, 121, 123]. Glycolysis enzymes exist all around the cytosol, each facili-

tating an element of the wider glycolytic reaction. Not only do these distributed

enzymes rely on regulation and supply common to them all, but the exchange of

acetaldehyde molecules has been observed to drive coherence between glycolytic

processes. Mitochondria, housing the OXPHOS process, exist in a more fixed state

than the glycolysis enzymes of the cytosol, but are similarly thought to mutually

organise their processes for the efficient running of the cell. Mapping precisely the

exact positions and connections of these processes however would be challenging,

if not impossible. In our model we therefore focus on the importance of molecular
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exchanges in their communication, and the diffusive nature of these exchanges

making distance a key consideration. Hence, we have assumed all-to-all coupled

networks, but weighted these connections such that if were they considered around

a ring, coupling strength would decrease the further apart any two given oscillators were.

Figure 3.1: (A) The cellular energy metabolism considered in the Lancaster et al. model,

reprinted with permission from [138]. (B) An oscillator model diagram of A, where each

circle represents an oscillator, and each line a coupling. MO denotes the mitochondrial

oscillator, GO the glycolysis, G the glucose driving and O the oxygen.

3.2.2 Defining the model

Each of these four metabolic processes is represented by a Kuramoto oscillator. Ku-

ramoto oscillators are a type of nonlinearly interacting phase oscillators, which are a re-

duction of ordinary differential equations featuring self-sustaining oscillations from many

degrees of freedom to just one: the phase of the oscillation. The phase of an oscillator

is defined as its position along its cycle at a given time. This cycle can be represented in

phase space, as shown in Fig. 3.2(A), where the meaning of any particular phase value

can easily be seen.

Here phase has only been defined on the cycle of the oscillator equation. However, when

oscillators interact or are driven by external forces, they will be perturbed away from this

cycle. The phase in the vicinity of the cycle must therefore also be defined, which can
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Figure 3.2: (A) An oscillatory cycle in phase space, at a phase value of θ. (B) A point

perturbed from an oscillatory cycle, returning along isochron I to the cycle at a point

with phase φ. The perturbed point is therefore also assigned the phase φ.

be done for stable oscillators using isochrons. When a stable oscillator is perturbed its

phase will initially leave its cycle, but will return to it over time if not further perturbed.

Isochrons connect the point to which a phase is perturbed to the point on the cycle it

will first return to after the decay of the perturbation, assigning both the same phase

value. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2(B). In order to remain in this region of attraction

of the cycle, where isochrons can be used, the perturbations must be sufficiently weak,

placing constraints on the strength of couplings between oscillators and drivers [4, 5].

This definition requires further extension to allow for the phases of non-autonomous

oscillators. As the frequency, also known as the velocity of the phase, of the oscillator

changes at each moment in time the system is transformed from one autonomous system

to another. To maintain a consistent definition of phase across these systems, we must

require that each system resides in the region of attraction of the one proceeding it, in

order to use the same reasoning as the isochrons of perturbations. As with the weak

coupling requirements of interactions, this definition constrains the system to only small

changes in the frequency of oscillation from second to second [8].

This theory was applied to the biology of cellular ATP production by Lancaster et al. [138]

in the following equations for the oscillators’ phases
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θ̇GO = ωGO + ϵ1 sin (θGO − θMO)− ϵ4 sin (θGO − ωGt) + ση(t)

θ̇MO = ωMO − ϵ2 sin (θMO − θGO)− ϵ3 sin (θMO − ωOt) + ση(t), (3.1)

where the subscript GO represents the glycolytic oscillator, MO the OXPHOS, G the

glucose driving and O the oxygen. ωX is the frequency of oscillator X, ϵ the relevant

oscillator coupling strength, θX the phase, t time, η(t) a noise term and σ the scaling

parameter of the noise. These are hence two oscillators as described above, coupled

to one another and their respective metabolic drivers, with their frequency rendered

non-autonomous by the addition of a time-dependent noise parameter.

We convert this model to now consist of networks of oscillators, weighted such that

neighbours around a ring interact with a maximal coupling strength, and those opposite

with a minimal strength. This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The network cellular metabolism model, with each circle representing an

oscillator and each line a coupling.

We also consider, instead of the stochastic non-autonomicity in Lancaster et al. [138],

a deterministic variation of the oscillation frequencies. This gives the glycolysis and

OXPHOS phase equations as
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θ̇GOni =
KGO

N

N∑
j=1

Wij sin (θGOj − θGOi)

θ̇MOni =
KMO

M

M∑
j=1

Wij sin (θMOj − θMOi) , (3.2)

respectively, where θGOni is the phase of the oscillator i due to network interactions, N

is the number of glycolytic oscillators, M the number of OXPHOS oscillators, KX the

relevant network coupling strength and Wij the weighting function between oscillators i

and j.

The oscillators are organised into all-to-all couple networks, with a certain weight applied

to each coupling. Each oscillator is further assigned an index, to create a ring structure

where oscillator i and i + 1 are considered neighbours, as are the first oscillator, index

1, and the final, index N . The weight of the coupling between these oscillators is

determined by their indices, such that the larger the difference between the indices, the

smaller the weighting of their coupling. This weighting function is defined, for i ≤ N
2

,

as

Wij =



W

|i− j|
, for j ∈

[
1, i+ N

2
− 1
]

W

|j −N − i|
, for j ∈

[
i+ N

2
, N
]
,

(3.3)

and for N ≥ i > N
2

as

Wij =



W

|i− j|
, for j ∈

[
i− N

2
+ 1, N

]

W

|j +N − i|
, for j ∈

[
1, i− N

2

]
,

(3.4)

where W is a constant to be chosen.

The glucose and oxygen drivers are
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θ̇GOGi = ϵG sin (θGOi − θGi)

θ̇MOOi = ϵO sin (θMOi − θOi) , (3.5)

where θGOGi is the phase of glycolysis oscillator i due to glucose coupling. The inter-

network interactions arise through coupling each network to the mean field of the other

[140, 153, 154]. This mean field arises as the average of each individual oscillation,

characterising their collective state. It can be defined through the Kuramoto order

parameter, rXe
iΨ = 1

N

∑N
k=1 e

iθXk , where Ψ is the phase of the mean field. rX = 1

hence indicates a totally ordered network with all oscillators at the same phase of their

cycle, while rX = 0 represents a totally disordered network. The inter-network equations

therefore are

θ̇GOMOi = FGOrMO sin (ΨMO − θGOi)

θ̇MOGOi = FMOrGO sin (ΨGO − θMOi) , (3.6)

where FX is the inter-network coupling strength and the average phase of network X is

ΨX = 1
N

∑N
i=1 θXi.

The four governing differential phase equations are hence

θ̇Gi = ωGi(t)

θ̇Oi = ωOi(t)

θ̇GOi = ωGOi(t) + θ̇GOni − θ̇GOGi + θ̇GOMOi

θ̇MOi = ωMOi(t) + θ̇MOni − θ̇MOOi − θ̇MOGOi, (3.7)

where ωGi(t) = ωG + AG sin (ωGmt+ ti), and ωO(t), ωGO(t) and ωMO(t) have equiv-

alent expressions for their respective elements, is the time-varying natural frequency

of each oscillator i. In this paper we use the deterministic variation formulation for

these frequencies, but any other time varying formulation, such as random noise, are
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also valid methods provided that the variation is slow. ωG is the mean frequency

around which the non-autonomous frequency is modulated, AG is the amplitude

of modulation of the frequency, ωGm is the frequency of modulation and ti is a

perturbation of the modulation in time, taking a random number between 0s and

1
ωGm

s. This perturbation ensures a distribution of frequencies within each element, while

assigning the oscillators the same mean frequency and deterministic cycle of modulation.

3.2.3 Analysing synchronisation

The phenomenon of synchronisation between oscillators is a key part of understanding

their dynamics. Oscillators can be considered synchronised when the difference between

their phases remains constant. This is well established in the context of permanent

synchronisation, where the phase difference between two oscillators does not ever change

unless the parameters of the system change or a new influence is introduced [4,5]. Lucas

et al. [2, 96] however found a different form of synchronisation, intermittent, where a

pair of oscillators can transition repeatedly between synchronised and unsynchronised

states without the system being changed. This phenomenon has only been observed for

non-autonomous oscillators, and only when examined over finite time periods. When

observed in an asymptotic, averaging time scale, it can easily be mistaken for complete

desynchronisation.

For living systems, synchronisation between oscillators represents a state of stability and

cooperative working between oscillators. Synchronised oscillators are, to an extent, able

to resist perturbation away from this state and coordinate their oscillations for a variety

of ends, including temporally compartmentalising conflicting processes [129, 156]. As

in, for example, Lancaster et al. [138], certain combinations of synchronisation can be

considered as the ‘healthy’ state of a cell, and the parameters at which they do and do

not exist can therefore inform us about the mechanisms of pathological transitions. We

will apply these methods of synchronisation analysis to our cellular metabolism model.
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3.2.4 Numerical simulations

We conducted analysis of the model to determine the impacts on the dynamics made by

the additions of weighted networks and deterministic non-autonomicity to the Lancaster

et al. model [138]. These simulations involved numerical integration of the differential

phase equations, defined in Eq. 3.7. This was conducted using the inbuilt Matlab ode15s

algorithm, which is a partially implicit numerical integration scheme using a variable

integration step and evaluates errors through interpolated backwards differences [62].

The equations were integrated for a period of 10,000 seconds at a sampling frequency

of 0.1 seconds. The first 5,000 seconds were discarded, assuming they were dominated

by transient dynamics, and then the final 5,000 seconds analysed to determine what, if

any, modes of synchronisation were present.

This analysis involved calculating the phase coherence, as defined in [157,158], between

the glycolysis and OXPHOS oscillators and their glucose and oxygen drivers, respectively,

and between the network oscillators and the mean field driving of the other network. The

phase difference between these components was also calculated, as was the Kuramoto

order parameter of each network.

For autonomous systems, time series are defined as coherent at a phase coherence

value of or close to 1. However in non-autonomous systems, series may be coherent

yet exhibit a time-averaged phase coherence of significantly less than 1 due to their

modulation in time away from their coherent mean. Additionally, slight numerical

simulation errors and noise can make it impossible to attain a numerical phase coherence

of precisely 1. Through observations of numerical simulations, we have therefore defined

coherence greater than 0.9 and phase difference within a bounded 2π region for the

entire 5,000 seconds as indicative of permanently synchronised oscillators. If the

coherence value was greater than 0.9 but the phase difference unbounded, we instead

categorised the oscillators as intermittently synchronised. Networks were considered

synchronised when their time-averaged Kuramoto order parameter exceeded 0.5, the

threshold at which a network is more ordered than disordered. This was considered

permanent if the parameter varied by less than 0.2 over the entire 5,000 seconds,

and intermittently if it varied by more than this. Similarly to phase coherence, the

Kuramoto order parameter of non-autonomous oscillations will naturally vary in time
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due to frequency modulation, even in highly ordered networks, and so simulations in-

dicated that only variations of greater than 0.2 are due solely to intermittency or disorder.

3.2.5 Experimental comparison

We have also analysed data collected by Amemiya et al. on glycolytic oscillations of

starved HeLa cells [132]. In this experiment, the optical NADH fluorescence of numer-

ous cells was measured over time after glucose was added to their environment. We

calculated the group phase coherence, as defined by Sheppard et al. [159], of groups of

cells around the culture. This coherence was further tested against 19 WIAAFT sur-

rogates, as defined in [64], such that any non-zero coherence is considered significant.

We analysed both groups near to one another and far from one another, to identify

any significant differences between the two. These groups were constructed using hier-

archical agglomerative clustering with the ‘complete’ linkage method, which considers

the furthest Euclidean distance between groups of cells when defining the clusters. The

culture was 1400µm by 1200µm in area, and near groups were defined as having 300µm–

400µm between their average positions, while the average positions of far groups were

900µm–1200µm apart.

Simulations of this experiment were also conducted, using some of the results of the

group coherence analysis and the general numerical simulations. This was done by

numerically integrating a realisation of the system at a certain parameter set using a

four step Runge-Kutta algorithm. The results of this and all the above methods are

presented in the following section.

3.3 Results

There are six possible modes of synchronisation within our cellular metabolism model:

glycolysis to glucose, glycolysis network, glycolysis to OXPHOS, OXPHOS network and

OXPHOS to oxygen. While it would not be possible for glycolysis to be synchronised

to OXPHOS, but OXPHOS to not synchronise to glycolysis in an individual oscillator

model, it is possible for a network to become synchronised to a mean field driving,
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without the network from which that mean field arises becoming synchronised to the

network it is driving.

We examined whether each of these synchronisations occurred, and whether they were

permanent or intermittent, at 2,500 different combinations of the parameters FGO and

FMO, as defined in Eq. 3.2. This is similar to the analysis conducted in Lancaster et

al. [138], and hence provides some understanding of the impact of each of the changes

we have made in this model.

The parameters for which these simulations were conducted are given in Table 3.2. Most

of these parameters, ϵG, ϵO, FGO, FMO, ωG, ωGO, ωMO, ωO, are identical to those used

in Lancaster et al. [138] to allow a direct comparison, revealing the effects of the changes

from that model. KGO and KMO did not exist in the Lancaster et al. model, and they

have been set to be equal to the other non-varied coupling parameters. The frequencies

and amplitudes of modulation were determined by their ratio to the mean frequencies, as

studied by Lucas et al. [2]. W may be set to 1 as the relevance of the weighted coupling

is in the relative weightings between different oscillator pairs. N and M cannot be

determined purely biologically: the glycolysis oscillators represent a collection of often-

distributed glycolytic enzymes that are not realistically quantifiable, while the number

of a mitochondria in a cell type can vary significantly [134, 135]. Instead, the network

sizes are chosen such that there a sufficiently many oscillators to validate the mean field

approximation [140], and not so many as to make computational simulation infeasible.

We present first the analysis of the individual oscillator model of Lancaster et al. [138]

in Fig. 3.4(A), for parameters ϵ2 and ϵ1 as defined in Eq. 3.1.
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the non-autonomous weighted network simulations.

Parameter Value(s)

ϵG 0.025

ϵO 0.025

KGO 0.025

KMO 0.025

FGO [0, 0.3]

FMO [0, 0.3]

ωG
2π
200

Hz

ωGO
2π
200

Hz

ωMO
2π
100

Hz

ωO
2π
100

Hz

ωGm
2π
2000

Hz

ωGOm
2π
2000

Hz

ωMOm
2π
1000

Hz

ωOm
2π
1000

Hz

AG
2π
600

Hz

AGO
2π
600

Hz

AMO
2π
300

Hz

AO
2π
300

Hz

N 100

M 100

W 1
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Figure 3.4: Analysis of the synchronisation regimes at different parameter values, at

parameter steps of 0.006 between each simulation, (A) for the modified Lancaster et

al. model [138]. (B) for the Lancaster et al. individual oscillator model with added

deterministic non-autonomous frequencies and intermittent synchronisation analysis. (C)

for the unweighted network model. (D) for the weighted network model. Regimes are

defined in Table 3.3 and 3.3.
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Introducing each new element of our model in turn to examine this same parameter space,

we first include our deterministic variation of the frequency and analyse for intermittent

synchronisation, as well as permanent, but otherwise maintain the Lancaster et al. model

[138]. The results are in Fig. 3.4(B), and the main regimes described in Table 3.3. This

results in the splitting of the red region in the Lancaster et al. analysis [138] into three

regimes, two new: permanent synchronisation between glycolysis and glucose only, and

oxygen and OXPHOS only. The dark blue region, where only glycolysis and OXPHOS

are synchronised, is also made significantly larger, and there are spots of intermittently

synchronised regimes that appear only briefly throughout the parameter space.

The next step is to introduce unweighted networks of glycolysis and OXPHOS oscilla-

tors. The result is in Fig. 3.4(C). This introduces a new regime, where only the networks

are internally synchronised, and converts the dark green regime, where there is no syn-

chronisation, into the even further increased dark blue regime. Once again, intermittent

regimes are spotted briefly throughout the parameter space.

The final step in constructing our full model, is to weight the glycolysis and OXPHOS

networks according to Eq. 3.3 and 3.4. Fig. 3.4(D) shows the results of this final

simulation. This splits the new regime observed in the previous simulation into

the purple, green and cyan regimes: the purple representing the same permanent

synchronisation within each network, the green a new intermittent synchronisation of

the OXPHOS network, and the cyan a new intermittent synchronisation of the glycolysis

network. The weighting reduces the size of the dark blue region, giving more space to

the blue and light blue, and as in the previous simulations produces small regimes of

intermittent synchronisation.

3.3.1 Experimental comparison

In 2019 Amemiya et al. constructed a model of cellular glycolysis to explain the glycolytic

oscillations they had observed in HeLa cells [160]. This model adopted an approach

more similar to the mainstream discussed in the previous section. We therefore offer a

comparison between this model and the one we have presented here, to help illuminate
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further the differences between our approach and ones more characteristic of the cellular

modelling mainstream, applied in the context of this experiment.

The Amemiya et al. model [160] constructs glycolysis as two main processes: the

phosphofructokinase 1 (PFK) reaction and the pyruvate kinase (PK) reaction. The

former is modelled as the first step, converting glucose and ATP into intermediaries, while

the second is the last reaction, converting these intermediaries into ATP and pools of

NADH and other products. The model focuses on the masses of the metabolites required

for these reactions, from their entry into the cell to their consumption in the metabolic

process. This technique consists of seven autonomous linear differential equations and

twenty two parameters to model the glycolysis metabolic branch only, which contrasts

to the four non-autonomous nonlinear oscillator equations of Eq. 3.7 and the thirteen

parameters of Table 3.2 to model both the glycolysis and OXPHOS branches.

In addition to a measure of coherence within a network, the order parameter may also be

considered the amplitude of the network’s mean field. We can therefore consider it both

an indication of the amplitude of our system, and the degree to which the glycolysis and

OXPHOS networks are operating effectively. We introduce a modified Kuramoto order

parameter s, where

seiΨGOMO =
1

(N +M)

(
N∑
i=1

eiθGOi +
M∑
j=1

eiθMOj

)
,

which takes into account both networks. This parameter can be compared to the time

series of NADH fluorescence from a single cell in the Amemiya et al. experiment [132],

as NADH production in the cellular metabolic system is maximised when glycolysis and

OXPHOS are able to act coherently. We provide this comparison in Fig. 3.6, and

this can be further compared to an equivalent output of the Amemiya et al. model

in Fig. 2 of [160]. The Amemiya et al. model considers just glycolysis, and is built

on 7 autonomous differential equations tracking the change in quantities of a range of

metabolites, relying on 22 parameters [160]. In contrast, the model we have presented

here accounts for both glycolysis and OXPHOS through two types of non-autonomous

differential phase equations, using 21 parameters.

The parameters used in this simulation are given in Table 3.4, where A = 9.511× 10−7

and B = 1.931×10−3 are the coefficients of the quadratic and linear terms, respectively,
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of the curve in Fig. 3.6(B), as found by quadratic curve fitting. The modulation frequency

of the glycolysis oscillations was extracted from group coherence analysis of the Amemiya

et al. data, which found that for both cell groups close to and far from one another

there was significantly coherent oscillations in the range 0.1–0.2Hz. This analysis is

presented in Fig. 3.5. The other frequencies were selected to maintain the same ratio

with the extracted glycolysis modulation as discussed in Lancaster et al. [138]. The

coupling parameters were chosen to reflect the dynamics shown in the experimental time

series and identified in Fig. 3.4: the simulation begins with FGO = FMO = 0.6, and all

other parameters at 0.025 to re-create the dark blue regime of synchrony between the

networks found in Fig. 3.4(D), resulting in the initial amplitude spike as glucose is first

introduced to the environment. Over the next 355.9s these couplings decrease according

to the gradient of Fig. 3.6(B) and ϵGO equivalently increases, as the damage the cells

sustained during their starvation period inhibits their processes and reducing metabolite

supplies leaves the system less stable to fluctuations in these quantities. This results

in a trending decrease in the networks’ amplitude and the emergence of oscillations.

After 382.9s the supply of glucose is almost entirely exhausted, flat-lining ϵGO at 0.7

and causing the oscillations to begin to degrade into more noise-like behaviour. For the

final 517s of the simulation FGO and FMO have reached 0 as the cells begin to die, their

oscillations continue to diminish, and their NADH production dries up.

While the curve presented in Fig. 3.6(A) depends on the initial phases of each oscillator,

which are randomised, and therefore will not be identical from simulation to simulation,

its oscillator features and overall trend are indicative of the parameters in Table 3.4. And

while this simulation is not an identical reflection of the experiment in every feature, it is

an indication of the capacity of our model to reproduce the oscillating nature of biological

processes, and the ease with which it can be adapted to a plethora of different cells and

circumstances.

3.4 Discussion

The conversion of established metabolic models, such as that of Lancaster et al. [138],

to consider networks of processes offers both greater biological realism and a resulting

transformation of the dynamics we expect to see from such models. The step from
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Table 3.4: Parameters of the HeLa experiment simulation.

Parameter Value(s)

0–355.9s 356s–382.9s 383s–800s

ϵG −At2+Bt+0.025 0.7 0.7

ϵO 0.025 0.025 0.025

KGO 0.025 0.025 0.025

KMO 0.025 0.025 0.025

FGO At2 −Bt+ 0.6 At2 −Bt+ 0.6 0

FMO At2 −Bt+ 0.6 At2 −Bt+ 0.6 0
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3
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Figure 3.5: Surrogate tested coherence between groups of cells examined in [132], cal-

culated with the coherence algorithm presented in [159]. Red colouring indicates groups

of cells far from one another, 900µm–1200µm distance between their average positions,

and blue close to one another, 300µm–400µm distance between their average positions.

The dimensions of the culture were 1400µm by 1200µm. The solid coloured lines are

the median coherence of each pair of groups, and the shaded regions the range from the

minimum to maximum coherence. The cell groups were constructed using hierarchical

agglomerative clustering with the ‘complete’ linkage method.

Figure 3.6: (A) Simulation of the HeLa experiment using a modified order parameter. (B)

The time series of NADH fluorescence in a single cell in the Amemiya et al. experiment

[132].

Fig. 3.4(B) to 3.4(C) for example overhauls the parameter space, introducing entirely

new regimes and destroying once-firm fixtures of the non-network model. It is clear from

all of these results that networks result in an even greater area of the parameter space
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featuring synchronisation, with the only regime of total desynchronisation disappearing

once networks are introduced, and the networks themselves never being desynchronised.

This aligns well with the imperative of such biological processes to remain robust against

significant external perturbations, and the expectation that these parameter values do not

represent catastrophic departure from the healthy state of the system. More significant

perturbations of the coupling parameters, to both higher values and the entire elimination

of more coupling modes, are likely required to completely desynchronise the networks,

which would represent even further departures from the healthy parameter states of the

cell.

In healthy human cells, ATP is produced primarily through OXPHOS, with support

from glycolysis. In our model, this may be represented by synchronisation between the

networks, and between the OXPHOS network and its oxygen driving [138]. Internal

synchronisation of both networks is also required to characterise a healthy condition:

disregulation within the metabolic processes is a key indicator of a malfunctioning cell.

This state is represented in the bottom right of each graph in Fig. 3.4, but is signifi-

cantly diminished in area with the addition of deterministic frequency modulation from

Fig. 3.4(A) to 3.4(B). A cancerous state, may be indicated by an opposite state: a mode

switch to the dominance of glycolysis, known as the Warburg effect, is reflected by syn-

chronisation between the networks and between glycolysis and glucose, but not OXPHOS

and oxygen [138]. Due to the decreased relevance of OXPHOS to the metabolic process

in cancer, it may be represented by either ordered or disordered OXPHOS networks. This

regime is found in the top left of each of Fig. 3.4, similarly decreasing in area between

Fig. 3.4(A) and 3.4(B) as with the bottom right regime.

Network models also offer greater potential for oscillator systems: while reducing oscil-

lating differential equations to just their phase provides a much simpler system that still

contains the key dynamics, only at the mesoscopic level of networks of many oscillators

can the system amplitude be rebuilt. Further work on this model could therefore provide

not just an order parameter of the network indicative of its activity, but an amplitude of

its production.

The turn to deterministic non-autonomous frequencies and finite time synchronisation

analysis similarly promises a significant change to the dynamics of metabolic models.
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Intermittent synchronisation allows greater nuance between the states of ‘healthy’ and

‘pathological’, more reflective of the complexity of living systems, yet further ways for

the processes to stabilise in spite of significant perturbation and ever more complex and

effective ways for them to compartmentalise. However, with the introduction of this

non-autonomicity comes greater challenges for numerical simulations: the numerical

integration of nonlinear oscillating differential equations is an already delicate task, and

the addition of another dimension of time sensitivity requires alternative methods.

Further work with more sensitive numerical integration algorithms and more sophisticated

methods for identifying intermittent synchronisation would be likely to find a far greater

role of the phenomenon in the model’s parameter spaces, and further clarify exactly

which dynamic we can expect to find at each parameter combination. The integration

scheme used in this work has resulted in multiple ‘islands’ of synchronisation regimes,

which are unrelated to the regimes at all neighbouring parameter values, and yet are

reproduced under the same simulation conditions. Non-autonomous oscillations pose a

particular challenge to numerical integration schemes due to their two highly distinct

frequency modes. Schemes designed to adapt to this situation may be able to provide

greater clarity on our model, with which we may be able to further identify parameters

leading to pathological states and more complex dynamics within the model.
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3.6 Data Availability Statement

The data collected in [132], analysed in this paper, can be found at 10.17635/lan-

caster/researchdata/406. The Matlab codes used for the numerical and experimental

analyses in this paper will be made available by the final version.

3.7 Appendix

In this section we discuss the additional analysis of the experimental data in [132] that

underpins the comparison of the cell energy metabolism model analysed in this chapter

to the aforementioned experimental data.

In the experiment of [132], three different cell cultures were grown. All were cultivated

under the same conditions of 72 hours of access to plentiful glucose and the application

of fetal bovine serum. The latter promoted the growth of the cells, and the former

ensured they had sufficient metabolites to conduct their ordinary functions. After this,

each were starved of one or both of these supplies for a period of 24 hours. The first was

starved of only glucose, and will hereafter be referred to as Glc–1. The second, Glc–2

underwent the same procedure to provide a repeat experiment. The third was starved of

both glucose and fetal bovine serum, and will be referred to as FBS–. After this period

of starvation, glucose was injected around the cell culture, at which point the cells once

again began to conduct significant amounts of glycolytic processes, and the results of

this were observed.

Our primary aim in this analysis was to investigate the extent to which the gylcolytic

oscillations of these cells are similar to one another, and whether any similarity has any

spatial dependence.

To do so by analysing cells pair by pair is not particularly feasible, given that each of

the three cultures consisted of hundreds of cells. Such analysis would therefore be either

unnecessarily time consuming, or not be robust against any unrepresentative dynamics

of individual cells due to only considering a few pairs. Instead of this therefore, we used

the generalised group coherence presented in [158], which calculates the wavelet phase

coherence between different spatial groups of data.
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This procedure defines a power-normalised wavelet transform in a group as

wn,σ(t) =
Wn,σ

1
NT

∑N
n=1

∑T
t=1Wn,σ(t)Wn,σ(t)

, (3.8)

for each time-series n and timescale σ, where Wn,σ is the conventional wavelet transform

of the time-series. The generalised group wavelet phase coherence between a group A

and a group B is then defined as

∣∣Π(AB)
σ

∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣ 1

NT

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=1

w(A)
n,σ (t)w

(B)
n,σ (t)

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.9)

In a sense therefore, this quantity is the average pairwise wavelet phase coherence be-

tween each pair of time-series which have been collected into two groups. The phase

coherence itself tracks to what extent the phases of the two groups are coherence with

one another over their frequency spectra and time. This is most commonly interpreted

in either a time-averaged or frequency-averaged fashion (with Fig. 3.5 being an example

of time-averaged phase coherence). In the time-averaged representation, for a given

frequency in their combined spectrum, their phase coherence will be 1 if their time-

series of that decomposed frequency mode were perfectly coherent at all time. If at any

points they were not coherent, it will be less than 1, and if they were always totally

incoherent it will be 0. For the frequency-averaged form, the coherence of every decom-

posed frequency mode is averaged at every time point, to produce a phase coherence

time-series.

The first task to enable this analysis therefore was to construct each cell culture into

groups of cells. To do this, we applied a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm.

This algorithm starts by viewing each cell in each culture as its own group of size one,

then calculates the ‘linkage’ between each group and every other one. This linkage

quantifies the degree of similarity between groups, usually using a notion of distance

between them, but can be defined in various ways. The pair of the groups with the

smallest linkage are then combined into a new group, and this procedure continues until

some pre-defined end point, or until all cells have been joined into a single group. For

this analysis, the ‘complete’ linkage was used, which is defined as
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d(a, b) = max (dist (x, y)) ∀ x ∈ a & y ∈ b, (3.10)

for any two groups a and b, and where dist is the Euclidean distance function. In other

words, the linkage between two groups is the greatest distance between each pair of their

cells.

Making the determination on how many groups in which to organise the cells for the

purpose of this analysis rests on three considerations: having sufficiently many groups

that the categories of ‘near’ and ‘far’ group coherence calculations consist of a sufficient

number of group comparisons, having sufficiently few groups that each group consists of

sufficiently many cells, and ensuring that while both these conditions are met, the groups

constructed are not evidently ‘unnatural’. The process of applying these considerations

to deriving groups in each cell culture is a matter of trial and error of different numbers

of groups, judged by inspection. Due to the pairwise nature of the group coherence

calculation, the final part of this algorithm is to reduce each group to contain the same

number of cells as the one which contains the fewest. To do this, the cell with the

greatest of distances between each cell and the average position of the group is removed

repeatedly until the desired size is reached.

The Glc–1 cell culture was divided into 10 groups, each consisting of 31 cells, shown in

Fig. 3.7. This ensured plenty of cells in each group, and that there are multiple groups

on the edges of the culture, that can be used to calculate the group coherence at larger

distances.

Glc–2, in Fig. 3.8 was similarly divided into 10 groups, this time each consisting of

30 cells. The similarity between this and Glc–1 is unsurprising, given that they were

cultivated with an identical procedure, leading to only minor differences between the two

cultures.

FBS–, on the other hand, had far fewer cells survive its starvation process than Glc–1

and 2, given that it was starved of fetal bovine serum in addition to glucose. As a

result the cells are positioned even more heterogenously than in the other cultures, and

more attention was required to ensure that the groups were not excessively spatially

incoherent, or ‘unnatural’. This was mainly achieved by increasing the number of groups
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Figure 3.7: The Glc–1 cell culture, with the groups constructed by the hierarchical

agglomerative clustering algorithm coloured, and the cells not assigned to a group left

in black.
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Figure 3.8: The Glc–2 cell culture, with the groups constructed by the hierarchical

agglomerative clustering algorithm coloured, and the cells not assigned to a group left

in black.
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Figure 3.9: The FBS– cell culture, with the groups constructed by the hierarchical

agglomerative clustering algorithm coloured, and the cells not assigned to a group left

in black.

compared to the other cultures to 14. This is not to say that these resulting groups

are the most coherent possible, but these 14 groups already consisted of much fewer

cells than in Glc–1 and 2, specifically, 12, and to decrease this further by increasing the

number of the groups risks making on any peculiarities of individual cells too impactful

on the overall dynamics of the group. These groups are shown in Fig. 3.9.

Next, the definition of ‘far’ and ‘near‘ groups, which will determine whether coherence

between groups has spatial dependence, is made for each culture. These definitions,

certain distances between the average position of two groups, and which group falls into

which are summarised in Table 3.5.

The wavelet phase coherence between each of these groups can then be calculated and

compared to one another, after being tested against 19 WIAAFT surrogates, so that

any non-zero coherence can be considered to be statistically significant. This analysis
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Table 3.5: The ‘near’ and ‘far’ groups of cells in each of the three cultures.

Analysis Groups

Glc–1 0.3–0.4 mm Dark blue–red, Dark blue–green, Red–dark green,

Red–indigo, Green–pink, Pink–cyan, Gold–brown,

Indigo–cyan

Glc–1 0.9–1.2 mm Green–gold, Green–blue, Green–brown, Pink–gold,

Pink–blue, Pink–brown, Brown–cyan

Glc–2 0.3–0.4 mm Dark blue–teal, Green–brown, Green–teal, Pink–blue,

Gold–blue, Blue–dark green, Dark green–indigo, Dark

green–teal, Brown–cyan

Glc–2 0.9–1.2 mm Dark blue–cyan, Red–brown, Red–indigo, Red–cyan,

Green–pink, Pink–brown, Pink–cyan, Gold–cyan

FBS– 0.3–0.4 mm Dark blue–pink, Dark blue–cyan, Red–indigo, Red–cyan,

Pink–gold, Pink–blue, Pink–dark green, Pink–brown,

Gold–blue, Gold–dark green, Blue–purple, Brown–indigo,

Brown–light pink, Cyan–teal

FBS– 0.8–1.2 mm Red–green, Red–gold, Red–blue, Red–dark green,

Green–cyan, Gold–cyan, Blue–cyan, Dark green–cyan,

Cyan–light pink, Dark green–light green, Dark

green–purple, Brown–cyan, Cyan–purple, Teal–light pink,

Teal–purple
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Figure 3.10: Surrogate tested coherence between groups of cells in the Glc–2 culture.

Red colouring indicates groups of cells far from one another, 0.9 mm–1.2 mm distance

between their average positions, and blue close to one another, 0.3 mm–0.4 mm distance

between their average positions, as listed in Table 3.5. The solid coloured lines are the

median coherence of each pair of groups, and the shaded regions the range from the

minimum to maximum coherence.

was already presented for Glc–1 in Fig. 3.5, and Glc–2 is shown in Fig. 3.10 and FBS–

in 3.11. In these figures, the mean of the coherence between all the groups in that

category at that frequency is shown by the solid lines, and the shaded regions show the

range from the smallest to largest coherence of these groups. The ‘near’ groups analysis

is represented by the blue lines and regions, and the ‘far’ groups by the red.

These results show no evidence of significant differences in the coherent frequencies

between near groups and far groups. There are however coherence peaks at frequencies

common to all three cultures. The largest of these occur in the range 0.01 − 0.02 Hz,

and a smaller one between 0.07 − 0.1 Hz. That these peaks are recurrent between

all three cultures, but does not appear to depend on the distance between the cells,
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Figure 3.11: Surrogate tested coherence between groups of cells in the FBS– culture.

Red colouring indicates groups of cells far from one another, 0.8 mm–1.2 mm distance

between their average positions, and blue close to one another, 0.3 mm–0.4 mm distance

between their average positions, as listed in Table 3.5. The solid coloured lines are the

median coherence of each pair of groups, and the shaded regions the range from the

minimum to maximum coherence.
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suggests that they are not arising due to communication between the cells. Or at least,

the unlikely possibility that the cells are communicating just as effectively with their

immediate neighbours as with cells at the opposite end of the culture, or from a non-

symmetrical external driver. Instead, the most likely cause is that these oscillatory modes

are fundamental to the biology of the cells. The fact that the lower frequency, higher

coherence, peak is consistent with other experimental measurements of glycolysis also

strengthens this theory [111,161], and hence this value was used as the natural frequency

of the glycolytical oscillations in the modelling in this chapter. It is less obvious however

what causes the higher frequency peaks, warranting further investigation.

To ensure that these coherence peaks are fundamental dynamics arising from the cells’

biology, we next check that they are not harmonically related to one another, or any

other frequency mode present in the time-series using the algorithm presented in [162],

developed from the work in [163,164]. If there were a harmonic relationship, this would

suggest that the concerned frequency mode is not biologically generated, but a super-

position of lower frequencies. To do this, the phase time-series produced by the wavelet

transform are partitioned into 24 bins. The phase time-series are then compared pair-

wise, calculating the phase distribution of the higher frequency series, p(ϕ1), and the

conditional phase distribution of the higher frequency series given the lower frequency

series, p(ϕ1 ∥ ϕ2). From the former, the Shannon entropy can be calculated as

H (Φ1) = −
24∑

ϕ1=1

p (ϕ1) log2 p (ϕ1) . (3.11)

Then, from the latter, the mean entropy is calculated as

H (Φ1 ∥ Φ2) = −
24∑

ϕ2=1

p (ϕ2)
24∑

ϕ1=1

p (ϕ1 ∥ ϕ2) log2 p (ϕ1 ∥ ϕ2) . (3.12)

Finally, the mutual information between the two phase time-series is

M (Φ1,Φ2) = H (Φ1)−H (Φ1 ∥ Φ2) . (3.13)
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It is this quantity that is used to ascertain whether there is a harmonic relationship

between the two modes. If the higher mode shares a significant amount of information

with the lower one, then the conclusion drawn is that the higher mode must be a

higher harmonic of the lower one, and not an independent dynamic. This has been

applied to study, for example, interactions between the brain and the cardio-respiratory

system [165].

This can hence be numerically calculated from the cellular time-series data, to investigate

whether the previously identified peaks are a product of harmonic relations. The mutual

information quantity described in Eq. 3.13 is compared against the standard deviation of

the same quantity calculated for 19 WIAAFT surrogates. Where the mutual information

is multiples of the standard deviation higher than the mutual information calculated at

that frequency from the surrogates, then this non-zero mutual information in the signal

is considered to be statistically significant.

It is not, however, as simple to do so for many time-series as it was for the coherence,

due to the lack of a group analogue. Instead, all the cells of the culture were checked

individually. In Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 we present this analysis for two randomly selected cells

from the Glc–1 and Glc–2 cultures, respectively, that are also reflective of the dynamics

seen in the other cells.

In both cases, we see mutual information peaks four to five times higher than the standard

deviation of the surrogates at many of the frequencies between 0.01 and 0.02 Hz. This

is hence strongly suggestive that the higher frequency, 0.02 Hz, is a harmonic produce

of the lower, 0.01 Hz, and that the latter is the biologically generated mode. There is no

similar harmonic relationship to the other coherence peak at 0.07 to 0.1 Hz, suggesting

that this is also a ‘real’ mode.

3.7.1 Non-autonomous phase

In this and the previous chapter we have discussed adapting the notion of isochrons

used to define autonomous phase for a range of initial conditions to non-autonomous

phase. The method we have adpoted here is to consider the non-autonomous system to

consist of a sequence of autonomous systems, with each subsequent autonomous system

being a modulation of the previous with respect to the given time-dependence rule [8].
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Figure 3.12: The mutual information between frequency modes in the 50th cell of

the Glc–1 culture, relative to the standard deviation in the mutual information of 19

numerically generated WIAAFT surrogates.

Figure 3.13: The mutual information between frequency modes in the 405th cell of

the Glc–2 culture, relative to the standard deviation in the mutual information of 19

numerically generated WIAAFT surrogates.
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Then, at each time, the phase may be defined in the usual manner for an autonomous

system via isochrons. However, it should be noted that isochrons are defined under

the assumption of an asymptotic convergence of an off-cycle trajectory back to the

cycle, which is not inherently compatible with a non-autonomous system, which may

have changed significantly over this asymptotic time frame such that the same phase

definition may no longer be valid. To account for this, the slow-fast requirement states

that the non-autonomous dynamics, the frequency of the time-dependence through which

each autonomous system is connected, must be slow with respect to the dynamics of

the autonomous systems. If this is met, the phase as defined by the isochrons of an

autonomous system remains within the basin of attraction of the cycle of the next

autonomous system, and so is still defined. This can be continued on through an

asymptotic time frame, thereby ensuring each initial phase remains defined throughout

the entire evolution of the non-autonomous system.

An alternative perspective is to define strictly non-autonomous isochrons, rather than a

series of autonomous ones, by considering an attractive cylinder in the system’s extended

state space. In essence, the autonomous cycle is extended to a cylinder through the

inclusion of the time dimension [85,87]. An isochron can be connected to each point on

this cylinder through the set of points that converge to this point on the cylinder as they

are evolved forwards in time. However, this redefines the phase of such trajectories to be

constant till their point of convergence, as opposed to the modulating phase produced

by the approach we used in this thesis.

3.7.2 HeLa cells, glucose starvation and modelling the HeLa

experiment

The HeLa cells analysed to support the modelling efforts in this and previous chapter are

an immortal cell line originally harvested from a cervical cancer tumour. It must be noted

that this harvesting was not done with the permission of the patient, Henrietta Lacks,

and that her estate is currently suing for compensation from the sale of these cells. This

provenance was not known to the author until the completion of this research, and they

had no involvement with the experiment conducted in [132], which was completed before

the start of this project. However, this demonstrates the importance of researching the
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history of such cell cultures before conducting or benefiting from experiments involving

them, and the disturbing commonality with which modern science continues to directly

benefit from historic unethical practices.

It has also been discussed in this and the previous chapter, and more extensively in this

appendix, that these cells underwent a variety of starvation procedures, particularly of

glucose, before their glycolysis was measured. It is the opinion of the authors of [132] that

this starvation is necessary in order for the cells to produce glycolytic oscillations, and

that without it they would not do so. If so, this would hence limit any wider conclusions

from the experiment to just the context of cells similarly starved of glucose. However,

no equivalent data without starvation conditions has been available for analysis to verify

this claim. It is one of the hypotheses of this thesis that such oscillations are easy to

misidentify without application of the specialist methods discussed in Chapter 4, which

are not currently common in biological physics, as has been discussed more extensively in

the beginning of Chapter 2. Further investigation of the question of glycolytic oscillations

in healthy cells under ‘typical’ conditions is therefore needed in order to expand the

conclusions of the frequency and existence of glycolytic oscillations beyond the glycolysis

of pathological cells in starvation conditions.

In the modelling approach to the HeLa cell data in this chapter this starvation procedure

was accounted for by initialising the simulation with a relatively low glucose coupling

strength, and then increasing it for the first 355.9 s of the total 800 s simulation. This

promotes the transition from a disordered to ordered system that mirrors the initial spike

of glycolysis seen in the experimental data once glucose is added. The coupling strengths

between the glycolytic and OXPHOS networks are conversely initiated at a relatively

high value, and decrease over the first 382.9 s of the simulation along the same, but

inverted, gradient as the increase in the glucose coupling. This is intended to represent

a breakdown of the relationship between glycolysis and OXPHOS resulting from damage

caused by the starvation procedure, and cancerous cells’ unhealthy favouring of glycolysis.

This has the effect, along with the increase in glucose coupling, of facilitating a transition

from an ordered to disordered system, which produces a downward trend of the order

parameter, as is seen in the experimental data. The parameters of quadratic gradient

of these three coupling strengths were determined through estimating the gradient of
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the experimental data, and adjusted through trial and error. All other parameters in the

simulation remain fixed, and are derived with reference to [138].

The simulation in Chapter 2 is of an earlier stage of the modelling process. Similarly,

the glucose is increased over the course of the simulation, but the values are selected

for visual similarity rather than estimated from the experimental data. The glycolysis

and OXPHOS network coupling strengths are also initialised at a relatively high value,

but unlike in the Chapter 3 simulation, kept constant throughout the simulation. The

reduction in their value was not required to generate a downward trend because of the

much sharper gradient of the glucose coupling strength variation in this simulation.

This results in simulations that match some, but not all, of the features of the experi-

mental data. The sharp increase and downward trend is reflected, but the gradient of

the trend does not precisely match. The existence of oscillations is the same in both,

as is their declining amplitude over the course of the simulation/experiment. However,

the absolute amplitude and frequencies of these oscillations do not match. The mis-

matches are largely a result of the difficulty of manipulating the simulation to produce

an upward and then downward trend. In the simulation of this chapter in particular, the

oscillations and overall simulation behaves much more unstably than the experimental

data as a result of the simultaneous transitions of increasing glucose strength and de-

creasing inter-network strength. A simulation of the same experiment using a similar

model in [166] was more successful at replicating the oscillation frequency using a simpler

parameter set by considering only the detrended experimental data.

3.7.3 Numerical integration and non-autonomicity

In this chapter we have utilised two different numerical integration methods; a fixed step

explicit four step Runge-Kutta algorithm, and a variable step, variable order implicit

ode15s algorithm. The latter is intended to be more accurate and computationally effi-

cient for stiff differential equations, such as interacting oscillations we have considered

here. However, in the simulations shown in Fig. 3.4, it resulted in many single parame-

ter combinations in which the dynamical regime is different to all those at surrounding

parameter combinations, a.k.a. ‘islands’. The quantity of these also increases as the

complexity of the simulations are increased from autonomous individual oscillators, to
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non-autonomous individual oscillators, to non-autonomous networks. When these sim-

ulations are re-conducted using the Runge-Kutta algorithm instead, these islands are

significantly reduced in number, albeit not entirely eliminated. This hence implies that

there is a strong chance that these islands are not a ‘real’ reflection of the dynamics of

the system, but a product of numerical integration inaccuracy of the ode15s algorithm.

The most significant difference between this and the Runge-Kutta algorithm is the vari-

able step and order of the former vs the fixed of the latter. As discussed in Section 4.3,

this variation is determined by the algorithm’s estimation of its error, and can be used

to increase the step size/reduce the order, as well as the inverse. Perhaps the most

likely explanation for the apparent error in this algorithm is that it is not well suited to

multiscale oscillations in particular. Because the non-autonomous modulation we have

introduced is at a much slower scale than the dynamics of the modulated oscillations,

the ode15s algorithm may be determining that the dynamics of one of these scales is at a

certain time allowing an increase of step size/decrease of order, without identifying that

doing so will introduce unacceptable error in the regime of the other scale. However,

much more testing and comparison would be required before any such conclusion could

be asserted.

3.7.4 Synchronisation and oscillations in cellular metabolism

As is discussed at the beginning of Chapter 2, this and the previous chapter approach

cell energy metabolism from the perspective that its constituent processes are oscillatory.

In this framework, glycolysis and OXPHOS must co-operate effectively to be able to

produce sufficient ATP for the healthy functioning of the cell over a sustained period.

This is because of their interlinked nature; OXPHOS requires pyruvate and NADH to

be produced by glycolysis, and glycolysis requires ATP to be produced by OXPHOS.

Therefore, if the processes are not cooperating synchronously, they are not reliably able

to meet the demands of the cell. Hence, in this chapter we refer to this synchronised

state as being a healthy one, and disruptions of it as being indicative of pathological

states.
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3.7.5 Corrections

The units of the angular frequencies in Tables 3.2 and 3.4 are listed as Hz, but should

be rad/s.
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4. Distinguishing between

deterministic oscillations and noise

Thus far we have been primarily concerned with deterministic dynamics. In the previous

two chapters, we have developed a model for the energy metabolism of cells entirely based

in determinism, compared it to similarly deterministic models, and analysed experimental

cellular data to find their deterministic components. However, determinism forms only

a part of how the dynamics of the physical world, and living systems in particular, are

understood. In this chapter, we will consider another significant part of this picture,

random noise, and how it connects to the deterministic framework we have previously

outlined and developed further.

The application of probabilistic rules to understand dynamical behaviour is extremely

widespread. In this framework, the evolution of the system cannot be uniquely and

precisely predicted at each time, as this evolution, or the evolution of sum subsystem,

attains each of its possible values only with some probability. This is applied in the main

when the physical system is believed to have many degrees of freedom that cannot each

be examined and recombined to reveal the macroscopic picture. Instead, it is thought

that the change in the macroscopic variables of the system may be able to be predicted

with a sufficient quantity of sufficiently high quality data.

This approach is particularly common when modelling living systems, and other physical

systems that cannot be effectively isolated from their environment. This is in large part

because the influence of this environment is assumed to lead to the addition of such

complexity, of such difficulty to measure, that it could not be understood deterministi-

cally. In this case, it can be common to attempt to remove this influence so as to isolate
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the ‘true’ dynamics of the system, for example by filtering the time-series. This is not

the only case in which a probabilistic framework is applied, however. Living systems are

also highly likely to exhibit the complex dynamics, and the impossibility of isolating their

microscopic components, that motivate such a description. In other words, thermody-

namic openness often leads to an assumption of the existence of useless noise in the

system that should be removed, and the complex far from equilibrium behaviour it leads

to is often consigned to a probabilistic description.

We have already developed in the previous chapters a simple deterministic non-

autonomous model that can generate complex dynamics, and demonstrated that these

dynamics can be comparable to those of a real physical system. In this chapter we will

more directly contrast similar models, and the fundamental framework from which they

are derived, to the traditional statistical framework. We will develop this comparison in

order to further explore the advantages and disadvantages of a variety of approaches to

understanding far from equilibrium behaviour in thermodynamically open systems.
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Abstract

Time-dependent dynamics is ubiquitous in the natural world and beyond. Effectively

analysing its presence in data is essential to our ability to understand the systems from

which it is recorded. However, the traditional framework for dynamics analysis in terms

of asymptotic dynamics does not consider the time dimension explicitly. We contrast

commonly used analysis techniques based on this traditional framework—such as the

autocorrelation function, power-spectral density and multiscale sample entropy—with

an alternative framework in terms of finite-time dynamics of networks of

time-dependent cyclic processes. In time-independent systems, the net effect of a large

number of individually intractable contributions may be considered as noise; we show

that time-dependent systems with only a small number of contributions may appear

noise-like when analysed within the traditional framework using power-spectral density

estimation. However, methods characteristic of the time-dependent

finite-time-dynamics framework, such as the wavelet transform and wavelet

bispectrum, are able to identify the determinism and provide crucial information about

the analysed system. Finally, we compare these two frameworks for three sets of

experimental data. We demonstrate that while traditional techniques are unable to
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reliably detect and understand underlying time-dependent dynamics, the alternative

framework identifies deterministic oscillations and interactions.

4.1 Introduction

A fundamental problem in the analysis of experimental time-series data is the identifica-

tion and filtering of “noise”, which is considered to obscure the real underlying dominant

mechanisms responsible for the functioning of the particular system from which the time-

series was recorded [167–169]. This is therefore relevant to a huge range of scientific

fields and physical problems, including, to name a few: engineering [29], quantum and

particle physics [170,171], geophysics [37], biology and medicine [34,42,45,172], power

grids [173], and economics [174]. Although it is well-known that there are some dynam-

ical phenomena in which the randomness of “noise” actually itself plays an integral part

in the functioning of the system [44, 175, 176], generally speaking one seeks to sepa-

rate deterministic functioning from the fog of background processes that simply impede

the visibility of the deterministic functioning (“observational noise”), or even the ac-

tual efficiency of the deterministic functioning (“dynamical noise”). Indeed, in general,

it is precisely this connotation of being “present but not positively functional” that is

generally conjured in the usage of the word “noise” [30–33, 35, 36, 38–41, 43].

Despite the wide relevance and significant impact of this problem, there is neither a uni-

fied mathematical characterisation nor consensus physical explanation for the existence

of noise. In this paper, we propose an alternative physical mechanism through which

so-called “1/f noise” can be generated and a corresponding mathematical framework

through which it can be understood.

Noise in its most common definition is a phenomenon whose constituent frequencies

each contribute significant power, with no single frequency contributing far more than

every other, and with contributions from a broad range of frequencies. We now outline

the origin and development of this definition.

• In the 1920s, Johnson and Schottky observe broad-frequency current fluctuations

in a vacuum tube. Many explanations for this were proposed, including atomic

impurities [177, 178]
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• In 1905 and 1906, Einstein and Smolochowski characterise Brownian motion, a

paradigmatic example of noise, as due to the impact of intractably many water

molecules on pollen grains [46, 179]. This is emblematic of one of the dominant

understandings of the physics of noise as a very high-dimensional process

• In the 1960s, Mandelbrot suggested that ‘1/f’ noise and multifractals are related

to the same physical phenomena, characterised by an extension of correlations

globally throughout the system (‘wildness’) and by obeying some law or symmetry

that holds across scales (‘self-affinity’) [180]. It was more recently shown that

‘1/f’ noise and fractals can be unified in a self-similar hierarchy [181].

• In 1987, the field of dynamics is applied to try and explain the origin of noise [182].

In this framework, noise is thought to arise in high-spatial-dimensional dissipative

systems with self-organised critical states. Such systems form minimally stable

states on a range of length scales. It was argued that small perturbations to

the system propagate exclusively within these differently scaled states, produced a

response on a range of temporal scales, i.e. noise

In all of these physical explanations for noise, the systems are considered to be in general

closed to exchanges of matter, and to hence exhibit time-independent dynamics. To

generate such broad frequency spectrum dynamics therefore, they therefore rely on the

superposition of many time-independent components, i.e. high-dimensionality.

As a result of its inscrutability under traditional analysis techniques, noise is commonly as-

sociated with a random evolution, where there is little correlation between its subsequent

values in time. Hence, rather than constructing a high-dimensional time-independent de-

terministic model, noise is often represented by (stationary) stochastic processes.

Our alternative explanation is instead based on the observation that the vast majority of

real physical systems are open to matter and energy exchanges, and as a result exhibit

time-dependent dynamics. We will demonstrate that models based in this principle gener-

ate a noise-like spread of frequency power contribution while being both low-dimensional

and consisting of an entirely deterministic, highly correlative, evolution rule.

This method for generating ‘noise’ is both computationally less demanding to generate

and more easily analysed than the high-dimensional alternatives, and its deterministic
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rules provide much more useful information about a system than assuming it to be a

stochastic process. Hence, in systems where this mechanism is possible, which we will

outline further in Section 4.2.5, accounting for it may lead to much more informative

data analysis and modelling approaches.

Due to the time-dependence of this mechanism, traditional and widely used analysis

techniques that are based in the assumption of time-independence, such as the power-

spectral density, can produce misleading results in this context. This will be demonstrated

in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. We will hence outline the theoretical (in Section 4.2) and

practical (in Sections 4.3 and 4.4) need for an alternative analysis framework based in

time-dependence, in addition to demonstrating its aforementioned advantages.

4.2 Two frameworks for describing physical systems

and their output time-series

As we will outline further, the traditional framework of theoretical dynamical systems

analysis is in terms of autonomous or time-independent dynamical systems, and the

resulting natural framework for experimental time-series analysis is that of stationary

stochastic processes, i.e. random processes whose probability distributions do not change

in time. The natural consequence of this is that methods such as computation of esti-

mated power-spectral density are used to distinguish “deterministic oscillatory behaviour

within the signal” (identified as isolated high peaks) from “noise within the signal” (often

identified by inverse power laws).

Although time-series analysis methodologies ultimately rooted in the mathematical the-

ory of stationary stochastic processes remain the predominant framework for analysing

experimental time-series, there are several contexts in which assumptions of time-

independence are considered unrealistic or insufficiently accurate. In such cases, a typical

approach is to regard the time-series as a nonstationary process for which one can seek

to estimate time-dependent parameters describing the approximately “time-locally sta-

tionary” probability distribution of the process [183, 184].
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However, in this paper, by going back to the link between physical concepts and their

mathematical implications for modelling in terms of dynamical systems, we arrive at

an alternative framework for the mathematical description of systems subject to time-

dependent external influences. Our main points in the paper are as follows.

1. For analysing time-series recorded from systems open to influence from their en-

vironment, our framework is physically motivated in a way that both the classical

“stationary” framework and its “nonstationary” generalisations are not.

2. Both the traditional framework and our framework include a distinction between

deterministic oscillatory processes and “noise”; but—as seen through numerically

generated data—our framework’s model for how deterministic oscillatory processes

manifest in experimentally measurable time-series gives rise to results that in many

cases would likely be characterised by typical traditional spectral analysis as noise.

Specifically, low-dimensional deterministic non-chaotic phase-oscillator networks

can easily give “noise-like” signals, if such a network is not constrained to being

an autonomous dynamical system but is instead allowed to have time-dependent

parameters.

3. While the mathematics of the traditional framework naturally leads to time-series

analysis methods such as estimation of classical power spectra, the mathematics of

our framework naturally leads to time-series analysis methods based on determin-

istic time-frequency representation. In particular, in trying to decipher the content

of a signal that looks complex in the time-domain, classical power-spectral density

estimation gives a time-independent representation of the entire signal in the fre-

quency domain, thus “blurring all of time together”, whereas time-frequency anal-

ysis enables a decomposition of the signal over a two-dimensional time-frequency

space. From the same numerically generated data as in point (2), now analysed

with the continuous wavelet transform, we see that indeed this “two-dimensional

resolvability” reveals the determinism which appeared “noise-like” under typical

traditional “one-dimensional” spectral analysis.

4. It logically follows from point (3) that if our framework is physically appropriate,

then such deterministic time-frequency analysis methods will in practice avoid the
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mischaracterisation of physical oscillatory processes as noise described in point (2);

we evidence the reality of this conclusion using experimental data.

5. More generally, the full “toolbox” of stationarity-based statistical time-series anal-

ysis techniques that scientists apply in order to gain various kinds of insight about

the system (e.g. entropy for measuring “complexity”, and autocorrelation for mea-

suring statistical memory) does not provide any further help towards elucidating a

most basic understanding of those systems where the time-dependent characteris-

tics are seen to cause classical time-independent spectral density estimation to be

deficient. In other words, explicitly time-resolved time-series analysis techniques

really are necessary to gain an understanding of the system from which the sig-

nal is recorded, if the system is open to significant, freely time-variable external

influence.

Throughout various disciplines in the natural and social sciences, when one records a

time-series (X(t) : t ∈ [0, T ]), it is common to investigate the presence of deterministic

oscillations and/or noise through computation of the squared magnitude of the Fourier

transform,

EX(f) =

∣∣∣∣∫ e2πiftX̃(t) dt

∣∣∣∣2 (4.1)

where X̃ is obtained from the original X through some combination of detrending and

padding. Then:

• Peaks that stand out at a set of isolated frequencies are regarded as representing

deterministic oscillatory processes either at those frequencies or at fundamental

frequencies of which those frequencies appear as harmonics due to non-linearities.

• In a log-log plot of EX(f) against f , roughly linear trends across a large range

of frequencies are taken as representing noise of a “colour” determined by the

gradient of the trend.

We will now review the mathematical framework that underlies this approach; then, we

will review the physical assumptions behind this framework, consider the implications of

when those physical assumptions are not met, and accordingly develop an alternative

mathematical framework.
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4.2.1 The classical framework: autonomous dynamics and sta-

tionary processes

The simplest kind of quantitative model of a deterministic continuous-time system is an

autonomous differential equation,

ẋ(t) = F (x(t)), (4.2)

where F is a deterministic vector field with no dependence on t. A time-series X(t)

recorded from such a system can then be expected to take the form

X(t) = H(x(t)), (4.3)

where H is some observable function and x(t) is a solution of Eq. (4.2). Now if we

define the time “t = 0” to be the start of the recording, then this time is typically

random relative to the actual functioning of the physical system itself. Accordingly, if

the solution x(t) being observed is modelled as having its long-time-asymptotic statistics

as being given by some ergodic invariant probability measure µ of the system (4.2)—i.e.

µ represents the probability distribution of where x(t) will be at a very large random

time t 1—then one may regard the initial condition x(0) as itself a random variable of

distribution µ, in which case the recorded time-series X(t) then becomes a sample real-

isation of an ergodic stationary stochastic process. The “stationarity” here means that

the probabilistic law of the process is invariant under time-translations, while the “er-

godicity” means that parameters of the probabilistic law of the process can be estimated

just from the statistics of an individual sample realisation provided that the duration of

the recorded segment of the sample is sufficiently long. In the case that x(t) is simply

a stable periodic orbit, representing a fixed-frequency deterministic oscillatory process,

the invariant measure µ is just the temporally uniform distribution along the orbit.

Now one may assume that there is noise in either the behaviour of the system itself

(“dynamical noise”) or the time-series measuring equipment (“observational noise”) or

indeed both, so that the time-series X(t) takes a form such as (in the case of “additive

1This can be expressed rigorously as saying that for every bounded continuous observable function

h, 1
t

∫ t

0
h(x(s)) ds → Eµ[h] as t → ∞; this property is invariant under translation of the time-axis, i.e.

under recalibration of “t = 0”.
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noise”)

X(t) = H(x(t)) + ξobs, (4.4)

ẋ(t) = F (x(t)) + ξdyn. (4.5)

The deterministic component F in (4.5) still represents the functional component in

the progress of the system, while both ξobs and ξdyn are the pseudorandom net result

of background processes that affect the system or its recording. The observational

noise can, once identified, simply be filtered out of the signal through linear filtering;

by contrast, the dynamical noise is inseparable from the actual progression of the state

of the system, leading to the branch of science and mathematics known as stochastic

filtering [185]. Nevertheless, if the vector field F simply represents an oscillatory process

(i.e. has a stable limit cycle) and the noise is not too strong, one can expect a basic linear

frequency decomposition of X(t) to yield a clear distinction between background noise

(whether observational or dynamical or both) and a relatively narrow peak representing

the approximate natural frequency of the oscillatory process.

Now if one assumes that there is noise, then one can usually expect little further harm

to be done by assuming, as a reasonable approximation, that this noise is a stationary

noise process (again, meaning that its law is invariant under time-translations). Hence,

if the time-series X(t) is assumed to arise from a model such as (4.4)–(4.5), then it will

often be natural to treat this time-series as a finite-time segment of a sample realisation

of an ergodic stationary stochastic process.

Accordingly, the traditional framework of time-series analysis—upon which a vast range

of time-series analysis methods is based—is indeed to

• regard the time-series as a finite-time segment of a sample realisation of an ergodic

stationary stochastic process,

• and view the aim of time-series analysis as being to estimate parameters of the

probabilistic law of this underlying stochastic process.

(Such parameters can be single numbers, such as mean and standard deviation, but can

also include functions of one or more variables, such as power-spectral density, which is

a function of frequency.)
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4.2.2 Noise in the classical framework

The theory of stationary stochastic processes gives rise to the defining of various kinds

of stationary noise—in particular, of various “colours” as defined by their power-spectral

density (PSD). Roughly speaking, the PSD of a stationary stochastic process (X(t) :

t ∈ R) is the function PX defined on the frequency axis by

PX = lim
T→∞

P(T )
X (4.6)

P(T )
X (f) = E

[
1

T

∣∣∣∣∫ T

0

e2πiftX(t) dt

∣∣∣∣2
]
. (4.7)

The process X is considered “white noise” if PX is constant, while it is considered “pink

noise” if PX(f) ∝ 1/fβ for some β ∈ (0, 2), and “blue noise” for some β ∈ (−2, 0).

Such “1/f” behaviour has been observed in diverse processes [186–191], especially bi-

ological and electronic, and questions regarding the origin of this behaviour have been

much-researched [182]. Assuming sufficient ergodicity properties, one can estimate the

PSD from a single time-series recording, provided the recording is of sufficiently long du-

ration. In practice, a typical procedure is to compute the quantity inside the expectation

in the definition of P(T )
X —namely

1

T

∣∣∣∣∫ T

0

e2πiftX(t) dt

∣∣∣∣2 , (4.8)

where (X(t) : t ∈ [0, T ]) is the actual time-series recording, with T the total duration

of the recording (or one can first detrend and add some padding for the sake of more

effective Fast Fourier Transform computation). In other words, up to a constant time-

normalisation, the function EX as defined in Eq. (4.1) is taken as the PSD estimate;

noise in the signal is then investigated by looking for a roughly linear trend in the graph

of EX plotted on a log-log plot, with the β-value for the 1/fβ law of the noise being

estimated by the negated gradient of a best-fit straight line.

An expert statistician may prefer somewhat more advanced PSD estimators than simply

taking the time-normalised deterministic energy-spectral density EX of the entire signal

recording (X(t) : t ∈ [0, T ]). Nonetheless, this simple approach is already perfectly

reasonable as a PSD estimator: second-order spectra and second-order correlations are

Fourier-transform pairs (up to normalisation), and ergodicity implies that the sample

autocorrelation function for the recorded time-series is a good approximation of the
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underlying “population” autocorrelation function for the stochastic process from which

the recording is sampled.

There also exist other methods for experimental analysis of noise besides PSD estima-

tion, such as autocorrelation functions (the Fourier counterpart to PSD) and detrended

fluctuation analysis [192]. But in this paper, we apply PSD estimation for the analysis of

‘noise’, as it is generally the most standard and widely applied method for this purpose.

4.2.3 Emergence of noise

Having discussed how, in the classical framework, the noise terms in Eqs. (4.4) and

(4.5) may be considered analytically and numerically, let us now briefly discuss classical

mechanisms for how such noise terms arise physically.

Two of the main classical mechanisms of emergence of noise from ultimately determin-

istic fundamental laws of physics are:

• as the net effect of many individually intractable small influences (e.g. Brownian

motion of pollen particles [46, 179]);

• as an ergodic chaotic process (e.g. turbulent “subgrid” processes in climate mod-

els [193, 194]).

Both mechanisms represent behaviour that, on the one hand, is too “complicated” to be

able to form a deterministic model from time-series data, and yet on the other hand can

be approximated with high quantitative accuracy at the level of statistics and probability

theory. As we have already indicated, one usually does not expect such pseudorandom

behaviour to play an important role in the functioning of the system, but rather to

obscure the real mechanisms behind the functioning of the system.

4.2.4 Non-isolated systems and our finite-time framework

The mathematical modelling assumption that a system can be described by an au-

tonomous differential equation represents a physical assumption that the system can

be treated either as (a) entirely isolated from the rest of the universe, or at least as

(b) unable to have any interaction with its environment besides dissipation of energy
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into its environment (according to a time-independent dissipation law). In other words,

generically speaking, an autonomous differential equation can only describe an unforced

physical system. If one wishes to incorporate time-dependent external forcing into a

dynamical model, then this model cannot be an autonomous differential equation (at

least, not without extending the phase space of the differential equation, but we will

come back to this point shortly).

As above, a “classical” way to incorporate such external forcing is to model it as dynam-

ical noise with a stationary probability distribution, and another approach is to model

it as periodic or quasiperiodic. However, one cannot typically expect that a system

open to influence from an ever-changing environment will exhibit characteristics that are

time-independent or that follow some indefinite-time pattern such as quasiperiodicity.

One approach towards overcoming this issue when analysing time-series is to gener-

alise concepts from the theory of stationary stochastic processes and estimation of their

time-independent statistical parameters to the broader theory of nonstationary stochas-

tic processes and estimation of their time-dependent statistical parameters. However,

a difficulty with this approach is that, to be logically sound, unless one either assumes

a priori a very specific form of time-dependence (again, unlikely to be appropriate for

systems freely open to influence from their environment) or assumes that the variance

is so low as to make the process approximately deterministic, one must assume that

there is a time scale on which the stochastic process is approximately an ergodic station-

ary process, with this time scale being sufficiently slow that the approximate ergodicity

is manifested in individual sample realisations (i.e. the statistics of a typical sample

realisation in a time-window whose duration is of this time scale approximates the time-

localised “population” statistics) and the nonstationarity itself must then take place on

an even slower time scale. In short, the framework of parameter-estimation for generic

nonstationary processes really assumes that the process represents an adiabatically slow

parameter-drift through a parameter-dependent ergodic stationary stochastic process.

An illustrative example of how this framework may be applied is in the use of methods

such as moving-window autocorrelation for early warning of a bifurcation-induced critical

transition, when a parameter of an autonomous dynamical system subject to stationary

noise is being slowly forced (e.g. anthropogenic forcing of climate tipping elements, when

the unforced tipping element is modelled as an autonomous system subject to stationary
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noise) [195]. Once again, this kind of approach does not deal with the kind of temporal

variation of external forcing that is typically bound to be present in systems that are

freely open to general influences from the surrounding world.

In addressing the problem of how to analyse non-isolated systems and time-series

recorded from them, rather than seeking to solve the problem at the level of mathe-

matical adaptation of the classical framework (e.g. nonstationary stochastic processes),

here we instead seek to solve the problem by “re-deriving from scratch” how physi-

cal concepts that seem reasonable for thermodynamically non-isolated processes should

translate into a mathematical dynamical systems framework. We first build our frame-

work at the “physical concepts” level, as follows.

P1. Physical systems in the real world subject to ongoing external forcing will generally

exhibit bounded, non-static behaviour.

P2. Very often, in a bounded non-static system, an important role will be played by

cyclic or oscillatory processes within the system; by this we mean, processes whose

functioning is of such a nature that it is reasonable to describe the “instantaneous

state” of the process simply in terms of “what point along the cycle the process

is at”.

P3. However, in contrast to the classical model of cyclic processes as a stable peri-

odic orbit of an autonomous dynamical system, these processes do not necessarily

possess any internal strict periodicity, but instead progress through the cycle in a

way that is inextricably linked to their ever-changing environment. Perhaps the

clearest examples of this kind of oscillatory process are biological oscillatory pro-

cesses, such as the beating of the heart: on the one hand, one can provide a

detailed physical description of the cycle, and yet on the other hand there is no

fixed rate of progression through the cycle (in the case of the beating of the heart,

no constant “resting heart rate” [196]), as all biological processes in an organism

need to be able to very freely adapt to the continual changes in their environment,

otherwise the organism will quickly die.

P4. In many situations, an important role in the functioning of a system is played by

interactions between oscillatory processes within the system. Furthermore, these
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interactions may themselves be of a time-dependent nature, due to ever-changing

external influences.

P5. As in the classical framework, we may consider there also to be noise in the

system and/or in the measuring of time-series. (And of course, there may also

be deterministic behaviour besides “oscillatory processes”, but in this paper we

will focus on the same problem as we have been discussing for the classical case,

namely the separation of oscillations from noise.)

The fact that the oscillatory processes are “cyclic but not strictly periodic” implies that it

is often appropriate to speak of “time-localised frequency” but only as an approximate-

valued quantity. The conceptual impossibility of having an arbitrarily high-precision

quantification of time-localised frequency for the behaviour in an arbitrarily small time-

interval around a specified moment in time is an important manifestation of the Heisen-

berg uncertainty principle. (This will play an important role in the analysis of time-series

under our framework.) The notion of an analytic “instantaneous frequency” can arise

through the Hilbert transform [197]. There are still restrictions in these contexts how-

ever, for instance that the real part of the Fourier transform has only positive frequency.

But importantly, this concept in application to measured data, despite being analytic, is

still an approximation of the time-localised frequency operating in practice, which is still

restricted by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

Assuming the system’s evolution can be modelled by a finite-dimensional differential

equation, we can express our above physical description in mathematical language as

follows:

X(t) = H(θ1(t), . . . , θn(t), t) (4.9)

[maybe + noise, maybe + other components]

θ̇i(t) = Fi(2πfi(t), θ1(t), . . . , θn(t), t) (4.10)

[maybe + noise], i = 1, . . . , n,

where θ1(t), . . . , θn(t) are angles between 0 and 2π each representing the phase of a

cyclic process, and f1(t), . . . , fn(t) are these cyclic processes’ “time-localised internal fre-

quency”. Note that the angular velocity θ̇i(t) is not the same concept as time-localised

frequency. (Indeed, this may even be seen in the classical framework of autonomous
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dynamics. In an autonomous coupled pair of oscillators, each oscillator may progress

strictly periodically with some time-independent frequency different from the oscillator’s

time-independent internal frequency, but the effect of the coupling is not only to al-

ter the oscillators’ frequencies: it will also change the proportions of how much time

each oscillator spends in the different parts of the cycle, resulting in time-dependent

instantaneous angular velocities even though the frequencies are constant in time.)

Perhaps the simplest example of a concrete model within this abstract framework is to

take

H(θ1, . . . , θn, t) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Ai(t)hi(θi) (4.11)

Fi(ω, θ1, . . . , θn, t) = ω + Ci(θ1, . . . , θn, t), (4.12)

where Ai is a potentially time-dependent amplitude measuring how strongly the i-th

cyclic process influences the time-series, hi represents the shape of how the phase of

the i-th cyclic process appears in the time series, and Ci is a potentially time-dependent

phase coupling function, which we take as 0 if there is no coupling; so the model becomes

X(t) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Ai(t)hi(θi(t)) [maybe + noise] (4.13)

θ̇i(t) = 2πfi(t) + Ci(θ1(t), . . . , θn(t), t) (4.14)

[maybe + noise].

A standard example of the observable function H is the mean field, where Ai = 1 and

hi = sin, i.e.

H(θ1, . . . , θn, t) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

sin(θi); (4.15)

and a standard example of a phase coupling function is Kuramoto coupling,

Ci(θ1, . . . , θn, t) =
∑

j∈{1,...,n}\{i}

aij(t) sin(θj − θi). (4.16)

The first important point to make is that in our framework, the cyclic processes θ1, . . . , θn

are governed by a non-autonomous differential equation. Some clarifications are worth

making immediately.

• If the system being modelled is open to freely time-varying influence from its

environment, then there is no reason at all to expect the t-dependence in fi(t)
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or Fi(ω, θ1, . . . , θn, t) to follow any indefinite-time pattern such as periodicity or

almost-periodicity. Thus, our framework is to be understood as a framework

for studying dynamics on explicitly finite time scales, in contrast to the classical

theory of autonomous dynamical systems where “qualitative analysis of dynamics”

is understood in terms of coordinate-invariant long-time-asymptotic properties.

Indeed, in our framework, the differential equations describing the cyclic processes

θ1, . . . , θn need not be well-defined on infinite time at all: outside the assumption

of a specified form of time-dependence, a non-autonomous dynamical system can

perfectly well be defined to exist only on a bounded time-interval [58, 88], just

as real physical systems often only exist and operate on bounded time-intervals.

Such dynamical systems are called finite-time dynamical systems.

• If the time-dependence does strictly follow some indefinite-time pattern such as

periodicity or almost-periodicity, then one can extend the phase space to incorpo-

rate the forcing (physically corresponding to “taking the system and its external

forcing as one larger system”), so as to give an autonomous dynamical system.

A common misconception is that even outside such assumptions on the time-

dependence, simply adding time itself as a new dimension in the phase space

enables non-autonomous dynamical systems to be reduced to the domain of ap-

plicability of autonomous dynamical systems theory. But the problem with this

is that the theory of autonomous dynamical systems concerns bounded invariant

objects (e.g. fixed points, periodic orbits, compact attractors and their natural

invariant measures, etc.) rather than being concerned with systems whose state

grows unboundedly; obviously, if time itself is regarded as part of the state of the

system, then this “state” will grow unboundedly [8, Remark 2.5].

• We have explained that for autonomous dynamical systems, the time-independence

naturally gives rise to the applicability of stationary stochastic processes theory for

the analysis of a time-series, even in the complete absence of noise. However, for

a non-autonomous dynamical system, changing the time of recording will change

the actual law of the system relative to the time of recording, and so there would

generally be no analogous logic justifying the use of nonstationary stochastic pro-

cesses theory to describe a time-series taken from a deterministic non-autonomous
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dynamical system. When there is also noise present, then stochastic processes

theory may be appropriate for studying an isolated noise component; but as we

have already said, seeking to apply a framework of time-dependent parameter es-

timation for nonstationary stochastic processes to the actual time-series recording

X(t) would be problematic.

The theory of finite-time dynamical systems has been growing in popularity in recent

decades [58, 86, 88, 91, 198–200]. Our framework above is particularly concerned with

oscillatory dynamics on finite time scales. A model for cell energy metabolism that

already serves to exemplify our above general framework has been developed in [201];

our present paper illustrates how this framework can, in fact, serve as a general over-

arching framework for the study of complex systems in terms of interacting oscillatory

components. Let us also mention that a finite-time framework for qualitative analysis of

dynamical stability of oscillatory processes subject to slow-time-scale external influences

has been developed in [58].

4.2.5 Reconsideration of apparent “noise” via our framework

In Sec. 4.2.3, we mentioned two classical mechanisms for the emergence of noise from de-

terminstic fundamental laws of physics. Considering these mechanisms in the context of

autonomous networks of oscillators, expressed in the same way as in our framework above

except without the time-dependence in Fi and fi, a signal X(t) = H(θ1(t), . . . , θn(t))

could produce noise-like results if

• n is extremely large (i.e. the system is very high-dimensional), or

• the system of equations

θ̇i(t) = Fi(2πfi, θ1(t), . . . , θn(t)) (4.17)

is chaotic.

In both cases, even though the original equation is deterministic, one cannot practically

obtain a deterministic description from time-series analysis, and so probabilistic modelling

is chosen instead.
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The central point of this paper is the observation that without the need either for

very large n [46–48], or for chaotic behaviour [49–52, 202], or for fast time scales, the

incorporation of time-dependence into the model (again, not necessarily of a fast time

scale) can lead to results that a typical PSD approach will characterise as noise; and thus,

for analysis of experimental time-series data arising from a system where our framework

is appropriate (i.e. fulfilling at least the description in P1–P3), a different methodology

is needed to distinguish prominent, functionally important oscillatory components from

noise.

Specifically, methodology that tracks time-dependent characteristics of a signal over time

is needed in order to understand the behaviour of the system from which the signal is

recorded. This is, in fact, not just unique to the problem of avoiding mischaracterisation

of functionally important components as noise; it is a general principle relevant to all of

time-series analysis. To help illustrate this general point, we will also briefly look at a

couple of other time-series analysis techniques based on the traditional framework besides

PSD estimation—namely, entropy (for describing the “level of complexity” of a system)

and autocorrelation (which concerns the nature of “statistical memory” in a process)—

to see that they do not actually help to provide any real insight into the nature of a

system when the more fundamental question of time-dependent versus time-independent

characteristics is ignored.

This observation is similar to one already made in [203], that of “harmonic noise”.

Where we consider a deterministic oscillator with deterministic frequency modulation,

there a deterministic oscillator is modulated in frequency and amplitude by a Wiener

process. This results in the similar conclusion that a noise-like profile is produced,

despite deterministic elements. Albeit in that case, the use of a Wiener process means

some degree of stochastic behaviour may be expected, while we see noise-like dynamics

from pure determinism. Nevertheless, this further demonstrates that this phenomenon

is potentially pervasive.

We now illustrate in Fig. 4.1 the difference between the classical mechanism of noise-

emergence in terms of a net effect of individually intractible influences and our mechanism
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Figure 4.1: A physical analogy for the difference between two mechanisms for the gen-

eration of signal components that may be identified as noise by a typical PSD analysis

as described in Sec. 4.2.2. On the left, representing a classical mechanism of noise

emergence as in Sec. 4.2.3, we have the classical Brownian motion experiment of pollen

grains on undisturbed water, performing highly complex motion due to the large number

of small mesoscopic-scale interactions with water molecules. On the right, metaphori-

cally representing the framework described in Sec. 4.2.4, we have a less complex motion

arising from water currents induced by an external pump whose strength has the freedom

to modulate according to external factors. In the latter case, an entirely macroscopic-

level deterministic description of the origin of the motion in terms of the time-dependent

behaviour of the pump would be obtainable by suitable time-resolved time-series analysis

of the motion.
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for apparent “noise”, by making an analogy to Brownian motion. Einstein and Smolu-

chowski originated the view of Brownian motion as caused by intractably many small

contributions [46, 179], which became the characteristic view of how “noise” compo-

nents in a dynamical model under the classical framework arise physically. On the left

of Fig. 4.1, we depict the classical Brownian motion experiment: we have a very high-

dimensional system of interacting water molecules and pollen particles (not necessarily

subject to any perturbations coming from outside this system), such that the velocity

vector of an individual pollen grain, as a function of time, may be approximated proba-

bilistically as a two-dimensional stationary Gaussian white noise process. On the right of

Fig. 4.1, the main driver of the motion of an object on the water is not complex interac-

tions with water molecules whose determinism is only resolvable at the microscopic level,

but rather is macroscopic water currents induced by an external pump applying a force

that is not constant but free to vary over time according to relevant external factors. If

the water currents are sufficiently simple, then merely observing the motion of the object

may clearly show the determinism; but if the water currents are not quite so simple (but

still much simpler than the mesoscopic-scale interactions with water molecules in the

classical Brownian motion experiment), one may wish to record the motion and apply

more advanced analysis methods to separate out macroscopically resolvable deterministic

components from pseudorandom contributions to the motion. However, if the methods

applied ignore the reality that the system has time-dependent characteristics due to the

temporally varying pump, the conclusions will not be reliable: in particular, the domi-

nant time-dependent determinism may be mischaracterised as pseudorandomness. The

point of the analogy is that where the classical framework regards the determinism un-

derlying the origin of an apparently noise-like process (as identified by stationarity-based

tools such as classical PSD analysis) to be too complex for deterministic description and

hence best treated probabilistically as a stationary stochastic process, our framework

instead considers the possibility of entirely tractable deterministic dynamics involving

time-variability that arises from the system’s not being isolated from its environment.

Such time-dependent oscillatory behaviour resulting from external forcing is, as we have

said, characteristic of thermodynamically open systems, which are found throughout

nature. Cells regularly exchange molecules with their surroundings through active ion

channels [204], colloidal particles can be driven to new collective behaviours by external
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fields [205], and Josephson-junction arrays show complex properties when driven by a

magnetic field [206], to name just a few examples of driven physical systems.

We have said that for analysis of experimental time-series data arising from a system

where our framework is appropriate, a different methodology from the typical PSD ap-

proach is needed to distinguish prominent oscillatory components from noise. We now

explain how time-frequency analysis naturally arises as such a methodology.

4.2.6 Deterministic time-frequency analysis

Just as there is a plethora of well-known time-series analysis methods based on the tradi-

tional framework of stationarity, so there also exist many—currently not-quite-as-widely

used (due to the ongoing prominence of the traditional framework in the sciences)—time-

series analysis tools designed for gaining an understanding of time-dependent oscillatory

dynamics; see [207] for an overview of several such methods. At the heart of many

of these methods lies deterministic time-frequency analysis, which we now go on to

describe.

We have explained how the classical framework naturally leads to the use of PSD es-

timation as the means of separating oscillatory processes from noise; for our model in

its above-mentioned “simplest form”, namely Eqs. (4.13)–(4.14), the analogous natural

tool to use is deterministic linear time-frequency analysis. In our phrase “deterministic

linear time-frequency analysis”:

• “Time-frequency analysis” refers to time-evolving time-localised description of the

frequency content of the signal. There are many different time-frequency analy-

sers, such as the windowed Fourier transform and the continuous wavelet trans-

form [208].

• By “deterministic”, we mean a time-frequency analyser that can be applied to

an individual signal, as opposed to a time-frequency analyser defined theoretically

in terms of the probabilistic law of a stochastic process from which the recorded

signal is assumed to arise as a sample realisation.
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• By “linear”, we mean that for signals X1, . . . , Xn linearly superposed to form a

new signal Y = c1X1 + . . .+ cnXn, we have

AmplY (f, t)e
i.PhaseY (f,t) =

n∑
i=1

ciAmplXi
(f, t)ei.PhaseXi

(f,t), (4.18)

where AmplX(f, t) and PhaseX(f, t) denote respectively the amplitude and the

phase assigned by the time-frequency analyser to the frequency f around time t

for a signal X.

The key difference between classical time-independent frequency-domain representations

of a signal (such as the Fourier transform and PSD estimators derived therefrom) and

representations given by time-frequency analysis is that

• the former representations do not resolve in time but, in a sense, blur all time

together;

• the latter representations enable a “two-dimensional resolving of the frequency

content” in which the frequency-decomposition is itself resolved in the time di-

mension.

It is precisely this distinction that plays the key role in the phenomenon that we will

present in this paper, where the apparent time-domain complexity of a signal is concluded

to be deterministically intractable noise by a frequency-domain representation, but is

resolved into clear deterministic components by a time-frequency-domain representation.

Let us expound more precisely the link between our framework in the form of Eqs. (4.13)–

(4.14) and deterministic linear time-frequency analysis. The linearity implies that, firstly

in the absence of coupling (i.e. Ci = 0) and with hi being sinusoidal, the individual

oscillations

Ai(t) sin

(
θi(0) + 2π

∫ t

0

fi(s) ds

)
(4.19)

will appear as single modes of time-dependent frequency. Then,

• if hi is non-sinusoidal, the i-th oscillator will contribute a “non-linear” oscillatory

component

Ai(t)h

(
θi(0) + 2π

∫ t

0

fi(s) ds

)
(4.20)

to the time-series, appearing in the linear time-frequency analysis as a fundamental

mode plus harmonics that are multiples of the fundamental mode;
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• if there is coupling, then as we have described, the presence of this coupling

not only affects the frequency with which the individual oscillators complete their

cycles, but also distorts the relative rates at which different parts of the cycle are

progressed through—this makes the oscillations “non-linear”, again resulting in

the presence of harmonics in the linear time-frequency analysis.

Consequently, the presence of coupling can be investigated through higher-order spectral

analysis such as bispectral analysis (which will also detect individual non-linear oscillatory

components even without coupling). But once again, under our framework one should

not use the classical definitions defined for stationary stochastic processes (nor even

generalised versions for time-locally stationary stochastic processes), but should use

higher-order spectra derived from deterministic time-frequency analysis [63,209]. In order

to infer more about the causality and origins of couplings identified by bispectral analysis,

additional analysis techniques such as dynamical Bayesian inference (see e.g. [210] and

the references therein) can also be used.

The previously-mentioned Heisenberg uncertainty principle plays an important role in

time-frequency analysis: in the time-frequency analyser one must decide upon a suitable

trade-off between precision of the frequency axis and precision of the time axis; an arbi-

trarily high-precision description in time-frequency space of the time-localised frequency

content of a signal is conceptually impossible.

Let us return to our earlier point that in generic deterministic non-autonomous dynamical

systems, there is no basis for describing solutions in terms of nonstationary stochastic

processes. Traditional time-series analysis is essentially centred around the concept of

estimation of parameters from sample data, either time-independent if the time-series

is assumed to come from a stationary process or time-dependent if the time-series is

assumed to come from a nonstationary process. However, time-series analysis method-

ologies suited to our framework such as deterministic time-frequency analysis do not

seek to “estimate” any quantities associated with some “population” of which the time-

series is considered a “sample”. In the mathematics of deterministic time-frequency

analysis, time itself plays a somewhat mathematically analogous role to “the under-

lying probability space” in traditional stochastic processes theory. In other words, in

deterministic time-frequency analysis, the actual recorded time-series is its own popula-
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tion. (Deterministic time-frequency analysers can also be used to define time-dependent

parameters of nonstationary stochastic processes, e.g. “wavelet power” defined as the

expected squared magnitude of the continuous wavelet transform at a given frequency.

But as we have already indicated, in the absence of an assumption on the specific form

that the nonstationarity takes or an assumption of extremely low variance, the ability to

estimate such time-dependent parameters from a single sample realisation would require

such slow variation in the time-localised frequency content that one could simply instead

apply classical estimation of time-independent parameters to large-duration segments of

the signal.)

4.3 Numerical comparisons of the two frameworks

In this section, we

• illustrate numerically how signals arising from not-very-high-dimensional oscillator

networks according to our framework can be identified as 1/fβ noise when analysed

by the typical procedure of computing its PSD and looking for a roughly linear

downward trend in a log-log plot;

• show that applying the continuous wavelet transform resolves the true

“determinism”—i.e., that the signal has a relatively small number of individu-

ally tractable components, as opposed to a large number of individually intractable

components for which only statistical rather than deterministic analysis is possible;

• illustrate how the continuous wavelet transform, and higher-order spectral anal-

ysis based thereon, can reveal further features of the underlying deterministic

behaviour, such as the presence of coupling between oscillators.

We consider signals of the form

X(t) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

sin (θi(t)) (4.21)

where the system of oscillators θi evolves according to the non-autonomous differential

equation

1

2π
θ̇i = fi(t) +

[
A

n

n∑
j=1

sin (θj − θi)

]
, (4.22)
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where A > 0 corresponds to the presence of coupling, and A = 0 to the absence of

coupling. We take the time-dependence of fi(t) itself to be relatively slow compared to

the internal time-periods 1
fi(t)

of the oscillations themselves. Note that it is precisely the

addition of this new relatively slow time scale, without the need of any fast time scale,

that will be responsible for causing the signal to become “noise-like” when analysed by

typical traditional spectral analysis. As discussed in Section 4.2.4, time-dependence arises

physically from the system being subject to influence from its ever-changing environment.

In several of our simulations, for the sake of simplicity we take fi(t) to be a relatively

low-frequency periodic function

fi(t) = f0i + f0iAωi sin (2πtfωi) ; (4.23)

but (as we will see) the periodicity itself is not at all a requirement for our results.

For the simulations in this section, we numerically integrate Eq. (4.22) with various

parameter values of the model, using a 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm and an integra-

tion step of 0.001 s, and with the initial phase values θ1(0), . . . , θn(0) of the oscillators

evenly distributed in the range [0, 2π]. The models are simulated up to different times

generally corresponding to around the longest time computationally feasible. For the

PSD computations, zero padding is then added symmetrically at the start and end of

the signal such that the total number of points in the resulting time series is the nearest

power of two above the original number of points before the zero padding was added.

This zero padding is added to stabilise the computations. The gradient of the PSDs are

estimated by fitting to 1 degree polynomial using Matlab’s polyfit function. The wavelet

transform and wavelet bispectrum computations were carried out in MODA, for which

formulae can be found in [211].
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(a) Stationary/autonomous dynamics (b) Non-autonomous dynamics with distributed natural frequencies 

 

n = 103 

 

n = 102 

 

n = 10 

 

n = 5 

 

n = 10 

 

n = 102 

(c) Non-autonomous dynamics with small modulation 

 

n = 5 

 

n = 5 

(d) Non-autonomous dynamics with large modulation 

Figure 4.2: Power-spectral densities and wavelet transforms of autonomous and non-

autonomous oscillator models. The PSD S(f) and the magnitude |W (t, f)| of the

wavelet transform W (t, f) are computed for different time series X(t) as given by

Eqs. (4.21)–(4.23) for different parameter values, all without coupling (i.e. A = 0).

All wavelet transforms are computed using the lognormal wavelet. (a) Ensembles of

n = 10, 102 and 103 autonomous oscillators (i.e. Aωi = 0 for all i). The frequencies f0i

are linearly distributed in the range [1, 10] Hz. The log-log PSDs of the mean fields of the

oscillator ensembles are calculated, with the exponent β of their linear best fit indicated,

where S(f) ∼ 1/fβ. The wavelet transforms are calculated with a frequency resolution

of 5. The n = 10 and n = 102 ensembles are simulated for 10000 s, and the n = 103 for

1000 s. (b) The same analyses as in (a) applied to non-autonomous ensembles of varying

sizes, with centre frequencies f0i linearly distributed in the range [1, 10] Hz, modulation

amplitude factor Aωi = 0.2 and modulation frequency fωi = 0.05 Hz. The n = 102

ensemble is simulated for 20000 s, and the n = 10 and n = 5 for 200000 s. The wavelet

transform is calculated with a frequency resolution of 2. (c) n = 5 non-autonomous

oscillators, with f0i = 5.05 Hz for each i = 1, . . . , 5, and otherwise identical parameters

to (b). (d) n = 5 non-autonomous oscillators with identical parameters to (c), but with

larger modulation amplitude f0iAωi = 4.95 Hz.
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Figure 4.3: The production of noise-like behaviour by aperiodic deterministic oscillations.

One non-autonomous oscillator with an aperiodically modulated natural frequency, simu-

lated over a 200000 s period, is analysed in its power-spectral density and wavelet trans-

form. The wavelet transform is constructed using the lognormal wavelet with frequency

resolution 2. The analysed signal is X(t) = sin(θ(t)) where θ(t) evolves according to

the equation 1
2π
θ̇(t) = f(t) with f(t) = 5.5 Hz +4.51 Hz sin (2π10−2t+ sin(0.13t)).

Figure 4.4: The amount of time each model requires to obtain convergence of the

gradient of the PSD. The β factor of the 1/fβ gradient of the PSD of a model is

calculated from time-series of a range of lengths, tf . The model to which each plot

refers is indicated by the legend specifying the figure in which that model was first

introduced.
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Figure 4.5: The role of the frequency resolution in the wavelet transform, using the

lognormal wavelet. Considered for the aperiodic model of Fig. 4.3. In order, from left

to right along the upper row and then left to right along the lower row, a frequency

resolution of R = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 3, 3.5 was used, rather than R = 2 as in Fig. 4.3.

4.3.1 Autonomous vs non-autonomous noise

First, in the absence of coupling (i.e. A = 0), we consider the dependence of “noise-

like” behaviour in a signal on the number of oscillatory components n and their range

of frequencies, in the autonomous case (i.e. without time-dependence) versus the non-

autonomous case, as defined by Eqs. (4.21)–(4.23) with Aωi = 0 in the autonomous

case and Aωi > 0 in the non-autonomous case. This is examined in Fig. 4.2. We will

first consider the PSD plots and then the wavelet transform plots. (In Fig. 4.2 and

everywhere else in this paper, all wavelet transform plots show the magnitude |W (t, f)|

of the wavelet transform W (t, f) plotted over time-frequency space.)

In Fig. 4.2(a), from top to bottom, we consider 103, 102 and 10 autonomous oscillators,

respectively. For n = 10 there are 10 clear peaks in the power-spectral density, indicating

determinism, while these become less clear and more numerous for n = 102 and n =

103 oscillators. This is as expected for time-independent systems within the classical

framework: a few processes are identifiable, but the more there are, the more noise-like

their mean dynamics appears.

Fig. 4.2(b) analyses non-autonomous ensembles with the same parameters as in (a),

except for the addition of a time-dependent modulation. In contrast to the autonomous

ensembles, with this time-dependent modulation only a small number of oscillators is
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required to produce a noise-like PSD distribution. While the relationship between the

increase in n and the reduction of identifiable peaks as the PSD becomes increasingly

smooth, indicating noisy dynamics, is preserved, this begins at a much smaller n. Even

for n = 5, where the small number of centre frequencies f0i does not very well fill out

the frequency range being analysed, resulting in a frequency gap and a negative β, we

do not see clear isolated peaks corresponding to the 5 oscillators.

In Fig. 4.2(c) non-autonomous oscillators with common centre frequency and a relatively

small modulation amplitude (f0iAωi = 1.01 Hz) are analysed. (So the only difference

between the five oscillatory components is their initial phase θi(0).) The PSD again

shows no isolated peaks and appears noise-like.

Finally, in Fig. 4.2(d) we examine a non-autonomous ensemble with identical parameters

to (c) except for a larger modulation amplitude (f0iAωi = 4.95 Hz). Predictably, this

spreads the power spectrum over a larger frequency range than in (b), and while there

are as a result more clearly identifiable peaks at lower frequencies (namely, the natural

frequency plus integer multiples of the modulation frequency [212, p53], which become

more clearly distinct at lower frequencies due to the logarithmic frequency axis), higher

frequencies remain noise-like, and the noise-like dynamics predictably occurs over a larger

range of frequencies.

In these latter two cases, (c) and (d), as the frequency fi(t) of these oscillators is the

same across all i, there is functionally no difference made by the value of n. In other

words, this indicates that even a single non-autonomous oscillator can be sufficient to

generate dynamics whose PSD representation appears noise-like. We see in Fig. 4.2 that

it is the introduction of time-dependent modulation that leads to noise-like PSDs, and

that it is not contingent on any other particular parameter.

In accordance with Sec. 4.2.6, we now analyse the time-series produced from the above

models using time-frequency analysis; specifically, we use the continuous wavelet trans-

form because of its logarithmic frequency resolution that enables the simultaneous re-

solving of oscillatory components of a wide range of time scales. (We use the lognormal

wavelet as the mother wavelet for the wavelet transform, since this provides particularly

good time-frequency resolution [63, 213].)
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In Fig. 4.2, the wavelet transforms identify deterministic time-dependence in (b)–(d),

and suggest that there is no time-dependence in (a). In (a) and (b), where the centre

frequencies of the individual oscillatory contributions are linearly distributed in the range

[1, 10] Hz, for n ≤ 10 many of the individual oscillatory contributions are clearly resolved,

but the inidividual oscillatory contributions become harder to identify as n is increased.

Accordingly, at higher values of n, separate analyses that consider narrower frequency

ranges may be required to identify each contribution (although in the non-autonomous

setup in (b), if one were to take n sufficiently large, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle

would make it impossible to resolve any of the n individual contributions under any

choice of frequency range and parameters of the wavelet transform).

In summary, in the autonomous case, very large n (such that individual contributions

would be intractable from a time-series) gives an approximation to white noise as ex-

pected under classical notions of emergence of noise; but not so large n is required in

the non-autonomous case to produce pink noise—indeed, sufficiently small n that the

continuous wavelet transform can detect individual contributing oscillators θi.

Next, we demonstrate that this phenomenon is not exclusive to periodic time-dependence

of the oscillators’ internal frequencies, but can readily occur for aperiodic forms of time-

dependence. In Fig. 4.3 we analyse a single (n = 1) aperiodically frequency-modulated

oscillator, demonstrating that the power-spectral density is still noise-like. Once again,

the wavelet transform resolves the true nature of the signal as being not at all like “noise”

but rather a simple oscillation whose frequency is gradually modulated, with the form of

frequency modulation also clearly seen in the wavelet transform.

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the theoretical power-spectral density is defined over an

infinite time span. Thus, an approximation of the “true” PSD must be calculated over

finite time, but this approximation becomes less accurate the shorter the finite time

interval. In Fig. 4.4 we examine the length of time required to reach a convergent

gradient of the power-spectral density for every model considered in this section; the

largest value shown on the time axis in each of the plots in Fig. 4.4 is equal to the

simulation time that was used for the PSD estimation in the corresponding figure in this

section where the model was analysed (which, as we have said, corresponds to around

the longest time computationally feasible). We see in Fig. 4.4 that for most cases, this
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time is sufficient to reach convergence. So the mischaracterisation of relatively simple

deterministic but time-dependent dynamics as noise-like is not based on insufficient

accuracy of empirical PSD estimators, but is based truly on the concept itself of using a

linear trend in a log-log plot of PSD as an indicator of noise when the signal comes from

a system subject to time-dependent influences in a manner that makes the framework

of stationary stochastic processes inappropriate. Rather than seeking to gain a better

understanding of the system by improving the supposed precision or accuracy of PSD

estimation, instead, in order to gain even a basic correct understanding of the system,

one must incorporate the time dimension explicitly into the analysis, as exemplified in

the wavelet transform.

Finally in this subsection, we demonstrate the practical implications of the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle, as discussed in Section 4.2.6, for the wavelet transform. Specifi-

cally, for this analysis method the frequency resolution parameter determines the trade-off

between precision in the time domain and the frequency domain. In Fig. 4.5, we see that

for the highest frequency resolution considered, the higher frequencies are finely resolved

in time-frequency space, while the lower frequencies have a more blurry representation

in the time-domain; then, as the frequency resolution is decreased, the lower frequen-

cies become less blurry in the time domain, but the higher frequencies start to become

more blurry in the frequency domain; and at the lowest frequency resolution values, all

frequencies are very poorly resolved in the frequency domain. This illustrates how, in

time-frequency analysis, the parameter controlling the trade-off between time localisa-

tion and frequency resolution needs to be carefully optimised, on a case-by-case basis, to

the combination of how quickly the time-dependent characteristics of oscillations change

and how large the distance in frequency is between different oscillatory contributions that

one seeks to resolve; otherwise, the number and the nature (e.g. noise versus oscillation)

of the components present in the signal may be unnecessarily misidentified.

4.3.2 Coupling

While the uncoupled ensemble models that we have discussed thus far have already been

instructive in illustrating the problem with applying the classical PSD-approach of noise
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(b) 

Figure 4.6: PSDs, wavelet transforms and wavelet bispectra of non-autonomous oscil-

lator networks with varying coupling strengths. PSDs (top left), wavelet transforms

(bottom left) and wavelet bispectra (right) of the mean field of networks of n = 10

non-autonomous oscillators are plotted. Specifically, the wavelet bispectra results show

the wavelet biamplitude associated to each point in frequency-frequency space after sub-

traction of the 95% significance critical threshold given by a surrogate test involving 59

numerically generated surrogate signals. The wavelet transforms and wavelet bispectra

are calculated using a lognormal wavelet with frequency resolution 5. Centre frequencies

f0i of the oscillators are distributed equidistantly over the range [1, 10] Hz, with an addi-

tion of a random number between 0 and 1 Hz to reduce harmonic relationships between

the frequencies. The modulation amplitude factor is Aωi = 0.3 and the modulation

frequency is fωi = 0.05 Hz. The network coupling strengths A are (a) 0 s−1, (b) 5 s−1

and (c) 10 s−1. The models are simulated for 200000 s.
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characterisation to systems with time-dependent characteristics, systems with multiple

oscillatory components will far more often have some coupling between oscillatory com-

ponents. Detection of coupling between components of a signal serves as a particularly

strong indicator that these components are not “noise” to be discarded, but rather repre-

sent functionally significant deterministic processes. Understanding a system’s coupling

relationships can also reveal much about its physical behaviour, representing the means

by which systems exchange energy, as occurs throughout the physical world [204–206].

In our framework we consider phase-phase coupling between oscillatory components;

specifically, here we will consider phase-phase coupling in which oscillators attract each

other’s phases to their own, as in Eq. (4.22).

We analyse non-autonomous networks consisting of n = 10 oscillators of distinct time-

dependent internal frequency, with all-to-all coupling of Kuramoto form, according to

Eq. (4.22). In Fig. 4.6 we analyse such a network with three coupling strengths A: A = 0

in (a), reducing back to the uncoupled ensemble case; A = 5 s−1 in (b), providing an

intermediate-strength coupling; and A = 10 s−1 in (c), representing strong coupling.

In order to detect and analyse the coupling present in these models, after calculating the

wavelet transform we additionally consider the wavelet bispectrum [209, 211], which is

designed to detect non-linearities, such as coupling, within or between signals [63, 211].

Bispectra are defined over frequency-frequency space, such that the presence of a bispec-

tral peak around a frequency pair (f1, f2) may indicate a coupling between two oscillatory

components of frequencies in the vicinity of f1 and f2. (However, on the diagonal, i.e.

f1 = f2, or more generally for rationally dependent f1 and f2, bispectral peaks may

indicate just a single non-sinusoidal oscillatory component, with the bispectral peaks

arising from harmonics of this non-sinusoidal component.) Here in Fig. 4.6, and in all

other bispectra plots in this paper, we calculate a biamplitude value (i.e. modulus of the

time-averaged instantaneous wavelet bispectrum) at each point in frequency-frequency

space as in [211], and apply a statistical significance test to decide at which points in

the frequency-frequency space we deem the biamplitude value to be “significant”. More

specifically, at each point in frequency-frequency space we subtract from the wavelet bi-

amplitude value a critical threshold (at 95% significance) calculated from the bispectra

of wavelet iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transform (WIAAFT) surrogates gen-
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erated from the time-series under investigation, according to the procedure described

in [64]; hence, the strictly positive (i.e. non-grey) values shown in these bispectra plots

correspond to where the bispectrum value is considered “significant”. (The point is that

this “significance” potentially indicates that the level of time-localised phase bicoherence

around the given frequency-pair is, at least for some of the time, higher than one would

expect if the oscillatory components seen in the wavelet transform around these two

frequencies had no kind of direct or indirect coupling between them.)

Let us now discuss both the wavelet transform results and the wavelet bispectrum re-

sults. In Fig. 4.6(a), where we have reduced back to the uncoupled ensemble case, the

results we expect based on the previous subsection are confirmed: the PSD is noise-like

and the wavelet transform appears to indicate non-noise-like frequency modes with a

deterministic time-dependence. When medium-strength coupling is introduced in (b),

the PSD continues to be noise-like. The wavelet transform shows periods of asynchrony

where the oscillations cluster around three dominant modes, and shorter periods of syn-

chrony where the oscillations cluster around just one dominant mode. One of the three

modes in the asynchronous case lies roughly at the frequency value indicated by the black

ticks; another lies within the green-marked frequency band; and the third lies within the

purple-marked frequency band (where we see the fundamental frequency of this mode

and also harmonics arising from different combinations of the three frequency modes. In

the periods of synchrony, the one frequency mode appears to represent the coinciding

of the upper two of the three previous frequency modes while the lowest of the three

previous frequency modes vanishes in amplitude. This alternation between three dom-

inant modes and one dominant mode is indicative of the intermittent synchronisation

phenomenon of non-autonomous systems [2]. In (c), the wavelet transform shows that

the network has become highly synchronised around a single frequency mode, and yet

despite this coherent behaviour the PSD of this mode still appears noise-like. So we

see in all these cases that non-autonomous networks of a small number of interacting

oscillators can also appear to be noise-like when analysed by the classical PSD approach,

even when synchronised.

Now we discuss the wavelet bispectrum results, especially with a view to considering

what we can learn from this analysis tool that would be difficult or impossible to learn
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from classical spectral analysis under the traditional framework. As expected, no sig-

nificant bispectral content is found in (a), where there is no coupling. In (c), the full

synchronisation of the system into a single mode masks the underlying coupling, lead-

ing to only one significant bispectral amplitude peak (indicated by the black-marked

frequency band), which occurs on the diagonal and thus cannot indicate coupling be-

tween different frequency modes. (More precisely, much of the peak—which is inherently

spread out rather than pointlike due to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle—is found

to be significant against surrogates, while parts of it, particularly near the “summit”

on the diagonal, do not exceed the corresponding surrogate threshold. This peak likely

arises because of how wide the frequency modulation over time is. As we will explain

shortly, the time-averaged wavelet bispectra as shown in this paper, though certainly

better suited to time-dependent systems than classical bispectrum estimates defined for

stationary stochastic processes, are still only the first step in a thorough approach to

applying wavelet bispectral analysis.) With non-synchronising coupling in (b), however,

we detect large areas of significant biamplitude, which are mostly contained within the

frequency regions of the dominant modes identified in the wavelet transform. Significant

biamplitude values in areas of the frequency-frequency space corresponding to two dis-

tinct such frequency regions indicate coupling between the modes represented by those

frequency regions.

We have used wavelet bispectral analysis to investigate coupling between frequency

modes. Results indicative of coupling or the absence thereof between frequency modes

would have been obtainable from classical bispectral analysis if the network were an

autonomous dynamical system (i.e. if there were no frequency modulation or other form

of time-dependent characteristics); but as seen in the various PSD computations shown in

this section, the presence of frequency modulation drastically alters the classical spectral

properties to the point that individual oscillators look like pink noise.

The bispectral results shown here (and also later for experimental data) are the most basic

wavelet bispectral analysis computations, which do not explicitly show the time-evolution

of bispectral properties. Having performed such computations and identified significant

biamplitude peaks, one can further examine the genuineness of the apparent presence of
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coupling, as well as further properties of such coupling and its time-dependence, using

methods described in [63, 211].

4.3.3 Entropy and autocorrelation

What we call the “traditional framework of time-series analysis”, as described in Sec. 4.2,

can be summarised as the approach in which one regards a recorded time-series as being

a finite-duration segment of a sample realisation of an ergodic stationary stochastic

process, and uses this recording to seek to estimate statistical parameters or properties of

the underlying stochastic process so as to help learn more about the physical system from

which the time-series was measured. PSD analysis is a common tool for understanding

noise that is based on the traditional framework; but as we have said, the full “toolbox”

of time-series analysis methods based on the traditional framework is vast. Here, we

now illustrate how including more of these methods in the analysis of a time-series does

not help to gain an understanding of the underlying behaviour of the system if there is

significant time-dependence in the properties of oscillatory components of the time-series,

and hence time-resolved methods such as the wavelet transform and other methods

described in [207] are still needed. Specifically, as two examples of well-known analysis

tools that are intended to gain certain types of information about a time-series—and yet

which are ultimately based on the traditional framework and do not resolve in time—we

will consider firstly multiscale sample entropy [214] and secondly autocorrelation (the

Fourier counterpart to PSD).

Entropy measures are intended to give a quantification of the “complexity” of a time-

series. Multiscale sample entropy is particularly designed to avoid characterising ran-

domness as inherently a behaviour of high complexity, such that, for example, stationary

white noise will appear as being of relatively low “complexity” compared to other forms

of complex-looking behaviour [55, 57, 214]. Multiscale sample entropy generalises the

established sample entropy calculation to multiple time scales, identifying over which of

these the time-series may be more or less complex.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.7: Multiscale sample entropy of autonomous and non-autonomous oscillator

ensembles. In (a) the autonomous models in Fig. 4.2 (a); in (b) the same models as in

(a) but with the addition of a random number between 0 and 1 Hz to each frequency

f0i; in (c) the non-autonomous models in Fig 4.2 (b); and in (d) the same models as

in (c) but with the addition of a random number between 0 and 1 Hz to each centre

frequency f0i. In each case, the multiscale sample entropy is calculated for the time-

series simulated up to a duration of T = 200 s. The parameters of the multiscale sample

entropy are m = 2 and r = 0.15.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.8: Autocorrelation of autonomous and non-autonomous oscillator ensembles

analysed in Fig. 4.7 with n = 10. Each plot corresponds to the same model as that of

the same letter in Fig. 4.7. The window size is (a) 0.028 s, (b) 0.044 s, (c) 0.034 s and

(d) 0.044 s, in each case equal to the greatest entropy peak in the corresponding model

in Fig. 4.7.
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To define multiscale sample entropy, we first need to define sample entropy [215], which

is defined for discrete-time signals (xn)n=1,...,N . Heuristically, for a fixed positive-integer

parameter m, the sample entropy is the negative of the natural logarithm of the prob-

ability that two randomly selected distinct length-(m + 1) segments of the signal will

share approximately the same (m+1)-th entry conditional on the event that they share

approximately the same first m entries; thus, a larger value of the sample entropy cor-

responds to the time-series being “less predictable” and thus “more complex”. To be

more precise: given a signal length N , an integer m ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} (often chosen as

m = 2) and a “tolerance” parameter ρ > 0, letting CN−m be the set of all pairs (i, j)

of integers i and j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N −m, the sample entropy of a signal (xn)n=1,...,N

is defined as

SampEn(m, ρ,N, (xn)n=1,...,N) :=

log
#{(i, j) ∈ CN−m : d[ (xi, . . . , xi+m−1) , (xj, . . . , xj+m−1) ] < ρ}
#{(i, j) ∈ CN−m : d[ (xi, . . . , xi+m) , (xj, . . . , xj+m) ] < ρ}

(4.24)

where d is a function for measuring distances between vectors (in the calculation of

Fig. 4.7 we use Euclidean distance). From a statistical point of view within the

above-described traditional framework of time-series analysis, as in [215] the quantity

SampEn(m, ρ,N, (xn)n=1,...,N) is a statistic seeking to estimate—for the underlying er-

godic stationary stochastic process (Xn)n∈Z from which the time-series (xn)n=1,...,N is

assumed to arise as a sample—the value of the parameter

lim
N→∞

E[SampEn(m, ρ,N, (Xn)n=1,...,N)]. (4.25)

Whereas the sample entropy of a discrete-time signal is a single number, the multiscale

sample entropy of a discretely sampled signal is a function whose input variable is the

“time scale” s under consideration; the corresponding output is the sample entropy of

the sequence of mean averages of consecutive time windows of duration s. To be precise:

for a discretely sampled signal (xt)t= 1
fs
, 2
fs
,..., fsT−1

fs
,T of duration T and sampling frequency

fs, fixing a positive-integer parameter m and a parameter r > 0 and setting ρ = rσ

where σ is the standard deviation of the set of all points x 1
fs
, x 2

fs
. . . , xT in the signal, the

multiscale sample entropy associates to each “time scale” s > 0 (where s is a multiple

of 1
fs

that is much smaller than T ) the sample entropy of the signal (yn)n=1,2,...,⌊T
s
⌋ where
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yn is the mean over the n-th time window of length s, i.e.

yn =
fs
s

s
fs∑
i=1

x(n−1)s+ i
fs
, (4.26)

and ⌊·⌋ is the rounding-down operation.

Now for sample entropy, it is advised that one ensure a signal length N of at least 10m.

For multiscale sample entropy, since a larger scale s corresponds to a smaller number of

points ⌊T
s
⌋ in the downsampled signal for which the sample entropy is calculated, it is

necessary to limit the scale s to achieve the above advice. Accordingly, in this paper,

we present the multiscale sample entropy up to the maximum such permissible scale.

In Fig. 4.7 we present the multiscale sample entropy of models considered in the previous

sections, and modifications thereof. Fig. 4.7(a) shows results for the autonomous cases

analysed in Fig. 4.2(a), and Fig. 4.7(c) shows results for the non-autonomous cases

analysed in Fig. 4.2(b). The results in plot (a) are of a qualitatively fairly similar nature

to those in plot (b), apart from the relatively sharp drops in entropy as a function of

scale seen at certain scale values in the n = 10 case. There is no indication from these

plots that multiscale sample entropy can be used to help distinguish time-independent

(i.e. autonomous) from time-dependent (i.e. non-autonomous) dynamics.

However, perhaps not too much should be deduced from plots (a) and (c) due to the

rational ratios between the frequencies fi(t) of the different oscillators present in the

model, which could significantly affect the entropy analysis. Accordingly, just as we

added random numbers to the centre frequencies to reduce rational relationships when

considering bispectra, so likewise now in plots (b) and (d) of Fig. 4.7, we show results for

the same models as in plots (a) and (c) respectively except with the addition of random

numbers between 0 and 1 Hz to the centre frequencies f0i of the oscillators. This is

for the same purpose as in the bispectra examination; rational relationships between the

frequencies introduce further higher harmonics which will reduce the estimated entropy,

and are not representative of the vast majority of real physical processes. Now, in

this more generically representative scenario, we actually see results indicating similar

conclusions to what we saw in Fig. 4.2 when considering power-spectral density: The

sample entropy as a function of scale shows a similar picture to that seen for white noise

in Fig. 3 of [214] and Fig. 1 of [57]; but,
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• in the autonomous case shown in plot (b), for the relatively low-dimensional case

n = 10, the deviations away from the monotonically decaying “noise-like” curve

are fairly clear, while for larger n the result more closely follows a monotonically

decaying curve resemblant of “noise-like” behaviour;

• however, in the non-autonomous case shown in plot (d), n = 10 is already sufficient

to follow remarkably closely the “noise-like” picture.

So whereas the cases shown in plots (a) and (c) merely indicate the insufficiency of

multiscale sample entropy to be able to distinguish autonomous from non-autonomous

dynamics, the more generically representative results shown in plots (b) and (d) indicate

not only the insufficiency of multiscale sample entropy in this regard (since the results

in (b) and (d) are quite similar to each other) but furthermore the potential for positive

mischaracterisation of relatively low-dimensional deterministic behaviour as noise, just

as has been seen for power-spectral density.

Autocorrelation analysis is also a widely applied time-series analysis method, that de-

scribes the “statistical memory” of a signal across different time scales. The sample auto-

correlation function (which seeks to estimate the “population” autocorrelation function

of the ergodic stationary stochastic process from which the time-series is assumed to be

a sample) calculates the correlation between values in the time-series separated in time

by a given “lag” (the input variable of the autocorrelation function). Here, we work with

a slight adaptation of the standard definition of sample autocorrelation, that sometimes

gives more suitable results that the standard definition: for a discretely sampled signal

(xt)t= 1
fs
, 2
fs
,..., fsT−1

fs
,T of duration T and sampling frequency fs, we fix a window-length

L ∈ (0, T ) independent of the lag under investigation, and then associate to each lag

k ∈ [−T−L
2
, T−L

2
] (where k is a multiple of 1

fs
) the cosine of the angle between the vector

(x i
fs
) i
fs

∈[T−L
2

,T+L
2

] and the vector (x i
fs

+k) i
fs

∈[T−L
2

,T+L
2

], as calculated by the normalised

dot product. (The difference from the usual definition of the sample autocorrelation

function is as follows: in the usual definition, for each lag k one considers correlation be-

tween the time-windows [0, T − |k|] and [|k|, T ], whereas in our approach one considers

the correlation between the time-windows [T−L
2
, T+L

2
] and [T−L

2
+ k, T+L

2
+ k].)
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In Fig. 4.8 we calculate the autocorrelation of the models in Fig. 4.7 with n = 10, using

a window size L equal to the time scale at their greatest entropy peak. We see that

plots (a) and (c) slightly reveal a qualitative difference, namely a constant lower envelope

in the autonomous case and a slightly variable lower envelope in the non-autonomous

case, but these observations are peculiar to the precise setup considered in (a) and

(c) where the frequencies fi(t) have rational ratios; once we move to the much more

generically representative cases in plots (b) and (d), we see no clear qualitative difference

between plots (b) and (d) that might indicate that one is generated by time-independent

dynamics and the other by time-dependent dynamics. In conclusion, as is to be expected,

there is no clear way in which non-time-resolved autocorrelation functions can be used

to help distinguish between time-independent and time-dependent dynamics.

Just like power-spectral density, the two analysis methods that we have considered in

this subsection do not resolve the time dimension: just as classical power spectra are

defined over the frequency axis without an axis for the progression of time, so likewise

the multiscale sample entropy and the autocorrelation are defined as a function of a

variable representing a “width of time-gap”, while still effectively treating the actual

progression of time as of no more significance than an atemporal set of statistical re-

trials (the essence of ergodicity). Accordingly, as we have evidenced, they cannot be

expected to provide a suitable methodology for gaining even a basic understanding of

the behaviour of systems subject to temporal modulation of characteristics (such as

frequency of oscillatory components)—nor indeed can any other tools based on the

classical framework of time-series analysis. Instead, time-resolved methodologies such as

deterministic time-frequency analysis are truly necessary for successfully analysing signals

recorded from such systems.

4.4 Experimental comparisons of the two frameworks

We now investigate the physical appropriateness of our framework as contrasted with

the classical framework for three physical systems from which experimental data has

been recorded; specifically, we will see how deterministic time-frequency analysis reveals

important information not yielded by methods within the classical framework’s approach

to time-series analysis. In particular,
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 4.9: Tidal time-series recorded at Lancaster Quay, United Kingdom. The readings

were made every 15 minutes from 16th–25th February 2022 (see the data availability

statement for the data). The sensor is placed at 2.15 m, and unable to detect levels below

this. (a) The time-series of the height of the water. (b) The PSD. (c) The multiscale

sample entropy with m = 2 and r = 0.15. (d) The wavelet transform using the

lognormal wavelet with a frequency resolution of 1.5. (e) The wavelet bispectrum using

the lognormal wavelet with a frequency resolution of 1.5, tested (at 95% significance)

against 59 surrogates generated from the data.
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• we will indicate how time-frequency analysis can avoid the mischaracterisation of

deterministic functioning as “noise” that would arise from applying to these ex-

perimental time-series a traditional PSD approach to separating oscillatory com-

ponents from noise;

• and furthermore, for illustrative purposes, we will show how one might derive from

our wavelet transform analysis a preliminary form of approximate model of the

time-series according to our framework in Sec. 4.2.4 as represented by Eqs. (4.13)–

(4.14).

By a “preliminary” form of model, we mean that this is simply based on our present

analyses of the time-series; one can work towards more accurate and precise models

through a combination of (a) applying additional time-resolved analysis methods to the

signal, (b) recording further signals from the system or type of system being considered

and applying suitable time-resolved analysis methods to those signals as well, and (c) in-

corporating any relevant already-existing physical knowledge regarding the system from

which the signal is recorded.

We analyse, in Fig. 4.9, the height of water recorded by a monitoring station located at

Lancaster Quay, United Kingdom; in Fig. 4.10, the magnetic field strength at the Earth’s

surface recorded by an observatory in Norway [216]; and in Fig. 4.11 the interplanetary

magnetic field strenght, indicative of solar wind activity, recorded by a satellite in between

the Earth and the Sun. All three of these systems are thermodynamically open systems

with time-variable external influences—whether they be (respectively) the gravitational

force of the moon or the plethora of electromagnetic forces that affect the magnetic

fields at the Earth’s surface and throughout the solar system, from solar winds, to

electric currents in the Earth’s atmosphere to plasma processes in the core of both the

Earth and the Sun. These systems therefore all have the theoretical potential to have

deterministic functioning that appears noise-like under a traditional PSD analysis.

The River Lune, the subject of Fig. 4.9, is known to be tidal at the point of measurement

in Lancaster Quay. We would therefore expect to see the water levels oscillate with two

peaks a day, and the wavelet transform therefore to show a significant oscillatory mode

with a period of approximately twelve hours. The time-series itself, shown in plot (a),
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 4.10: x-component of the ionospheric magnetic field recorded by UiT The Arctic

University of Norway’s KAR magnetogram station every hour for a period of 39 days

and 23 hours, from 2nd December 2021 to 10th January 2022 [216]. (a) The time-

series of the strength of the x-component of the ionospheric magnetic field. (b) The

PSD. (c) The multiscale sample entropy, with m = 2 and r = 0.15. (d) The wavelet

transform using the lognormal wavelet with a frequency resolution of 3. (e) The wavelet

bispectrum using the lognormal wavelet with a frequency resolution of 3, tested (at 95%

significance) against 59 surrogates generated from the data.
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immediately makes clear that the river is indeed tidal, oscillating through two peaks and

two troughs each day. The wavelet transform (plot (d)) shows three clear frequencies

present in the signal, corresponding to periods of approximately twelve hours, six hours

and four hours, in descending order of amplitude. The six-hour and four-hour peaks

correspond to twice and three times the frequency of the fundamental twelve-hour peak;

they are harmonics arising from the fact that the twelve-hour-period oscillations in the

time-series are not of sinusoidal shape. (The bispectrum in plot (e) shows significant

peaks at rationally related frequency-pairs arising from these harmonics. A procedure

to determine whether frequency modes are harmonically related in less clear-cut cases is

described in [162].)

From looking just at the wavelet transform, one could build a preliminary form of model

for the time-series as

X(t) = A(t)h(θ(t))

θ̇(t) = 2π/(12 hr),

where h is a non-sinusoidal function as reflected by the presence of the harmonics of

the 12-hour fundamental period, and A(t) has fairly slow time-dependence on t as

reflected by varying wavelet amplitude over time seen at the frequency 1/(12 hr) (and

similarly at the harmonic frequencies). Of course, in this relatively simple example,

we can see the behaviour directly from the time-series itself in plot (a), but in more

complicated systems this would not be so. Since there is not much time-dependence

in the frequency—although there is still significant time-dependence in the amplitude—

the peaks at twelve, six and four hours that we saw in the wavelet transform are also

present in the power-spectral density, indicated on plot (b) by the dotted lines. However

such simple examples can be rare. In subsequent figures we will consider cases with

increasingly complex frequency dynamics.

Magnetic field strength fluctuations at the Earth’s surface are the subject of Fig. 4.10.

There are many forces known to affect the magnetic field in the Earth’s atmosphere,

not least solar winds. It is already known that significant variations in the atmosphere,

such as during a geomagnetic storm, also lead to variations at the Earth’s surface, but

the magnitude and significance of these surface variations, even during storm events, is

still a matter of open research [218].
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 4.11: Average magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field recorded by the

WIND satellite, stationed at Lagrange point 1 of the Earth’s orbit, for every hour for a

period of 1 year, from 1st January 2022 to 31st December 2022 [217]. (a) The time-

series of the strength of the magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field. (b) The

PSD. (c) The multiscale sample entropy, with m = 2 and r = 0.15. (d) The wavelet

transform using the lognormal wavelet with a frequency resolution of 3. (e) The wavelet

bispectrum using the lognormal wavelet with a frequency resolution of 3, tested (at 95%

significance) against 59 surrogates generated from the data.
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There are a variety of periodic fluctuations that have been found to take place in the

geomagnetic field in absence of any solar event, primarily driven by electric currents

resulting from solar winds and the moon’s gravitational field moving against the ge-

omagnetic field [219]. Such periods include 6 hours, 8 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours, 4

months and a year [220, 221].

In Fig. 4.10 we analyse magnetometer recordings over the space of 39 days and 23

hours, from the IMAGE magnetometer network. The purpose of this network is to

detect ionospheric auroral electrojet events, but we have chosen a period in which no

such events were detected. This period is hence more characteristic of so-called ‘solar

quiet’ dynamics. The time domain of these recordings in (a) again does not immediately

clarify whether the system is deterministic or noise-like, and the PSD shows no peaks.

The wavelet transform, while more complex than in Fig. 4.9, shows four frequencies

where a significant amplitude is maintained for a large majority of the examined time,

corresponding to periods of approximately 24 hours, 12 hours, 8 hours, and 35 hours in

descending order of amplitude. Three of these, 24 hours, 12 hours and 8 hours, are well-

known already, as mentioned above. The 35-hour period however does not correspond to

any known geomagnetic phenomenon. Besides these four frequency modes, the wavelet

transform appears to show much other content in the signal that is somewhat noise-like,

although with time-dependent intensity that is perhaps correlated with the amplitude

of the 35-hour-period and/or 24-hour-period mode. The bispectrum shows very signif-

icant peaks at ((24 hr)−1, (24 hr)−1) and ((24 hr)−1, (12 hr)−1); but since the system

contains distinct oscillatory processes of period 24 hours, 12 hours and 8 hours, it is

difficult to conclude with confidence that the 24-hour component is significantly non-

sinusoidal or that there is coupling between the 24-hour component and the 12-hour

component, until first carrying out a much more detailed investigation of time-localised

phase-bicoherence [63] (preferably with a longer time-series recording). The other re-

gions where the bispectrum plot shows values slightly above the critical threshold may

be due to the inherently far-from-sinusoidal nature of the apparent noise, or it could be

that this “noise” genuinely includes many temporally intermittent cyclic processes with

couplings between them. These are all issues that could be investigated with further

time-resolved analysis of this time-series and further magnetic field strength time-series

recordings together with physical considerations of the system itself; but as a preliminary
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model according to our framework, we could model the time-series as

X(t) =
n∑
i=1

Ai(t) sin(θi(t)) + εξ(t)ξ(t)

θ̇i(t) = 2π(fi + εi(t)),

where the frequencies f1, . . . , fn include the four frequencies (8 hr)−1, (12 hr)−1,

(24 hr)−1 and approximately (35 hr)−1, the εi(t) are functions representing the ap-

parent slight time-dependence of the frequency in the wavelet transform, and εξ(t)ξ(t)

represents a noise process with intensity proportional to a function εξ(t). Similarly to

our first example in Fig. 4.9, the variations in amplitude Ai(t) are much more substantial

than the variations in frequency εi(t). As we have indicated, it could be that εξ(t) itself

should be taken to be proportional to one of the Ai(t). Note that while our framework

allows for a separation between deterministic oscillations and noise just like the tradi-

tional framework does, the classical PSD approach based on the traditional framework

does not at all clearly detect the four oscillatory modes and risks leading to the whole

signal being characterised as noise.

Finally, in Fig. 4.11, we analyse how the magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic

field changes over time, measured at Lagrange point 1 in orbit of the Earth. This

measures the varying strength of the solar wind, which causes the solar magnetic field to

spread throughout the solar system. The wavelet transform in this case shows arguably

the most complex behaviour of all three examples. There are two clear lower modes,

of approximately 14.5 and 9.6 day periods, with clear time-variability. However, at

shorter periods, the modes become so time-variable and similar that they are difficult

to distinguish. Such a situation is another reason to next check for harmonic relations

between potential modes using a harmonic finder, which will help to identify what the

independent modes are, even despite their time-variability. These lower modes can

be seen from other solar wind wavelet analysis investigations, such as in [222]. The

higher modes however are less evident and studied, with most attention being shown

to much longer periods more on the timescale of the solar period of 11 years. In the

bispectrum however, there is shown to be significant potential interactions between these

faster modes, and even these modes and the slower ones, that could be worth further

investigation. Indeed, while other wavelet-based approaches have been used, the use of

PSDs to identify solar wind events and mechanisms is widespread [223–225]. In the case
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Table 4.1: How different types of processes within a system may be identified as being

deterministically functional versus being noise, when their manifestation as components

in a time-series is analysed from the perspective of the classical framework versus from

the perspective of our framework. As has been evidenced in this paper, typical power-

spectral density methodology based on the classical framework may fail to distinguish

the manifestation of prominent forced oscillatory processes in a time-series from the

manifestation of classical noise-emergence mechanisms.

Component
Appearance in

traditional framework

Appearance in

our framework

Isolated small collection of

oscillatory processes
Determinism Determinism

Forced small collection of

oscillatory processes
Noise Determinism

Net effect of immeasurably many

independent microscopic influences
Noise Noise

of Fig. 4.11, we see once again that the PSD gives no indication of the complexities

identified in the wavelet transform and bispectrum, instead presenting a profile very

similar to pink noise. Hence adopting a solely or predominantly PSD approach could

again lead to missing potentially key aspects of solar wind dynamics.

In all three examples, we have also included the multiscale sample entropy. This does

appear to indicate that our three examples, in the order that we have presented them, are

of increasing complexity; and this would seem to agree with the pictures indicated by the

wavelet transforms. Still, we would not have been able to arrive at a basic description of

what is going on in each of these examples if we had not employed time-resolved methods

such as the wavelet transform and had instead restricted ourselves to classical-framework

methodologies such as power-spectral density and non-time-resolved statistical entropy

measures.

We have given three examples of open systems where determinism can be missed or even

misidentified as noise under traditional PSD analysis. The time-dependent dynamics at

the heart of this mischaracterisation is typical of thermodynamically open systems, where
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external forces influence the evolution of the system. These systems are the norm in the

natural world, outside of any environment that is not artificially isolated. Therefore, it is

essential that a suitably time-resolved framework of analysis is employed when analysing

any such system. For one example from the field of biology, there has been much work

to include noise in the Hodgkin-Huxley model on an understanding of the behaviour of

cells as partially stochastic [45]. However, it may be the case that this complex dynamics

could be produced by a model based in the time-dependent theory we have presented

here, which may form both a more simple and experimentally accurate model. The

advantages of this kind of model over high-dimensional autonomous ones in the context

of cellular dynamics have already been demonstrated in [201].

4.5 Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that

• an ensemble of phase oscillators can produce a “(1/fβ)-noise-like” mean field time-

series without the need for either a larger number of oscillators in the ensemble

or the presence of chaotic dynamics, merely as a result of the presence of time-

dependence in the parameters of the system (even if this time-dependence occurs

on only relatively slow timescales);

• the same mischaracterisability of time-dependent, relatively non-complex, non-

chaotic oscillatory dynamics as noise can occur in actual experimentally obtained

time-series;

• in both cases, deterministic time-frequency analysis and related methods can be

used to gain a picture of what is really going on in the behaviour of the system.

By “noise-like”, we mean that the typical basic method of investigating noise in a signal

in terms of a roughly linear trend in a log-log plot of a PSD estimate—as used widely

by practitioners across the sciences—will yield results that look like white (β = 0) or

pink (β ∈ (0, 2)) noise. We have identified and discussed in detail the key mathematical

assumptions underlying this approach to investigating noise in a signal, and the key phys-

ical assumptions giving rise to those mathematical assumptions, that are fundamentally

responsible for the mischaracterisation of relatively simple deterministically functioning
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signal components as noise in the numerical and experimental scenarios considered in

this paper. In essence, classical power-spectral density is a concept defined within the

framework of stationary stochastic processes, whose application to time-series in turn

presupposes that deterministic components in the time-series arise from autonomous dy-

namics, which itself in turn is the mathematical modelling assumption corresponding to

the physical modelling assumption that the system does not have physical characteristics

being modulated over time by external influences.

By contrast, systems throughout nature are thermodynamically open, exchanging matter

and energy with their environment, and thus are bound to have temporally modulating

characteristics. Starting from this observation, we have built a fairly general conceptual

framework for describing the dynamics of thermodynamically open complex systems, in

terms of non-autonomous finite-time oscillatory dynamics, represented by Eqs. (4.9)–

(4.10). We have shown how deterministic time-frequency analysis can naturally arise as

the appropriate methodology for analysing time-series generated by dynamics for which

our framework is suitable; and we have both (a) used our framework to generate the

numerical time-series in Sec. 4.3, and (b) in the inverse direction, used the experimental

time-series in Sec. 4.4 to derive preliminary models within our framework, all towards

illustrating what is learnt by deterministic time-frequency analysis that is profoundly

obscured by classical PSD analysis (along with the entire rest of the toolbox of time-series

analysis methods based on the assumption that the time-series comes from a stationary

stochastic process). As discussed in some detail within Secs. 4.2.4 and 4.2.6, merely

generalising the classical framework of parameter-estimation for stationary stochastic

processes to that of time-dependent-parameter-estimation for nonstationary stochastic

processes is not the appropriate treatment for time-series coming from general open

systems.

The contrast between how signal components may be characterised when analysed by tra-

ditional PSD analysis as motivated by the classical framework for dynamical systems and

their output time-series, versus when analysed by time-frequency analysis as motivated

by our framework of finite-time non-autonomous oscillatory dynamics, is summarised in

Table 4.1. In conclusion, as we have evidenced through numerics and experimental time-

series data, apparent “noise to be filtered out” in a signal may provide crucial insight
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into the deterministic properties of a system when analysed by methods that explicitly

resolve the dimension of the progression of time such as time-frequency analysis and

other methods described in, e.g., [207] and references therein.
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4.7 Data availability

The wavelet transform and wavelet bispectrum analyses can be conducted us-

ing the Multiscale Oscillatory Dynamics Analysis (MODA) toolbox found at

https://github.com/luphysics/MODA [211]. The source of the data in Fig. 4.9

is https://check-for-flooding.service.gov.uk/river-and-sea-levels, and the OMNI data

analysed in Fig. 4.11 were obtained from the GSFC/SPDF OMNIWeb interface at

https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.

4.8 Appendix

In this section we provide additional analysis of numerical time-series, based on the

investigation presented in the rest of this chapter. Primarily, these analyses concern the

variation of parameters of the analysis tools themselves, conducted to ensure that the

previous figures were produced with the appropriate parameters.

First, in Fig. 4.12, we demonstrate the impact of the initial phases of the oscillators on

the power-spectral density, in particular its gradient. In the previous sections the phases

of each oscillator in an ensemble were set to be equidistant from one another around the

circle from 0 to 2π. This results in every system initialising in a maximally disordered

state. In Fig. 4.12, from left to right, we investigate whether initialising all phases at 0,

π or a random number between 0 and 2π, generated by the Matlab function rand that

draws from a uniform distribution, has a significant impact on the eventual PSD. These

hence represent states of maximal order, in the first two cases, and a state most likely

in between maximal order and disorder for the latter. Fig. 4.12 shows very little change

between each of these cases, certainly not to the extent of changing the colour of the

noise it represents, or whether it appears noise-like at all.

In Fig. 4.13 we investigate the quantity of zero padding added to the time-series in order

that the PSD can accurately and consistently estimate the power content spectrum,

as was briefly discussed earlier. In previous PSD estimations, enough zeros have been

symmetrically added to the time-series that the new length of the time-series is double

the next power of two of the original length, which is represented by the bottom row

of Fig. 4.13. In the middle row, we add just enough zeros that the new length is
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Figure 4.12: The role of initial phases. The power-spectral density is calculated for

n = 10 oscillators described by the equation f(t) = 5.05 Hz +4.95 Hz sin (0.1πt) for

three different methods of assigning the initial phases of the oscillators. From left to

right: all equal to 0, all equal to π and each as a different random number between 0

and 2π generated by the Matlab function rand that draws from a uniform distribution,

as opposed to being set equidistantly from one another between 0 and 2π.

the next power of two of the original, and in the top row no padding is added. The

PSDs shown in the left hand column are averages of the PSDs of 100 time-series,

each integrated from the same equation, but with randomised initial phases between

0 and 2π. In the right hand column, the standard deviation of these sets of PSDs

is shown at each frequency. This shows a significant difference in the average power-

spectral density between no and first and second next power zero-padding, and a higher

standard deviation at lower frequencies in the former, though also somewhat lower at

higher frequencies. This is evident to the extent of changing the colour of the noise

suggested by the PSD gradient. There is little difference in either the average or the

standard deviation between the first and second next powers however, indicating that

first next power zero-padding may provide sufficient stability in these estimations. Out

of abundance of caution, nevertheless, second next power zero-padding is used for all

other PSD estimations in this chapter.

Next, we consider the parameters of the autocorrelation function. Fig. 4.14 varies the size

of the windows that the correlation is calculated between. This variation increases and

decreases from the period of non-autonomous modulation, which is the longest of the

fundamental periods in the model. We see in the top row, as the window is reduced from

right to left, below a single period of the modulation, there are significant changes in the

profile and magnitude of the correlation. This is in contrast to the bottom row, where

the window increases in multiples of the modulation period and there is no discernable
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Figure 4.13: Role of zero-padding in the estimation of the power-spectral density. The

power-spectral density is calculated for n = 10 oscillators described by the equation

f(t) = 5.05 Hz +4.95 Hz sin (0.1πt), for three different zero-padding methods. From

top to bottom, no zero-padding, the time series consists of t/h points, where t = 6000s

is the length of the simulation, and h = 0.001 is the numerical integration step, zero-

padding to the first next power of 2 of t/h, and finally zero-padding to the second next

power of 2 of t/h. On the left hand side are the average of the power-spectral densities of

100 simulated time series, each with different randomly selected initial oscillator phases

between 0 and 2π. On the right hand side are the standard deviations of these 100

power-spectral densities.
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Figure 4.14: The role of the window length in the calculation of the autocorrelation.

n = 10 oscillators with the equation f(t) = 5.05 Hz +4.95 Hz sin (0.1πt) are simulated.

The window length of the autocorrelation function is set to, from left to right, bottom

to top, L = 0.125 · 1
0.05

s, 0.25 · 1
0.05

s, 0.5 · 1
0.05

s, · 1
0.05

s, 4 · 1
0.05

s, 6 · 1
0.05

s.

change in the correlation. The symmetry between these cases is also transformed; in

the latter the correlation is reflectively symmetrical about 0 lag, and in the former it

is translationally symmetrical. This suggests that one of the most important factors in

determining the correlation of this kind of system is whether the window is an integer

or non-integer multiple of the various periods of the model.

The impact of the range of lags of the autocorrelation that is calculated is more pre-

dictable. As fewer lags are calculated, the changes from lag to lag can become clearer,

but as more lags are included, longer-timescale features can be unveiled. In particular,

in Fig. 4.15, spikes to a correlation of 1 appear at each lag equal to the period of the

modulation, potentially revealing the existence of this periodicity, but are of course only

visible if these lags are included.

Finally, we examine the variation of two parameters of the wavelet bispectrum calcu-

lations. First, a range of resolution frequencies is compared in Fig. 4.16. At reduced

values of the resolution frequency, the biamplitude peaks become less well localised in

frequency-frequency space, occupying a greater area in the graph. At higher frequencies

however, the calculation of the bispectrum takes increasingly long times and consumes

more computational resources, and hence a compromise is required.
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Figure 4.15: The role of the range of lags in the calculation of the autocorrelation.

n = 10 oscillators with the equation f(t) = 5.05 Hz +4.95 Hz sin (0.1πt) are simulated.

The window length of the autocorrelation function is set to 10 s, and the range of lags,

from left to right, bottom to top, is 0.125 · 1
0.05

s, 0.25 · 1
0.05

s, 0.5 · 1
0.05

s, 2 · 1
0.05

s,

4 · 1
0.05

s, 6 · 1
0.05

s.

Figure 4.16: The role of the resolution frequency in the wavelet bispectrum. Considered

for the model of Fig. 4.6(b), from left to right, top to bottom, a resolution frequency of

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 was used, rather than 5 as in Fig. 4.6(b).
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Figure 4.17: The role of the length of the time series from which the wavelet bispectrum

is calculated. Considered for the model of Fig. 4.6(b), from left to right, top to bottom,

the length of the time-series is 120 s, 160 s, 200 s, 280 s, 320 s, 360 s, rather than 240 s

as in Fig 4.6.

The variation of the length of the time-series from which the wavelet bispectrum is

calculated, shown in Fig. 4.17, shows less predictable, linear change than the variation

of the resolution frequency. Between most of the different series lengths there appears

to be a little, but not very significant, change, but this change does not appear to follow

a particular pattern. The most pronounced change appears to be when the length of

the time-series is 200 s, in the middle of the top row of Fig. 4.17, which is the only

one that does not have biamplitude peaks spread across the higher frequencies of the

x-axis between 1 and 10 Hz on the y-axis. There is, again, no obvious reason why this

particular period should have such a difference to the others. Therefore, without any

predictability to the effects of varying the length of the time-series established, in Fig. 4.6

240 s was used. This provided 12 periods of the modulation frequency and ensured the

calculations were still computationally feasible.

4.8.1 Discrete Fourier transform

Estimating the Fourier transform of a discrete time-series inevitably involves the numer-

ical calculation of the discrete Fourier transform, which is what we have applied in this

Chapter. This is defined as
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Fj = h
n−1∑
k=0

xke
− 2πikj

n , (4.27)

where n is the number of points in a time-series x(t), and h is the time step separating

the points of x(t). Traditionally, this computation would require n2 calculations. This

was significantly improved upon with the introduction of the fast Fourier transform,

which was used in this Chapter. This reduces the number of calculations to n log2 n

through the observation that transform can be computed as the sum of the transform

of even points and odd points, like so

Fj =

n
2
−1∑

k=0

x2ke
2πijk
n/2 +

n
2
−1∑

k=0

x2k+1e
2πijk)
n/2 ,

= F e
j +WjF

o
j , (4.28)

where F e
j is the jth component of the Fourier transform of the even points of x(t),

Fo
j the corresponding transform of the odd points, and Wj the jth components of

W = e2πin. This can be applied recursively to split the transform into odds and evens

of length n
2

, then into four odds and evens of length n
4

and so on. The recombination

of each pair of this factorisation requires n operations, and given there will be log2 n

combinations, we obtain a total number of calculations of the order n log2 n, far fewer

than n2. This factorisation is optimal if n is a power of 2, and hence the efficiency and

reliability of the algorithm is increased if x(t) is padded with zeros up to the next power

of 2, as we have done in this Chapter.

The performance of the Fourier transform, in its aim of identifying the spectral proper-

ties of the time-series analysed in this Chapter, may be improved via the application of

windows. Windows apply the Fourier transform over only an interval of the time-series

defined by the window’s shape, which may take a variety of forms. The aim of win-

dowing in this application would be to attempt to limit the extent of spectral leakage

in the calculated Fourier transforms. Spectral leakage is the introduction of frequency

components, which may cause the ‘real’ frequency components of the analysed signal

to become hard to distinguish. In a worst case scenario, this therefore may lead to the
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transform appearing noise-like through all of its frequency components becoming indis-

tinguishable. A consideration of appropriate windows in the calculation of the Fourier

transform may therefore be required to ensure that the noise-like spectrum of the analysis

is inevitable, and not a product of preventable spectral leakage.
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5. Summary and conclusions

5.1 Summary

The work presented in this thesis combined the study of non-autonomous processes,

networks of processes and finite-time analysis of data to model far from equilibrium

behaviour in thermodynamically open living systems. We have paid particular attention

to the open question of how these systems can be best treated, and compared the

approach we have developed here to the commonly applied frameworks of autonomous

deterministic dynamics and random noise.

In Chapter 1, we introduced the topic of the thesis and outlined the background that

underpins it. First and foremost, the concepts of autonomous and non-autonomous

systems were introduced, which form the mathematical basis of our models, and the

concepts of stability and synchronisation, which are essential to their ability to reflect

the behaviour of living systems. Next, the motivation behind statistical physics was

discussed, as well as the theories of ergodicity and stationarity, which form the crux of

the difference between the finite-time and statistical approaches to analysis. Then, the

relevance of thermodynamics to the dynamics of living systems was outlined, and we

explained why we consider them to be thermodynamically open. The challenges of far

from equilibrium behaviour that characterises these systems was discussed in the context

of two major contributions to the field, synergetics and dissipative structures, and their

overlaps with the theory we further developed here. The idea of complexity and its

links to deterministic and stochastic dynamics was discussed, as well as random noise,

which is explored further in Chapter 4. Then, the theory behind the numerical methods

that we used was laid out. Finally, we discussed significant recent advancements and
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contributions in the two core fields this thesis concerns — non-autonomous dynamical

systems and network science.

In Chapter 2 a model for the energy metabolism of cells was introduced, consisting of

inter-coupled networks of weighted non-autonomous phase oscillators. The basis of this

model in the theory of non-autonomicity and thermodynamic openness, and how this

differs to other contemporary models, was explained. The biological motivations and

justifications for the choices made in this model were additionally discussed.

In Chapter 3, the model introduced in Chapter 1 was numerically analysed with wavelet

phase coherence and Kuramoto order parameter algorithms. This was done both for

the full model, and intermediate steps between it and the predecessor model in [138],

for equivalent parameters spaces to those analysed in [138]. This provided a picture of

the impact of each new element of the model presented here on its dynamics. A direct

comparison between numerical outputs of this model and the one developed in [160],

representative of more conventional and common biological modelling approaches, was

also provided. This comparison was facilitated by analysis of data from the experiment

presented in [132], which indicated the natural frequency of glycolysis in HeLa cells.

Finally, in Chapter 4, the framework of finite-time analysis that we based our modelling

approaches on, and contributed to over the course of this thesis, was further explained,

alongside the existing framework of statistical time-series analysis. Analysis tools based

in both of these frameworks were applied to autonomous and non-autonomous oscillator

models, and to experimental time-series recorded from thermodynamically open systems.

5.2 Original contributions

• A mathematical model was introduced that combined non-autonomous networks,

inter-network coupling, and biologically-motivated intra-network weighted coupling

for the first time

• A numerical process for identifying the recently-identified phenomenon of inter-

mittent synchronisation was developed, which does not require user examination

of each time-series
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• Numerous new, complex synchronisation relations between each element of the

model were identified

• A tendency of networked non-autonomous processes to create more stable systems

than non-networked ones was identified

• Two fundamental frequency modes, 0.01 Hz and 0.07 Hz, were identified in experi-

mental data of HeLa cells’ glycolytic oscillations, the former of which is comparable

to findings of the frequency of glycolysis in yeast cells [111, 161]

• The ability of the simple non-autonomous oscillator weighted network model to

produce complex dynamics reflective of experimental time-series was demonstrated

• The mean fields of ensembles of non-autonomous oscillators can appear to be

1/fβ noise in their power-spectral densities, a characteristic tool of the statistical

time-series analysis framework, and do so when they consist of only few oscillators.

This is in contrast to autonomous ensembles, which appear noisy only when there

are many oscillators. This behaviour even persists for non-autonomous oscillators

with certain strengths of intra-network coupling

• Experimental time-series also appear to be noisy in the statistical framework, but

finite-time analyses can identify informative deterministic frequency modes and

couplings in these same series

5.3 Future work

In this thesis we have adopted to approach of analysing numerically generated time-

series. This allowed us to assess the dynamics of equations for which the analytical

stability is not well understood in a bespoke manner, or search for specific dynamics

such as intermittent synchronisation. A comprehensive analytical understanding of the

dynamics, however, would be a more powerful tool for predicting the behaviour of any

given model. Developing such an understanding may additionally potentially identify

dynamics that are not currently known at all. An approach for analytically understanding

the stability of 1-dimensional cyclic processes was recently proposed in [58]. This could
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provide a pathway to similar results for general n-dimensional processes, and beyond

those subject to just slowly varying forcing.

We have also considered two network topologies — simple all-to-all connection of nodes,

and weighted all-to-all connection. Further modifications to these may better represent

yet further physical systems, and may lead to unknown dynamics. The interactions

between topology and dynamics may also be better understood by a methodical inves-

tigation to this end. For instance, in [2], it was found that removing node connections

can increase the parameter region where synchronisation is possible.

The model developed in Chapters 2 and 3 was done so with the purpose of representing

the energy metabolism of a single cell. To model more complex, larger scale processes,

extensions would be required. For instance, investigating methods for coupling the

entire model to replications of itself could be used to understand the energy metabolism

of multi-cellular systems.

The identification between synchronisation regimes of our model and healthy/unhealthy

states of the biological system also has expansive potential for analysing pathologies.

For instance, this conception of the model as examining energy metabolism could be

applied to the brain, in the form of the astrocyte-neuronal lactate shuttle hypothesis

[226, 227]. Taking advantage of the transformation to networks could allow variation

of the amplitudes of metabolic supplies in this context. The resulting effects on the

synchronisation regimes in the model could then be used to assess the contribution of

each variation to pathologies such as dementia. This application could be experimentally

supported with time-series measurements of brain blood flow for healthy and dementia

patients.

Such an approach can be widely applied, beyond just energy metabolism, and even be-

yond biological systems. This model and data analytical approach can be made relevant

to any thermodynamically open system that is characterised by many interacting pro-

cesses. For instance, NASA has made available near-Earth solar wind magnetic field and

plasma parameter data recorded simultaneously by several spacecraft in various different

orbits [217]. This could be analysed to understand better the frequency the frequency

dynamics of the solar wind and the atmospheric phenomena it gives rise to, and its
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spatial and temporal variations. The resulting interactions in the Earth’s atmosphere

may then also be understood through application of the model we have proposed.

Ca2+ oscillations that occur in the cytosol of cells appear to be a robustly oscillat-

ing process that provides crucial regulation and communication to myriad cellular pro-

cesses. This communication is thought to be hugely variable in its purpose, accomplished

through significant modulation of both the oscillation frequency and amplitude [228].

This therefore makes it well suited to the application of the non-autonomous oscillator

network model. The non-autonomicity of the oscillators allows for easy modulation of

oscillatory frequency, while the introduction of networked interactions allow for amplitude

modulations.

Finally, we have demonstrated in Chapter 4 that relatively low-dimensional non-

autonomous periodic processes can produce high-dimensional dynamics that may be

mistaken for noise. One of the implications of this, that also bears relevance to Chap-

ters 1 and 3, is that modelling of experimental data that contains ‘noise’ could be done

entirely deterministically. Developing such models could further reinforce the need to

consider deterministic origins of ‘noise’, and provide much more information about the

studied system than current noise-based approaches.
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Glossary and Notation

Glossary

Autonomous dynamical system An individual or set of differential equations that do

not explicitly depend on time, describing a system that is time-independent

Chronotaxic systems Driven non-autonomous dynamical systems that are stabilised

against perturbations

Coherence A measure of the constancy of the relationship between two periodic pro-

cesses

Dynamical equilibrium A state defined by a set of state variables from which the

system will not deviate unless perturbed

Extended phase space The phase space of a system, including time

Finite-time analysis The approach of analysing a dynamical system over a finite interval

of time

Harmonic A periodic component whose frequency is an integer multiple of the frequency

of a different periodic component

Intermittent synchronisation The phenomenon of oscillators obtaining a common

frequency at some times but not others, with no addition or subtraction of interactions

Jacobian matrix A matrix of all the first order partial derivatives of a function with

respect to its state variables. Where it exists, its determinant may describe the dynamics

of the function.
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Non-autonomous dynamical system An individual or set of differential equations that

explicitly depends on time, describing a system that is time-dependent

Nyquist frequency The maximum frequency that can be accurately represented by a

discrete time-series, which is half the sampling frequency

Permanent synchronisation The phenomenon of oscillators obtaining a common fre-

quency at all times

Phase The position of a process in its repeating cycle

Phase space The space of all the state variables of a system

Sampling frequency The frequency at which recordings are made in a discrete time-

series

State variable A variable necessary to describe the behaviour of a system

Steady state A certain state of a dynamical system that does not change in time

Thermodynamically closed system A system that allows energy but not matter to

cross its boundaries

Thermodynamically isolated system A system that allows neither energy nor matter

to cross its boundaries

Thermodynamically open system A system that allows both energy and matter to

cross its boundaries

Thermodynamic equilibrium A state between two or more systems where there is no

net flow of energy or matter
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Notation

ẋ The derivative of the state variable(s) x with respect to time

x A set of state variables

t Time

F A continuous vector field

{Xt} A set of random variables Xt

Xt A random variable indexed at time t

J The Jacobian matrix

xf A set of fixed points of the state variables x

θ A phase

ω A natural frequency

ϵ A coupling strength to an external driver

ϕ A phase difference

F A coupling strength between two oscillators or networks

K An internal coupling strength of an oscillator network

r The Kuramoto order parameter

Ψ The mean phase of an oscillator network

x0 A set of initial conditions of the state variables x

t0 The initialisation time of a system

Wij The weighting strength on the interaction between a phase oscillator indexed i and

one indexed j
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